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Abstract
This study assesses the neutronic, thermal-hydraulic, and fuel performance aspects of using
nitride fuel in place of oxides in Pu-based high conversion light water reactor designs. Using the
higher density nitride fuel hardens the neutron energy spectrum and results in higher breeding ratios.
The state-of-the-art high conversion light water reactor, the Resource-renewable Boiling
Water Reactor (RBWR), served as the template core upon which comparative studies between nitride
and oxide fuels were performed. A 1/3 core reactor physics model was developed for the RBWR
using the stochastic transport code MCNP. The code was coupled with a lumped channel thermal-
hydraulics 5-channel model for steady-state analyses. The depletion code MCODE, which links
MCNP with ORIGEN, was used for all burnup calculations. Select physics parameters were
calculated and with the exception of the void coefficients, agreed with reported data. The void
coefficients of the coupled core were calculated to be slightly positive using two different methods
(10% power increase and 5% flow reduction).
The standard RBWR assembly designs, which use tight lattice hexagonal fuel rod arrays,
with oxide fuel were then replaced with various nitride fuel assembly designs to determine the
potential increase in breeding ratio, the potential to breed with pressurized water, and the potential to
improve the critical power ratio with a wider pin pitch. Without changing the assembly geometry or
discharge burnup, using nitride fuel resulted in a breeding ratio of 1.14. Using single-phase liquid
water, the nitride fuel RBWR assembly resulted in a conversion ratio of 1.00. Another nitride fuel
assembly design with boiling water maintained a 1.04 breeding ratio while increasing the pitch-to-
diameter ratio from 1.13 to 1.20. This modification increased the hot assembly critical power ratio
from 1.22 to 1.36, as calculated using the Liu-2007 correlation.
A high-porosity nitride fuel is recommended for high burnup conditions, to accommodate the
nitride fuel's higher swelling and less favorable mechanical properties compared to the oxide fuel.
The high porosity allows additional volume for pressure-induced densification, alleviating swelling
and subsequent cladding strain. To predict the performance of high-porosity nitride fuel, fission gas
and fuel behavior mechanistic models were developed for high burnup and low-temperature
conditions. These models were validated with reported irradiation data and implemented, along with
fuel material properties, into the steady-state fuel behavior code FRAPCON-EP. Under simulated
RBWR conditions, a fuel density no more than 85% of theoretical density is recommended to
maintain satisfactory fuel performance.
Thesis Supervisor: Mujid S. Kazimi
Title: TEPCO Professor of Nuclear Engineering
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Thesis Supervisor: Benoit Forget
Title: Assistant Professor of Nuclear Science and Engineering
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivations
Breeder reactors have two potentially major advantages over existing light-water reactors
(LWR) in that they (1) produce more fuel than they consume by conversion of U238 or Thm into
Pu239 or U , respectively, and (2) are more effective in fissioning certain actinides that pose
waste management and/or proliferation challenges. The base-line breeder concept worldwide is
the sodium-cooled fast breeder reactor (SFR). However, as presently considered, fast-spectrum
breeder reactors have major disadvantages relative to existing LWRs operating on a once-
through fuel cycle: (1) the SFR capital costs and cost uncertainty are substantially higher, (2)
their reliability is lower-partly due to limited operating experience, and (3) successful
deployment requires a significant development effort of the reactor core, the reactor system, and
the associated fuel cycle infrastructure.
When the scarcity of uranium resources necessitates the transition toward fast reactors, it
may be more economic to make such a transition with Pu-U fueled breeders cooled by water. A
water-cooled breeder reactor can be more attractive to the industry since it can use the (1)
existing industrial technology, (2) more reliable cost estimates, (3) and massive experience and
operational base of LWRs. Commercial readiness would require development of the reactor core
but not the entire nuclear reactor system. If properly designed, an existing LWR in operation or
an existing next generation LWR design can be converted into a water-cooled breeder with
minimal retrofitting.
There have been multiple efforts to develop a breeder reactor using water as the coolant.
In the United States, the Light Water Breeder Reactor (LWBR) at Shippingport [Connors et al.,
1979], a pressurized water reactor (PWR) based on the U23 3-Thorium fuel cycle with oxide fuel
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demonstrated the feasibility of achieving a breeding ratio slightly greater than 1.0. A wide
variety of other concepts have been proposed for both the Pu-U and U-Th fuel cycles using
pressurized, boiling, and heavy water coolant. These conceptual High Conversion Water Reactor
(HCWR) designs are listed in Section 1.3.2 and described in greater detail in Appendix A. One
of the most recent designs, the Resource-renewable Boiling Water Reactor (RBWR) [Takeda et
al., 2010], is a relatively short core with a high core void fraction (-0.60) and hexagonal
assemblies of triangular-pitched pins. The core was designed to fit inside the pressure vessel of
an Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) and maintain the same thermal power. The RBWR
core served as the reference HCWR core for the modeling, simulation, and design modification
studies in this thesis.
Due to the moderating properties of water, the maximum breeding ratio of these HCWR
designs are around 1.0, much lower than the 1.2-1.3 breeding ratios achieved in fast reactors with
non-moderating coolants (liquid metal, gas). However, recent fuel cycle modeling studies
[Gudrin and Kazimi, 2009] have shown that employing a fleet of fast reactors with a breeding
ratio of 1.0, results in virtually the same cumulative reduction in natural uranium consumption
for the US nuclear fleet through the end of this century as that of a fleet of fast reactors with a
breeding ratio of 1.23. These studies were performed using sodium-cooled fast reactor designs
with metallic fuel and liquid metal coolant. The simulated fast reactors with a breeding ratio of
1.0 have much higher specific power so they were able to allow for a faster transition from the
once-through to a closed fuel cycle due to lower transuranic (TRU) demands. These results
showed that the breeding ratio may not be the most important factor from a nuclear fuel cycle
perspective. Simulations of light water breeder designs with oxide fuel, which can reach a
breeding ratio of 1.0 but not much higher, were not included in this study.
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In order to achieve the breeding ratios > 1.0, the central challenge in all of these reactors
is the same-decreasing the moderator (water) to heavy metal (HM) ratio in the reactor core to
harden the neutron spectrum. Historically, research has focused on 1) reducing the water density
through increased boiling, 2) reducing the water volume with tight hexagonal pin pitches, and 3)
using heavy water as the coolant (which is a less efficient moderator than light water). This study
proposes an additional strategy-increasing the heavy metal density in the reactor core by using
UN, (U,Pu)N, or (U,TRU)N fuel in place of oxides. The theoretical density of uranium is 40%
higher in UN (13.52 g/cm 3) compared to U0 2 (9.67 g/cm 3). These nitride fuels would use
isotopically-enriched N15 since the N14 isotope (99.6% of natural nitrogen) has a prohibitively
high neutron absorption cross section whereas N 1 is virtually transparent to neutrons. Using the
higher density nitride fuel in hard spectrum water reactors can potentially increase their breeding
ratios beyond 1.0 or allow greater flexibility in the design while maintaining the 1.0 breeding
ratio. For example, a wider pitch or a lower void fraction can be employed to increase the
amount of water in the core to improve safety. If properly designed, a PWR may even achieve
breeding with nitride fuel.
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1.2. Background
1.2.1. Breeding Physics
In a nuclear reactor, fissile isotopes (e.g., U233 , Pu2 3 9) can be created from fertile isotopes
(e.g., Th2 3 2 , U238) through radiative neutron capture and subsequent series of beta decays. Figure
1-1 shows the details of the neutron capture sequences for the uranium-thorium and plutonium-
uranium cycles. Note that beta decay and successive neutron captures for both sequences
produce additional fertile isotopes (U234 and Pu 240 ) from which heavier fissile isotopes (U2 35 and
Pu24 1) can be produced.
2Th + 1 Neutron Fertile JU + 1 Neutron
233Pa (27.4 Days) 239Np (2.3 Days)
Beta Decay
233U + 1 Neutron 2 3 9 Pu + 1 Neutron
90% Fission Fissile 65% Fission
10% Capture 35% Capture
234U + 1 Neutron Fertile 2Pu + 1 Neutron
235u + 1 Neutron 2 4 1 Pu + 1 Neutron
80% Fission Fissile 75% Fission
20% Capture 25% Capture
36U + 1 Neutron Parasite 242Pu + 1 Neutron
237Np 243Am
Figure 1-1 Neutron capture sequences for U- Th cycle (left) and Pu- U cycle (right) [Pilat, 2005]
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A metric for measuring the production of fissile material is the "conversion ratio" (CR),
defined as the instantaneous ratio of (n,y) reaction rates in the fertile nuclides to the absorption
reaction rate of the fissile nuclides, as shown in Eq. (1.1) [Ronen, 1990]. The term "breeding
ratio" (BR) is used when the CR is greater than 1.0, such as in a breeder reactor.
C fer(E)-#(E)dE gainsCR - (f C )in
fjss (E) - $(E)dE losses
In lieu of reaction rates, spectrum-averaged macroscopic cross sections (2) can also be used for
the CR approximations. For example,
for U 235 -U 23 8 fuels,
U238(E) -# (E)dE 
-U238
CR ~ ~ " -2
JU 2 35(E) -$(E)dE + Ea E)u239 -$(E)dE Za23 + EF'239 (.
for Pu-U 238 or transuranic (TRU)-U 238 fuels,
CU238 (E). -(E)dE 
-U238
CR ~ 
-y- EC (1.3)
fxPu239 (E)-$(E)dE -Pu239
and for U233-Th2 32 fuels,
f Th2 3 2 (E) -$(E)dE -Th232
CR- JyU2 (F) -(E)dE U - (1.4)
fEa2T(E) -#(E)dE E 1:233
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The CR can also be defined as the ratio between the final and initial fissile masses after a
certain burnup, which is a time-integral of Eq. (1.1). This definition is referred to as the "Fissile
Inventory Ratio" (FIR) and it is applied to the entire batch of fuel (seed + blanket regions). For
the burnup calculations in this study that involve U2 3 8-based fuels with fissile plutonium, the FIR
is defined as the ratio between the final and initial fissile masses of a certain batch of fuel, M, of
Pu239 and Pu24 1 after a certain burnup:
(M"Pu239 + MPu
2 4l )final
FIR (MPu239 + m Pu24l )initial (1.5)
Typically, Pu 24 1 production reaction rates (produced via Pu24 0 neutron capture) are not
included in the instantaneous conversion/breeding ratio definition, as shown in Eq. (1.3), since it
is a successive reaction to neutron capture in U 238. However, since the FIR is a cumulative
measure of the conversion/breeding ratio, the mass of Pu2 4 1 was included in Eq.1.5. In this study,
fissile plutonium (Puf) refers to the combined mass of Pu239 and Pu2 4 1 . It is important to note that
Pu2 4 1 has a relatively short half-life of 14.4 years so a long combined storage and reprocessing
time can greatly reduce the total Puf content.
LWRs typically have a CR between 0.5 and 0.6 [Ronen, 1990], which results in less than
1% of the uranium ore being utilized to produce energy. If the CR in these reactors can be
increased, i.e., more fertile U238 or Th232 can be converted into fissile Pu or U233, then less
uranium (or thorium) ore would need to be mined to produce the same amount of energy.
A dominant factor in determining the conversion (breeding) ratio is the q value (the
number of neutrons produced per neutron absorbed) of the fissile isotope, defined as:
77 = V (1.6)
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where v is the number of neutrons released per fission, Tf is the microscopic fission cross section
and ua is the microscopic absorption cross section. Note that this value needs to be greater than 2
in order for breeding to occur (one neutron needs to be captured in a fertile nucleus for breeding
and another is required for fissioning a fissile nucleus to continue the chain reaction to maintain
criticality). The CR as a function of q was derived in [Ronen, 1990] for a U2 3 8 and Pu23 9 reactor
system and is shown in Eq. (1.7).
f Z, (fuel)CR ~- - f - (1.7)
ko Z,(reactor)
where i is the spectrum-averaged q value for the fissile isotope (Pu 239) in the reactor and £ is
the fast-fission contribution of the fertile isotope (U238). q is strongly dependent on neutron
energy, as shown in Figure 1-2. As can be seen for Pu2 3 9 and U235 , their q values are mostly
below the threshold value of 2 (dotted red line) at incident neutron energies below 10 keV and
100 keV, respectively, and increase substantially beyond these energy levels. One can see that
this energy-dependence of - in Eq. (1.7) is the reason reactors with harder (faster) neutron
spectra are able to achieve higher breeding ratios for Pu-U based fuels.
Note that the q value of U2 3 3 is greater than 2 for almost the entire energy spectrum and is
relatively constant with energy for energies below 100 keV. This implies that reactors using
Th232 as the fertile material can achieve a conversion ratio > 1.0 in a thermal spectrum by
breeding fissile U233 via neutron capture. This was demonstrated by the Shippingport LWBR
[Connors et al., 1979].
For Pu-U fuels, reactors using low-moderation coolants, such as the SFR, can harden the
spectrum enough to produce breeding ratios of 1.2-1.3. HCWRs, like the RBWR, attempt to
harden the spectrum as much as possible to achieve a breeding ratio of around 1.0 while
maintaining enough water in the core for cooling. Figure 1-3 shows a spectrum comparison
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between the SFR (representing the fast spectrum), RBWR (representing the intermediate
spectrum of HCWRs), and PWR (representing the thermal spectrum of LWRs). Note that the
RBWR spectrum is harder than the PWR spectrum but not a true "fast" spectrum like the SFR's.
4 Neutron Yield per Neutron Absorbed
Figure 1
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Review of High Conversion Water Reactor Designs
High conversion water reactor designs from literature can be divided into two major
groups based on the fuel cycle (Pu-U or U-Th) and then subcategorized based on the coolant type
(pressurized H 20, boiling H20, or pressurized D20). A partial list of these designs divided into
the subcategories is shown in Figure 1-4. All of the reactors use oxide fuels.
High Conversion Water Reactors
Fuel Composition: Plutonium-Uranium Uranium-Thorium
Coolant: Boiling Pressurized Pressurized Boiling Pressurized Pressurized
Light Water Light Water Heavy Water Light Water Light Water Heavy Water
BARS B&W PWR EPRI Design HCBWR LWBR Pressure Tube
(Toshiba2001) (Edlund 1975) (EPRI 1981) (Downar200l) (Connors1979) (Radkowsky1990)
FLWR KWU APWR HW PWR Seed Blanket A HWR
(JAEA2009) (Broeders 1985) (Ronen 1983) (Nunez-Carrera2008) (Sinha2006)
RBWR HGLWBR Pressure Tube
(Hitachi 2010) (Radkowsky 1988) (Ronen 1990)
RCVS RMWR-HW
(Framatome 1988) (JAERI 2001)
Big Mac
(Ronen 1998)
RMWR-PWR
(JAERI 2003)
Figure 1-4 Organizational chart of selected high conversion water reactor designs with oxide
fuels
Aside from the Shippingport LWBR, all of the reactors from Figure 1-4 are conceptual
designs with varying levels of detail. To achieve high conversion ratios in LWRs using Pu-U-
based fuels, it was first suggested to reduce the moderator-to-fuel ratio by using a tight
hexagonal pitch in an existing PWR [Edlund, 1976]. Axially- and radially-heterogeneous zones
alternating between fissile and fertile compositions (seed-blanket) were implemented in later
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1.2.2.
conceptual high conversion PWR designs [Broeders, 1985 and Ronen, 1998]. This allowed the
conversion ratio to reach 0.96 [Broeders, 1985] as well as maintained a negative moderator
temperature coefficient by taking advantage of increased localized leakage (from fissile to fertile
zones) upon spectrum hardening. Most of the PWR-type core designs were retrofits, i.e. designed
to easily replace cores of existing reactors to minimize capital costs. Heavy water designs
attracted interest due to their harder spectra resulting in higher breeding ratios (up to 1.1).
However, the high cost of D20 and high rate of tritium production are additional barriers to their
development. The most recent conceptual designs utilize boiling water with high core average
void fractions. For example, the RBWR by Hitachi [Takeda et al., 2010] and the innovative
Water Reactor for FLexible fuel cycle (FLWR) by JAEA [Uchikawa et al., 2009] are able to
achieve a breeding ratio of 1.01 by maintaining low moderator-to-fuel ratios via tight lattices and
increased boiling. These reactor cores were designed for the power conditions and pressure
vessel geometry of an existing ABWR, thereby reducing capital costs upon implementation of
this technology by precluding development of the secondary systems.
HCWRs using U-Th fuels (right half of Figure 1-4) show considerable promise in terms
of breeding ratio and safety. As seen from Figure 1-2, the q value of U233 (the fissile isotope) is
greater than 2 for even a wider range of energies than the q value of other fissile nuclides, which
makes breeding (BR > 1.0) possible even in thermal reactors. In addition, thorium-based fuels
have been shown to achieve more negative void coefficients in tight-lattice BWRs [Kim and
Downar, 2001]. However, thorium-based fuels come with reprocessing and refabrication
challenges. For example, a 3-stream (U,Pu,Th) separation technology is not yet fully developed.
In addition, the strong y-emitting daughters U 232 of irradiated thorium fuel are very radiotoxic
and require remote and automated reprocessing in heavily-shield hot cells. This potentially
increases fuel cycle costs. Lastly, the database and experience of thorium fuels and their
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associated fuel cycles are very limited compared to oxide fuels-they need to be augmented
before large investments are made for commercial utilization [IAEA, 2005]. Nevertheless,
further design studies and evaluation of HCWRs using thorium fuels are recommended. For this
study, the focus was on Pu-U-based HCWR technologies due to their more mature
separation/reprocessing technologies and the higher likelihood of faster deployment of Pu-U-
based advanced reactors.
Table 1-1 summarizes the properties of the Pu-U-based HCWR concepts, all of which use
mixed oxide (MOX) fuel. Appendix A contains more detailed descriptions of these concepts.
Table 1-1 Summary ofselectedHCWRs with Pu-U-based (MOX) fuel
Avg.
Conv. Power Bumup Void Coeff.
Ratio [MWt] [MWd/kg] [Ak/k/%void] P/D Reference
Boiling Light Water Reactors
BARS 1.04 3926 44 -1.E-04 1.116 [Sakasita et al., 1999]
FLWR 1.04 3926 65 -5.E-05 1.095 [Okubo et al., 2008]
RBWR 1.01 3926 45 -2.E-05 1.129 [Takeda et al., 2007]
Pressurized Light Water Reactors
B&W PWR 0.90 2560 45.3 -8.E-04 1.087 [Edlund, 1975]
KWU APWR 0.96 3705 41 negative 1.296 [Broeders, 1985]
HGLWBR 1.08 2800 *N/A negative 1.347 [Radkowsky, 1988]
RCVS 0.95 4250 60 negative N/A [Hittner et al., 1988]
Big Mac 0.90 3660 < 27.5 negative 1.224 [Ronen, 1998]
RMWR-PWR 1.00 2900 45 negative 1.105 [Hibi et al., 2000]
Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors
EPRI 1.05 N/A N/A N/A N/A [EPRI, 1981]
HW PWR 1.04 3411 30 negative 1.326 [Ronen et al., 1983]
Pressure Tube 1.03-1.11 3000 60 positive 1.313 [Ronen, 1990]
RMWR-HW 1.06-1.11 2900 53 negative 1.105 [Hibi et al., 2000]
* "N/A") means "not available" in the reference or the reference was unavailable
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1.2.3. Nitride Fuel
Nitride fuel has been considered for use with sodium-[Kawakita et al., 2002], lead
[Adamov et al., 1997], and lead bismuth-cooled [Su'ud and Sekimoto, 1995] fast reactors and
space power reactors [Demuth, 2003] because of its compatibility with liquid metal coolant,
higher thermal conductivity, and higher heavy metal density compared to oxide fuel (as shown in
Table 1-2).
Table 1-2 UO2 and UN unirradiated fuel properties [Oggianu et al., 2001]
U0 2  UN
Theoretical Density Ig/cm 3] 10.96 14.32
Density [g/cm ] 9.67 13.52
Melting Point [*C] ~2800 -2700
Linear Thermal Exp. Coeff.
[10-6 K-] 10.1 (9400C) 9.4 (1000 0C)
Thermal Conductivity 7.19 (2000C) 12 (2000C)
[W/mK] 3.35 (1000"C) 20 (1000*C)
Unlike U0 2, the thermal conductivity of UN increases with temperature. Fuel
performance modeling of nitrides are more challenging since the irradiation performance and
properties database for nitride fuel are not as extensive as that of oxide fuels. Much of the
irradiation data came from experiments performed in the 1970's in support of the effort to use
nitride fuel for space reactors. However, there is ongoing materials research on nitride fuels,
most visibly at JAEA [Arai et al., 2006], but mainly with liquid metal coolants. Unlike liquid
metals, water is reactive with nitride fuel:
2UN + 4H 20 -> 2UO2 + 2NH3+ H2 + Energy (1.8)
Its application to water cooled reactors appears limited due to its reaction with superheated steam
at elevated temperatures [Antill and Myatt, 1966], which brings concerns during severe accident
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scenarios initiated typically by a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA). On the other hand, nitride
fuels may be appealing in passively-safe, LOCA-free, small modular integral reactor designs.
For nitride fuels to be successfully applied to large HCWRs, the safety implications of
the water/UN reaction must be further investigated or innovative reactor/fuel designs must be
employed to mitigate these risks. For example, additives (small amounts of metals such as
yttrium and titanium) in the nitride fuel matrix can prevent dissociation of the heavy metals and
nitrogen [Alexander, 1986] and enhance stability of the fuel in the event of cladding failure and
contact with the water coolant.
Another challenge for large-scale use of nitride fuel is the cost of N15 enrichment to avoid
the relatively high thermal neutron capture cross section of N14 . Figure 1-5 shows a comparison
of the microscopic cross sections for radiative capture, the (n,y) reaction.
0
0
Incident neutron data / ENDF/B-VI.0 / / MT=102
(z,g) radiative capture / Cross section
101
0.01
0.001
1 E-5
1E-6
1E-11 1E-10 1E-9 1E-8 1E-7 1E-6 1E-5 1E-4 0.001 0.01 0.1
Incident energy (MeV)
Figure 1-5 Neutron radiative capture cross section for N' and N15 [NEA, 2008]
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Enrichment of N 5 to 99.5%-99.9% is required to not only minimize neutron losses via
capture by N14 but also to minimize the amount of radioactive C14 produced as a byproduct of the
reaction:
n+N14 -C14 + p (1.9)
In the past, nitrogen enrichment has been costly but recent research in displacement
chromatography using cation-exchange resins [Ding et al., 2008] show promise that it can be
done economically on a large scale.
In addition to the aforementioned compatibility issues with water and enrichment cost
concerns, there is a concern that the nitride swells to a larger extent than the oxide under
irradiation. While irradiation in fast spectrum reactors has been investigated over the years, not
enough work has been done under thermal or mixed spectrum conditions. Therefore, more
nitride fuel materials research, including irradiation tests, is required before nitride fuel can be
considered for wide use in water-based reactors. The intent of this work is to encourage such
investigations by showing the potential breeding and thermal hydraulic advantages of using
nitride fuel in the RBWR, one of the more recent HCWR designs.
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1.3. Objectives
The objectives of this thesis are three-fold:
1) develop a 3-D core neutronics model coupled with thermal hydraulics to assess the
whole core physics and reactivity coefficients of the RBWR, a state-of-the-art HCWR core
design,
2) examine the potential neutronic and thermal hydraulic benefits of using nitride fuel in
a high conversion reactor assembly, and
3) develop mechanistic fission gas and fuel behavior models for nitride fuel and
implement them in the steady-state fuel behavior code FRAPCON-EP to predict nitride fuel
performance under HCWR conditions.
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1.4. Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 describes the development of the computational model used to analyze the
reactor physics and safety of the RBWR core design. The modeling effort and approximations
made in the steady-state MCNP reactor physics model are discussed along with the details of the
STAB thermal hydraulics model applied (which was developed through previous work at MIT)
[Hu et al., 2010]. The calculated breeding ratio and reactivity feedback coefficients of this
coupled model are presented and compared to the reference data.
Chapter 3 describes the investigations of the breeding and thermal hydraulic benefits of
replacing the oxide fuel in the RBWR with nitride fuel in a high conversion water cooled reactor.
A RBWR assembly model using nitride fuel was slightly modified into three separate versions,
each demonstrating a potential benefit of using the higher density (U,TRU)N fuel: 1) increase the
breeding ratio beyond 1.0, 2) maintain the breeding ratio of 1.0 while using pressurized water,
and 3) maintain the breeding ratio of 1.0 while increasing the minimum critical power ratio.
Chapter 4 describes the modification of an existing steady-state LWR oxide fuel behavior
code to predict nitride fuel performance under RBWR and PWR conditions. The thermal
properties, mechanistic fission gas behavior models, and swelling models were updated based on
nitride fuel experimental irradiation data from literature. The updated code was then used to
simulate a nitride fuel pin under RBWR and PWR conditions to predict the cladding strain,
fission gas release, plenum pressure, and cladding oxidation and hydriding.
Chapter 5 summarizes the key findings from each of the three main chapters and
discusses recommendations for future work.
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2. RBWR Modeling and Analysis
To assess the safety feasibility of one of the recent high converting water reactor designs,
reactivity coefficient analyses were performed for Hitachi's RBWR [Takeda et al., 2007].
Specifically, the RBWR-AC configuration, which can achieve a 1.01 breeding ratio was modeled
and analyzed using the steady-state stochastic neutral particle transport code MCNP5 [LANL,
2005] and the steady-state lumped-channel thermal-hydraulic model from STAB [Hu and
Kazimi, 2007]. For depletion calculations, MCODE-2.2 [Xu et al., 2006] was used to couple
MCNP with ORIGEN2 [Croff, 1980]. A description of the reactor and its properties from a 2007
publication can be found in Appendix A, Section A. 1.3, although the geometry and compositions
used for this study were based on an updated design provided by Hitachi [Hitachi, 2009]. Details
of this design, which are very similar to the 2007 version, are described in Section 2.1.
The non-regular hexagonal geometry (two of the interassembly gaps are wider than the
other four) of the RBWR-AC assembly required making geometric and material approximations
in MCNP in order to facilitate the use of its lattice geometry feature. In addition, due to the large
computational requirements of using a continuous-energy stochastic transport code coupled with
depletion, the core model had to be spatially discretized into 75 fuel regions (5 lumped batches
each with 15 axial regions). Therefore, the errors introduced by these approximations must be
considered in the physics calculations.
For the reactivity coefficient calculations, the thermal hydraulic model from STAB was
used along with MCNP power tallies in an iterative manner to resolve the axial power
distribution, water densities, and fuel temperatures for each state point. Three coefficients were
calculated: void, fuel temperature, and power. The Doppler effect on the cross sections was
approximated using the "pseudo-materials" method [Brown et al., 2008].
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2.1. RBWR-AC Core Description
Hitachi's RBWR is an innovative core design that fits in an ABWR vessel and plant
design, using a multi-recycling process to breed and consume TRUs at about the same rate. The
RBWR concept has been applied to 3 different cores that can fit inside the reactor pressure vessel
of an ABWR: RBWR-T3, RBWR-AC, and RBWR-TB, each serving a different purpose for the
multi-recycling fuel cycle. All of these cores feature shorter active core heights compared to the
ABWR, hexagonal assemblies, and tightly-packed pins in a triangular lattice. The RBWR-T3
core (the Pu generation concept) uses enriched U0 2 and maximizes the fissile Pu left in the spent
fuel per amount of natural uranium consumed. The RBWR-AC core (the breeder concept), which
is the main interest for this study, is able to achieve a breeding ratio of 1.01 (amount of Puf in
spent fuel divided by initial amount of Puf) , by using (U,TRU)0 2 fuel, high void fractions, and
axially-alternating fissile/fertile fuel zones. The RBWR-TB core (the burner concept) uses a
slightly different axial geometry and composition to maximize the fissioning of TRUs [Takeda et
al., 2007].
In order to analyze the most recent version of the RBWR-AC design, this study used a
recent core description provided by Hitachi [Hitachi, 2009]. The major changes between this
2009 version and the 2007 version described in Appendix A.1.3 are a greater core height (1347
mm vs. 1200 mm), different axial zone lengths, and the use of two different Puf enrichments (as
opposed to a single 18 wt% Puf enrichment in the 2007 version) for the lower and upper fissile
zones. Table 2-1 compares the RBWR-AC core specifications with those of the ABWR. Note
that the thermal power remains the same but the coolant flow rate is reduced to increase the core
average void fraction. This was done (along with using a triangular pin lattice with a low P/D
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ratio of 1.13) to harden the spectrum and thereby increase the breeding ratio. Table 2-2 shows the
geometry on the assembly and pin levels.
Table 2-1 RBWR-AC andABWR specifications and core performance [Hitachi, 2009]
Item RBWR-AC ABWR
Thermal Power [MWt] 3926 3926
Electrical Power [MWe] 1356 1356
Number of Fuel Bundles 720 872
Core Height [mm] 1347 3710
Coolant Flow Rate [kt/h] 22 58
Core Exit Quality [%] 41 13
Void Fraction [%] 56 36
Pressure Drop [MPa] 0.12 0.21
HM Inventory [t] 145 151
Pur/HM in Fissile Zone [w/o] 14.9/20.2 -
Puf Inventory [t] 8.8 -
Burnup [GWd/t] 45 45
MLHGR [W/cm] 472 394
MCPR 1.3 1.3
Void Coefficient [Ak/k/%void] -1.4x10- 4  -12x10-4
Breeding Ratio 1.01 -
Table 2-2 RB WR-A C pin and assembly geometry [Hitachi, 2009]
Item RBWR-AC
Fuel Diameter [mm] 8.7
Gap Thickness [mm] 0.075
Cladding Thickness [mm] 0.6
Pin Diameter [mm] 10.05
Pin Pitch [mm] 11.35
Pitch/Diameter Ratio 1.13
Assembly Inner Flat-to-Flat [mm] 189.1
Assembly Can Thickness [mm] 2.4
Assembly Pitch (narrow) [mm] 194.7
Assembly Pitch (wide) [mm] 199.2
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Figure 2-1 shows the axial fuel composition for the RBWR-AC assembly. The lower
fissile zone consists of (U,TRU)0 2 with fissile Pu making up 20.2 wt% HM whereas the upper
fissile zone is 14.9 wt% fissile Pu. Figures 2-2 and 2-3 show the lower and upper fissile zone pin
enrichments and distribution. The TRU composition, shown in Table 2-3, is representative of the
TRU vector from spent LWR fuel after sufficient cooling and fabrication time. Table 2-4 shows
the number densities and composition of the homogenized reflector zones above and below the
core. Figure 2-4 shows the core average void fraction distribution from Hitachi.
-4
500mm
500mm
300mm
70mm
283mm
520mm
194mm
280mm
70mm
230mm
Figure 2-1 RBWR-AC
Upper Reflector ( 3rd Layer)
- Upper Reflector ( 2nd Layer)
- Upper Reflector ( 1st Layer)
Upper Blanket
- Upper Fissile Zone
-4 1 Internal Blanket
Lower Fissile Zone
Lower Blanket
Lower Reflector ( 2nd Layer)
Lower Reflector ( 1st Layer)
assembly axial zones [Hitachi, 2009]
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IY-Type Control Rod
13.1wt% 5
15.9wt% 22
19.2wt% 51
20.7wt% 70
199.2mm 21.4wt% 123
Average Fissile Pu Enrichment
20.2wt%
Number of Fuel Rods 271
/ 0Fuel Rod Diameter 10.05mm
Fuel Rod Gap 1.30mm
Thickness of Control Rod 6.54mm
Figure 2-2 Radial view ofRBWR-AC assembly at the lower fissile zone [Hitachi, 2009]
Y-Type Control Rod
8.1wt% 5
10.8wt% 22
14. 1wt% 51
15.5wt% 70
199.2mm *15.9wt% 123
Average Fissile Pu Enrichment
14.9 wt%
Number of Fuel Rods 271
Fuel Rod Diameter 10.05mm
Fuel Rod Gap 1.30mm
Thickness of Control Rod 6.54mm
Figure 2-3 Radial view ofRBWR-AC assembly at the upper fissile zone [Hitachi, 2009]
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Table 2-3 Isotopic composition of TRU vector infissile zones [Hitachi, 2009]
Isotope TRU wt% Isotope TRU wt%
Np-237 0.44 Am-243 1.32
Pu-238 2.85 Cm-243 0.02
Pu-239 44.00 Cm-244 1.07
Pu-240 36.00 Cm-245 0.34
Pu-241 5.15 Cm-246 0.10
Pu-242 4.96 Cm-247 0.02
Am-241 3.57 Cm-248 0.01
Am-242m 0.15 Total 100
Table 2-4 Number densities [x 102 cm ]for homogenized reflectors [Hitachi, 2009]
Upper reflector (3rd layer) 500 mm Lower reflector (2nd layer) 70 mm
Zr 6.01306E-03 Zr 8.21893E-03
H20 4.24915E-03 H20 7.41446E-03
Upper reflector (2nd layer) 500 mm B10  4.71416E-02
Zr 7.33696E-03 B" 4.76389E-03
H20 3.08218E-03 C12  1.29764E-02
B10  1.57300E-02 Fe 5.85260E-04
B1 1.58960E-03 Cr 1.69654E-04
C_ 4.32991E-03 Ni 9.32397E-05
Upper reflector (1st layer) 300 mm Lower reflector (1st layer) 230 mm
Zr
H20
4.92706E-03
4.39781 E-03
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H20
B 1
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Figure 2-4 RBWR-AC core-averaged axial void fraction distribution [Hitachi, 2009]
Figure 2-5 shows the batch configuration in the RBWR-AC core. Note that the assembly
arrangement in the core does not result in 1/6 symmetry but 1/3, resulting in a larger core slice
with 2 reflective boundaries for core modeling simplifications. The first 4 batches consist of 156
bundles and the last batch 96, thereby resulting in 4.62 partial batches. With a core average
discharge burnup of 45 MWd/kg, this results in a 9.75 MWd/kg cycle length. Y-cruciform
control rods with graphite followers are inserted from the bottom and during operation at various
insertion lengths to minimize the axial and radial power peaking of the core. The control rod
locations (shown later in Figure 2-26) are evenly spread out so that each assembly will have at
most 2 edges bordering a control rod. The control rod and follower geometries and compositions
are shown in Figure 2-6. Note that the control material is 90% B'0 enriched B4C.
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Number of Fuel Assemblies
Number of Control Rods
Fresh Bundles
720
223
156
Once-Burned Bundles 156
Twice-Burned Bundles
Three-Times Burned
Bundles
Four-Times Burned
Bndles
156
156
96
Figure 2-5 RBWR-AC core [Hitachi, 2009]
111.28mm
3.44mm 4.71 mm 0.76mm_
6 54mmControl Rod
Carbon
5.02mm 40.76m
6.54mm
Follower
Material of Sheath : SUS-316L
Material of Control Rod: B4C(B10 90wt%)
B4C Density: 2.27g/cm3(95%TD)
Carbon Densty: 1.61g/cm 3
Figure 2-6 RBWR-AC Y-cruciform geometry and composition [Hitachi, 2009]
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2.2. Reactor Physics Code Selection
Three approaches were considered to model the RBWR-AC core and calculate its reactor
physics parameters: 1) a deterministic approach via thermal reactor lattice codes and core
diffusion solvers, 2) a deterministic approach via the fast reactor deterministic code ERANOS-
2.1 [Ruggieri et al., 2006] and 3) a stochastic approach using MCNP. The deterministic
approaches were desirable since the calculations take only a fraction of the computational
resources compared to the statistical sampling method used in MCNP. However, their ability to
model axially-heterogeneous cores with spectra between fast and thermal was unknown and had
to be evaluated.
2.2.1. Deterministic Thermal Reactor Codes
The deterministic approach utilizes mathematical approximations to efficiently solve the
neutron transport equation for a given 2-D geometry (a pin or assembly) via lattice physics
codes. These deterministic lattice codes, such as CASMO-4 [Edenius et al., 1995] and HELIOS-
2 [Wemple et al., 2008], calculate the neutron flux distribution, their energies, and their reaction
rates with reactor materials based on multi-group neutron cross sections within a 2-D assembly.
These assembly calculations account for all the spectral interactions among pins of different
compositions, control rods, coolant, etc. Lattice codes homogenize the multi-group cross sections
into few-group cross sections to be used in whole-core nodal diffusion solvers. These core
solvers, such as SIMULATE-3 [DiGiovine et al., 1995] and PARCS [Downar et al., 2009]
calculate the whole core 3-D physics parameters by using the condensed few-group cross
sections from 2-D assemblies calculated via the lattice codes under different conditions (state
points) to represent the local cross sections of each node.
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The drawback of this approach for parfait (axially-heterogeneous) cores like the RBWR-
AC is that conventional deterministic codes do not use axial discontinuity factors that take into
account the spectral effect of neutron leakage and strong spatial gradient between axial zones
with different compositions. The different flux spectra between fissile and fertile zones have
strong influences on each other, resulting in shifts in their local spectra. In addition, a net neutron
current in one direction (from fissile zone to fertile zone) results in a steep flux gradient near the
interface. Axial discontinuity factors are required to capture these effects and reproduce the
correct flux conditions since the few-group cross sections are condensed from 2-D assembly
calculations assuming infinitely axially uniform compositions. Without axial discontinuity
factors, the generated 2-group homogenized cross sections in the RBWR can result in local cross
section errors as high as 50% [Herman et al., 2011], and these errors can propagate in full core
analyses. Nodal codes like SIMULATE-3 [DiGiovine et al., 1995] correct spectral effects in the
radial direction to account for adjacent assemblies of different compositions (e.g. a MOX
assembly next to a U0 2 assembly), but since these codes were designed for conventional LWR
fuels which have axially-uniform enrichment, there is no similar correction for the axial 3-D
spectral effects. In addition, SIMULATE-3 does not have hexagonal geometry modeling
capabilities.
2.2.2. Stochastic Approach with MCNP-5 and MCODE
After understanding the limitations of the deterministic codes, the 3-D stochastic core
calculation approach with continuous cross sections via MCNP was selected to calculate the
reactor physics parameters. This approach does not condense or homogenize the cross sections in
continuous (point-wise) form and explicitly treats the 3-D spectral effects of the heterogeneous
fuel design. The drawbacks of the stochastic approach is the probabilistic uncertainty in any
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reactivity or flux tally calculation and the convergence of the fission source; hundreds of
thousands of neutron particle histories are required to converge to results with sufficiently low
uncertainties (standard deviations). Therefore, for burnup calculations via MCODE, there are
practical limits on the number of burnable regions and depletion steps that can be modeled. This
makes iterative coupling with thermal hydraulics and adjusting control rod insertion lengths at
each burnup step even less practical. Therefore, for a RBWR-AC core model employing 1/3
symmetry, only 75 burnable regions were modeled, the burnup steps were limited to 4-7 per
cycle (i.e., per 9.75 MWd/kg), and thermal hydraulic iterative coupling with STAB and rod
insertion patterns were employed only for reactivity coefficient calculations at fixed points
during the equilibrium cycle. The equilibrium cycle core composition was determined through
burnup calculations of several cycles with fixed fuel temperatures, fixed water densities, and all
control rods out. Between each of these cycles, fuel shuffling was simulated via the 5 lumped
batches of assemblies.
For burnup calculations, the linkage program MCODE-2.2 [Xu et al., 2006] was used to
link MCNP to the one-group depletion code, ORIGEN2 [Croff et al., 1980]. MCNP provides the
neutron flux solution and detailed reaction rates in the pre-defined spatial burnup regions.
ORIGEN, in turn, carries out multi-nuclide depletion calculations in each region and updates the
corresponding material compositions in the MCNP model. The MCNP/ORIGEN coupling
follows the predictor-corrector approach. During a burnup time step, end-of-time step material
compositions are first predicted based on the flux solution at the beginning-of-time step. Using
the predicted end-of-time step material compositions, an MCNP run is performed to compute the
neutron flux and detailed reaction rates, which are then used in a corrector burnup step. The final
end-of-time step material compositions are obtained as the average value of the results from the
predictor and corrector steps.
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2.3. MCNP Assembly Model
This section describes the approximations made to the RBWR-AC assembly model for it
to be employed efficiently in a regular hexagonal lattice in the MCNP core model. Specifically,
the level of detail of each assembly was reduced by using coarser burnable regions to reduce
computational requirements and by converting the assembly unit cell geometry from a non-
regular hexagon to a regular hexagon for it to fit into a hexagonal lattice in the core model.
ENDF/B-VII continuous cross sections and S(a,p) scattering kernels (for water and graphite)
were used for the MCNP calculations.
The non-regular geometry of the RBWR-AC assembly is shown in Figure 2-7. The Y-
cruciform control rods, which are inserted in between every 3 fuel assemblies, required each
hexagonal assembly to have 2 wide gaps. During operation, these wide gaps would contain either
partially inserted B4C rods and/or graphite followers. Since the other 4 gaps contained only
coolant, it was desirable to make them narrower to minimize the amount of water in the core in
order to maintain a harder spectrum.
Figure 2- 7 RB WR-AC single assembly (left) and assembly lattice (right) [Hitachi, 2009]
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Since the lattice feature of MCNP can only model uniform regular hexagonal assemblies,
the actual non-regular hexagonal assembly model was approximated as a regular hexagonal
assembly, while maintaining similar physics parameters (reactivity, control rod worth, feedback
coefficients, etc.). In addition, it was desirable to limit the complexity of the assembly geometry
to minimize computation time by employing radially-averaged pin enrichments and large
homogenized axial regions that result in a coarser spatial discretization. The assembly
approximations were done in 4 stages, each with successively decreasing levels of geometric
complexity. The descriptions of these models, labeled A through D, are summarized in Table 2-5
and described in greater detail in the next section. The word "regions" refers to the discretized
nodes whose compositions are updated at each burnup step.
Table 2-5 Summary of assembly models with decreasing complexity from A -D
Model A Model B Model C Model D
Pin Enrichments 5 5 1 1
Axial Fuel Regions 34 5 5 5
Axial Coolant Regions 34 5 5 5
Wide Gaps 2 2 2 -
Narrow Gaps 4 4 4 -
Equivalent Gaps - - - 6
The reactivities, fissile inventory ratios, and void and temperature reactivity feedback
coefficients were calculated with respect to burnup for Models A through D to determine the
effects of each successive approximation, i.e. how much accuracy is lost due to each level of
approximation. Once the discrepancies between Model A and D were evaluated, Model D
assemblies (the approximated regular hexagonal assemblies) were used for the MCNP core
model while taking into account the effects of the approximations (e.g., underprediction of k-
eff).
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Assembly Model Approximations
Figure 2-8 shows the geometry for the various assembly models. Model A is the most
detailed, with 34 axial fuel regions and 34 corresponding coolant regions whose void fractions
are shown in Figure 2-9. Model B employs 5 large axial fuel and coolant regions instead of 34,
corresponding to the 3 fertile zones, 2 fissile zones, and their surrounding coolant void fractions.
15 regions were ultimately used in the core model to provide finer axial spatial resolution to
capture the local buildup of Puf and more accurately resolve the axial power profile. Model C
also uses these 5 regions and in addition, a single pin composition that is averaged over the 5
different pin compositions of Model A. Model D adopts the cumulative changes from Models B
and C and in addition, employs a regular hexagonal geometry.
The changes made to the control rods in the wide gaps can be seen more clearly in Figure
2-10, which shows comparisons between the exact control rod geometry from Models A through
C and the approximate geometry of Model D with all rods out (ARO) and all rods in (ARI). For
the ARO case, the 2 wide gaps contain graphite followers, as shown in Figure 2-10. These
geometric modifications were introduced in Model D while ensuring preservation of the control
rod reaction rates. This entailed changing the geometries and densities of the gap materials and is
described in greater detail in the following sections.
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Figure 2-8 MCNP burnable regions for each RBWR-AC assembly model
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Figure 2-9 Axial void fractions for Model A (34 regions) and Models B, C, and D (5 regions).
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Figure 2-10 RBWR-AC follower and control rod exact geometry (left) and approximated
geometry (right)
2.3.2. Model D Approximations (All Rods Out)
While converting from the non-regular hexagonal geometry to a regular hexagonal
geometry (Model C -> Model D), the following approximations were made for the case when all
control rods are out (graphite followers in):
1) The total area of the unit assembly cell was conserved to maintain the total core area.
A change in the core dimensions would affect the coolant flow area and reactivity calculations.
2) A regular hexagonal assembly implies that all six gaps have equal areas. Therefore, the
4 narrow gap areas were increased and the 2 wide gap areas were decreased:
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i.e. Awide new / Awide_old = 0.387;
Anarrow new / Anarrow_old = 4.818;
Awide new = Anarrownew
3) The proportions of the 3 different materials in the wide gaps (water, stainless steel, and
graphite) were maintained while they were approximated as slabs along the Model D gaps
(termed "equivalent gaps") as shown in Figure 2-11. The water remained closest to the center of
the assembly followed by the stainless steel and graphite. To conserve their masses, the density
of each material was increased by 1/0.387 as shown in Table 2-6.
4) Likewise, in the narrow gaps, the mass of the water was maintained by decreasing the
water density by a factor of 4.818.
Figure 2-11 Model C (left) and Model D (right) ARO gap geometries with water (light blue),
stainless steel (purple), and graphite (green)
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Table 2-6 Geometry comparison between Models C and D (ARO)
Assembly Areas [cm 2] Model C Model D
Area per wide gap (2) 5.589 -
Area per narrow gap (4) 0.449 -
Area per equivalent gap (6) - 2.162
Total Area 12.973 12.973
Wide Gap Areas [cm 2]
Water 1.950 0.754
Stainless Steel 1.205 0.466
Graphite 2.434 0.942
Wide Gap Densities [g/cm 3]
Water 0.346 0.894
Stainless Steel 8.000 20.681
Graphite 1.610 4.164
Narrow Gap Densities [g/cm 3]
Water 0.346 0.072
It was necessary to maintain the water mass in the wide gaps to maintain the moderation
and FIR; decreasing the water volume without changing the density would have led to a harder
spectrum and higher breeding ratio. Maintaining the stainless steel mass in the wide gaps was
necessary to prevent over-predicting the reactivity since stainless steel is a "grey" absorber.
Similarly, the graphite mass was maintained to keep the same level of moderation and reflection.
The water mass in the narrow gaps was maintained to replicate the same rate of inter-assembly
cross-leakage or reflection. Since 2 of the 6 equivalent gaps contain stainless steel and
graphite/B 4C, the assembly was modeled with 3 different orientations in the core model.
To ensure that this approximation was valid, reaction rates were calculated in the wide
gaps for neutron scattering and absorption. Table 2-7 shows the scattering and absorption
reaction rates of Models C and D in terms of [reactions/fsn] where "fsn" is fission source neutron
(a neutron produced from fission). Note that the reaction rate ratios between D and C are all
close to 1.0, except for absorption in stainless steel. This can be attributed to the self-shielding
effect of the absorbing material (local flux depression and subsequent decrease in reaction rate
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density). The effects of these geometric and material changes to Model D for the ARO case were
later shown to be negligible on the assembly reactivity.
Table 2-7 Wide gap reaction rates for Models C and D
Reaction Rates
[reactions/fsn]
Reaction Model C Model D D/C ratio
Scattering in Water 1.47 1.42 0.97
Scattering in SS 14.01 13.12 0.94
Absorption in SS 0.33 0.22 0.66
Scattering in Graphite 3.44 3.20 0.93
2.3.3. Model D Approximations (All Rods In)
Model D with all rods in (ARI) is the same as Model D with all rods out (ARO) except
for the composition in the 2 gaps where the control rods/followers are inserted which now
contains water, stainless steel, and B4C (90% B10-enriched boron). Smearing the B4C over the
entire edge of the 2 gaps would have produced artificially low radial power peaking for the pins
near the corner of the Y-cruciform junction. Therefore, in Model D, the B4 C is only smeared
along the length of the B4C segment of the control rod in Model C, as shown in Figure 2-12.
The dimensions and masses of the materials in the wide gaps of Models C and D with
ARI are compared in Table 2-8. The masses of the stainless steel and water in the wide gaps of
Model C were maintained in Model D. Due to the much lower B4C volume, the B4C density had
to be increased to 4.9 g/cm 3 in order to maintain the same reaction rates. Note that the total B4C
mass and surface area in Model D are still lower, but the control rod worth was maintained. The
helium gas inside the control rod sheath (the light blue region of Model C in Figure 2-12) was
neglected.
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Model C Model D
Figure 2-12 Model C and D ARI gap geometries (water-grey, stainless steel-purple, B4C-dark
blue, helium-light blue)
Table 2-8 Wide gap properties (per assembly with ARI)
Assembly Model C D
Area [cm 2] 11.18 4.32
Water Mass [g] 144.1 144.1
Water Density [g/cm3] 0.3642 0.7842
SS Mass [g] 3444.4 3444.4
SS Density [g/cm3] 8.00 16.96
B4 C Mass [g] 450.2 365.7
B4C Density [g/cm 3] 2.27 4.9
B4 C Volume [cm3] 193.33 74.63
B4C Surf. Area [cm 2] 2306.23 2070.7
Table 2-9 Control rod worth results at 0 MWd/kg
Assembly Model C D
k-eff (aro) 1.05492 1.05392
k-eff (ari) 0.99879 0.99769
CRD worth 0.05327 0.05348
*k-eff errors +/- 0.00013
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The reactivities as functions of burnup were calculated via MCODE for the ARO and
ARI cases of Models C and D and are shown in Figures 2-13. It can be seen that more
pronounced effects appear initially for the ARI case, but they disappear after about 1 MWd/kg.
This shows that the control rod worth from Model C is maintained in Model D throughout the
cycle. In addition, this shows that ARO approximations have negligible effects on reactivity.
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Figure 2-13 Reactivity curves of Models C and D with all rods in and out (ARI and ARO)
2.3.4. Burnup Comparisons for Models A to D
Each of the assembly models was burned up using MCODE to the average core discharge
burnup (45 MWd/kg). Figures 2-14 and 2-15 show the reactivity comparison as a function of
burnup. The reactivity differences of Models B, C, and D compared to Model A appear relatively
close together, as shown in Figure 2-15. This implies that the largest introduction of error occurs
as a result of the approximations made in Model B when the axial regions were reduced from 34
to 5. This is a result of a modeling artifact known as "plutonium drift" [Yarsky, 2005], where the
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--o-C (a ro)
+o-C(ari)
-oD (a ro)
-+D (a ri)
plutonium bred at regions near the center of the core is smeared through the entire length of each
zone after each burnup step. This may artificially increase the axial leakage and result in an
under-prediction of reactivity. This error increases with burnup and results in maximum under
predictions of reactivity by about 300 pcm by Model B and 350 by Models C and D with a
standard deviation of ~40 pcm. There are negligible reactivity effects from using a single average
pin enrichment (Model B 4 C) and converting to a regular hexagonal geometry (Model C 4 D).
Note that the reflectors and shielding above and below the active region in the assembly
models were included in the models (no axial reflective boundary conditions) since the axial flux
and power profiles are sensitive to these boundary conditions. Therefore, it is more appropriate
to describe the reactivity in terms of a "radially-reflected k-eff' rather than "k-inf' that is
commonly used to describe assembly reactivity with axially reflective boundary conditions or in
a 2D plane.
1.06 - --------- --------
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9 1.02 -------- ---------- - -o-Model D
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Burnup [MWd/kg]
Figure 2-14 Reactivity (~0.00030 avg. error) versus burnup for all assembly models (A RO)
Figure 2-16 shows the FIR as a function of burnup. Although Model D under predicts the
FIR compared to Model A, the FIRs are all very close (all within 0.1% difference of each other).
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For core calculations using the approximate assembly Model D, the reactivity is expected to be
under predicted by a few hundred pcms.
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Figure 2-15 Reactivity difference (~40 pcm avg. error) from assembly Model A versus burnup
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To ensure that the approximations of Model D sufficiently retained the physics properties
of Model A, reactivity feedback coefficients were also calculated. Tables 2-10 and 2-11 show the
void and Doppler reactivity feedback coefficients for Models A through D at 3 burnups: 0.2
MWd/kg, 19.5 MWd/kg, and 45 MWd/kg, which are designated as beginning-of-life (BOL),
middle-of-life (MOL), and end-of-life (EOL), respectively. The standard deviations (statistical
errors) of the k-eff measurements were propagated through for the void and Doppler coefficient
calculations, resulting in errors of 3-4 pcm/%void and 0.1-0.2 pcm/K, respectively. For the void
coefficients, the void fractions were increased/decreased uniformly along the entire active length
by 0.05 from the reference core average void fraction of 0.56 (0.3462 g/cm 3), resulting in water
densities of 0.3811 and 0.3313 g/cm 3 for void fractions of 0.51 and 0.61, respectively. In
addition, the H and 0 atom densities in the upper reflectors (3 layers) were changed
correspondingly.
Table 2-10 Void reactivity feedback coefficients of all assembly models at various burnups
Model A B
Void
Frac. 0.51 0.56 0.61 0.51 0.56 0.61
Void Coeff Void Coeff
k-eff [pcm/%void] k-eff [pcm/%void]
BOL 1.05314 1.05376 1.05402 5 1.05327 1.05345 1.05406 11
MOL 1.02407 1.02436 1.02508 14 1.02291 1.02289 1.02316 5
EOL 0.97755 0.97938 0.981 34 0.97555 0.97689 0.97884 41
Model C D
Void
Frac. 0.51 0.56 0.61 0.51 0.56 0.61
Void Coeff Void Coeff
k-eff [pcm/%void] k-eff [pcm/%void]
BOL 1.05283 1.05343 1.0538 7 1.05211 1.05259 1.053 7
MOL 1.02235 1.02236 1.02286 10 1.02209 1.02225 1.02263 7
EOL 0.97512 0.97667 0.97821 32 0.97511 0.97653 0.97813 34
k-eff error ~ 0.000 11, Void Coeff error ~ 3 to 4 pcm/%void
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Table 2-11 Doppler reactivity feedback coefficients of all assembly models at various burnups
A B
k-eff k-eff Doppler Coeff k-eff k-eff Doppler Coeff
(900K) (1000K) [pcm/K] (900K) (1000K) [pcm/K]
BOL 1.05376 1.05177 -1.8 1.05345 1.05152 -1.7
MOL 1.02436 1.02248 -1.8 1.02289 1.02042 -2.4
EOL 0.97938 0.97733 -2.1 0.97689 0.97467 -2.3
C D
k-eff k-eff Doppler Coeff k-eff k-eff Doppler Coeff
(900K) (1000K) [pcm/K] (900K) (1000K) [pcm/K]
BOL 1.05343 1.05152 -1.7 1.05259 1.0503 -2.1
MOL 1.02236 1.02042 -1.9 1.02225 1.02003 -2.1
EOL 0.97667 0.97467 -2.1 0.97653 0.97437 -2.3
k-eff s.d. ~ 0.00009 to 0.000 14, Doppler Coeff s.d. ~ 0.1 to 0.2 pcm/K
The void coefficient av was calculated by measuring two reactivities: k, (at average void
fraction v, = 0.56, the nominal case) and k2 (at V2= 0.61):
a, = . Since: p = k - , then (with some algebra): p 2 -p1 =
v2-vi k ki k 2
All 4 models show that this void coefficient on the assembly level is very slightly
positive at BOL and MOL. At EOL, it becomes significantly more positive. This is due to the
buildup of Puf in the axial blankets that reduces the local axial leakage effect. Specifically, upon
spectrum hardening (due to increased coolant voiding), the mean free path of the faster neutrons
increases. This gives the faster neutrons higher probabilities of "leaking" from the fissile zones
into the fertile zones where they are captured. This results in a negative reactivity feedback
contribution to the void coefficient. If the blankets have substantial amounts of Puf, such as close
to the EOL, the leaked neutrons now have a significant probability of causing fission of the built
up Puf, thereby reducing the net current of neutrons from the fissile zone into the fertile zone
with burnup. All the models show consistent agreement in void coefficients at BOL, MOL, and
EOL, thereby allowing Model D to accurately represent Model A for calculating the void
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coefficient. Since all rods are out, the power shape is very bottom-peaked at BOL (0.2 MWd/kg)
and this has a strong effect on the void coefficient. With more even power profiles, it is possible
that the void coefficient is more negative at BOL, as will be shown in Section 2.6.
The Doppler coefficients were calculated in the same way as the void coefficients, but
instead of changing the coolant densities, the fuel cross section temperatures were changed from
900K to 1000K. Using imported ENDF-B/VII cross sections, this simply required changing the
isotope extensions in the material cards of the MCNP input from ".90c" to ".1 Oc" for all isotopes
in the fuel. Table 2-11 shows that all Doppler coefficients are strongly negative for all models at
all burnups. Although the variance for the Doppler coefficients is up to 2 pcm/K, this was
determined based on the apparent variance produced by MCNP, which contains inherent bias
(new fission reactions tend to occur close to the original source sites). Multiplying this apparent
variance by a factor of three or more [Brown et al., 2010] will yield more realistic variance
estimates (6 pcm/K), and all the Doppler coefficient values are within 6 pcm/K of each other.
This implies that the Doppler coefficients calculated for all the models are statistically the same.
2.3.5. Axial Power Profile Comparisons
Figures 2-17 through 2-19 show the average axial power peaking of Model A compared
to that of Model D. Note that all power profiles were calculated under ARO conditions, which
lead to the high peaking values; the maximum axial power peaking is limited to a little over 2.0
during normal operation by partially inserting control rods to reduce the power in the bottom
peak. From these profiles, it is evident that the 5 large axial regions do not sufficiently resolve
the steep power gradients in the lower and upper blankets. The burnable regions in the upper
blanket must be finely resolved in order to accurately account for the local Puf buildup since the
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material composition in each burnable region is homogenized after each burnup step. This power
peak in the upper blanket is attributed to the increase in fission reaction rate due to the
thermalized neutrons being reflected back from the top reflector. The Puf fission cross section
increases significantly for the reflected thermal neutrons. This effect is not seen in the lower
blanket since the bottom reflector contains B4C shielding as shown in Table 2-4.
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Figure 2-17 BOL (0.2 MWd/kg) axial power profile (ARO)
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Figure 2-18 MOL (19.5 MWd/kg) axial power profile (ARO)
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Figure 2-19 EOL (45 MWd/kg) axial power profile (ARO)
From the power profile results it was determined that using a finer axial mesh with 15
axial fuel and coolant regions (3 regions in each of the 5 zones) will yield more accurate results
for axial power profile calculations. As shown from a typical power profile calculation in Figure
2-20, the 15 regions resolve the steep power gradients in the lower and upper blankets more
accurately. Also note that each of the 5 zones has 3 regions and the regions near the zone
interfaces are finer in order to capture the high local level of Puf bred in the blankets. The region
locations and associated water/steam mixture densities are shown in Table 2-12. Although the
benchmarking calculations for reactivity, FIR, and reactivity coefficients were performed for
Model D that had only 5 regions, increasing the number of regions to 15 should result in similar,
if not better, agreements with Model A.
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Figure 2-20 MOL axial power profile with 15 axial regions (ARO)
Table 2-12 Axial region lengths for RBWR-AC MCNP calculations
Region Height Coolant Density
[cm] [g/cm 3] Zone
134.7 0.1524
132.9688 0.1556 Upper Blanket
131.2375 0.1591
127.7 0.1672 Upper Fissile
120.625 0.1906 Zone
106.475 0.2202
99.4 0.2364 Internal
92.9 0.2582 Blanket
53.9 0.2832
47.4 0.308 Lower Fissile
42.55 0.3753 Zone
32.85 0.4901
28 0.5586
25.575 0.6558 Lower Blanket
12.7875 0.7352
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2.3.6. Effect of Burnup Step Size
Accurately modeling the reactivity curve as a function of burnup in MCODE requires
using fine burnup steps in the early burnup stages. Figures 2-21 and 2-22 show the effect of fine
and coarse burnup steps on reactivity and FIR, respectively. The coarse steps are not able to
capture the non-linear buildup of Puf in the blankets as can be seen from Figures 2-23 through 2-
25. This non-linear buildup results in the initial reactivity "bump" that needs to be finely
resolved. If this Puf buildup is not resolved, then both the reactivity and FIR are under predicted.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform MCNP flux tallies via MCODE at 0.2, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and
9.75 MWd/kg per cycle.
The equilibrium Xe worth was calculated to be 200-250 pcm, about 10 times less than
that in LWRs due to the RBWR-AC's harder spectrum. This value was approximated as the
reactivity difference between 0 MWd/kg and 0.2 MWd/kg (about 7 full power days).
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Figure 2-21 Model A assembly reactivity versus burnup for fine and coarse burnup steps
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Figure 2-22 Model A fissile inventory ratio versus burnupforfine and coarse burnup steps
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Figure 2-23 Model Dfissile Pu atom densities in the lower blanket
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2.4. MCNP Core Model
This section describes the steps taken to model an equilibrium core for which whole core
physics calculations were performed, iteratively coupled with thermal hydraulics. The
equilibrium core was calculated with fixed fuel and coolant properties (coupling thermal-
hydraulics with MCODE burnup calculations was impractical) but coupling was performed for
various steady-state points used in reactivity feedback calculations.
The approximate assembly models from the previous section were implemented in the
RBWR-AC core model. A 1/3 core with reflective boundary conditions on the two straight edges
shown in Figure 2-26 was modeled in MCNP to minimize computational resources in the MCNP
calculations. The Model D assembly (with 15 instead of 5 axial regions) was grouped into the 5
batches shown in Figure 2-26. This figure also shows the control rod locations (in red).
Fresh Fuel
Once-Bumed
Twice-Bumned >
Three-Times Bumed
Four-Times Bumed
Control Rod
Figure 2-26 Batch distribution and control locations for the RBWR-AC
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To accurately model the Y-cruciform control rods/followers, 3 assembly types were
created for each of the 5 batches, each modeling a different cruciform orientation. In addition,
batch 5 (four-times burned) has an additional assembly type (4 total) since some assemblies on
the periphery have no control rods/followers.
2.4.1. Equilibrium Core
For simplicity, the whole-core bumup calculations were performed with all rods out since
the excess reactivity for this core is relatively small. In addition, the water mixture densities for
each batch were kept constant (values from Table 2-12) and the fuel cross section temperatures
were fixed. To obtain the equilibrium core, an initial core with all fresh batches was depleted via
MCODE to the cycle burnup of 9.75 MWd/kg. Then the 5 th batch was discharged and the other
batches were shuffled (Batch 1 fuel to the Batch 2 location, Batch 2 fuel to the Batch 3 location,
etc.). Fresh fuel was then loaded onto the Batch 1 location and the core is depleted to the fixed
cycle burnup (9.75 MWd/kg). This was repeated until the beginning-of-cycle (BOC) and end-of-
cycle (EOC) reactivities were within 1 standard deviation of the previous cycle's values. The
reactivity and FIR curves are shown in Figures 2-27 and 2-28. For this calculation, the FIR was
taken to be the ratio of the mass of Puf in the core at the end of the cycle divided by the Puf mass
in the core at the beginning of the cycle. Table 2-13 shows the reactivities, Puf masses, and FIR
for each cycle.
It took 7 cycles to converge to the equilibrium core (cycle 8), whose BOC reactivity and
FIR matched relatively well with the Hitachi data [Hitachi, 2009]. Considering the different
codes, modeling approaches, and cross sections used, the agreement is significant. Note that this
modeling of shuffling is a very large approximation, since individual fuel assemblies with
localized compositions are not shuffled individually. This approach re-homogenizes the
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compositions of each axial region over the entire batch (96 or 156 assemblies), thereby levelizing
the burnup and removing localized radial regions with high reactivity (radial "plutonium drift").
Also, if individual assembly shuffling was employed, 60 of the assemblies with the highest
burnups would be discarded from Batch 4. However, in this batch shuffling approximation, the
entire batch composition (that includes the 60 most burned up assemblies) is homogenized so the
96 assemblies in Batch 5 have an artificially higher burnup. This, along with the coarse axial
spatial discretization discussed in Section 2.3.4., may have contributed to the under prediction of
the equilibrium core EOC reactivity compared to Hitachi.
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Figure 2-27 Core reactivity versus burnup curves for cycles 1-8
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Figure 2-28 FIR versus burnup curves for cycles 1-8
Table 2-13 Core properties for cycles 1-7 and equilibrium core comparison
*k-eff *k-eff Cycle BU BOC Puf EOC Puf
cycle BOC EOC [MWd/kg] mass [T] mass [T] FIR
0 1.04940 1.03243 9.75 8.80 8.92 1.013
1 1.03659 1.01342 9.75 8.90 8.96 1.007
2 1.02569 1.00477 9.75 8.93 8.99 1.006
3 1.02085 0.99957 9.75 8.95 9.00 1.006
4 1.01769 0.99755 9.75 8.97 9.01 1.005
5 1.01663 0.99616 9.75 8.97 9.02 1.005
6 1.01605 0.99532 9.75 8.98 9.02 1.005
7 1.01574 0.99537 9.75 8.98 9.02 1.005
8 (Eq.) 1.01588 0.99526 9.75 8.98 9.03 1.005
Hitachi 1.01500 1.00000 9.75 8.80 - 1.01
* sd =+/- 0.00022
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Thermal Hydraulic Model
The void fraction distribution of the coolant in BWRs has a strong influence on the
neutron spectrum, power shape, and temperatures of the fuel, and cannot be ignored for accurate
void and power reactivity coefficient calculations. Therefore, the MCNP equilibrium core model
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2.4.2.
described in the previous section was iteratively coupled with the BWR thermal hydraulic
analysis code STAB [Hu and Kazimi, 2007] at various state points during the equilibrium cycle.
STAB is a I -D lumped channel model that solves the thermal-hydraulic conservation
equations numerically along finely-spaced axial nodes. Given the inlet boundary conditions, the
steady-state parameters at each node (coolant temperature, enthalpy, velocity, density, flow
quality, cladding and fuel temperature, etc.) are solved by marching up the nodes along a I -D
channel. To calculate the slip ratio, STAB uses a non-homogeneous but equilibrium model
based on the drift-flux approach [Zuber and Findlay, 1965]. A simple but accurate correlation
[Bestion, 1990] was used to calculate the Co and Vg; parameters in the drift-flux model:
CO = 1.0, VgI = 0. 188 gopg (2.1)
Pg
The fuel dynamics (heat transfer) model lumps the fuel with the cladding and is coupled
to the coolant thermal-hydraulics model through the fuel rod's surface heat flux. The Dittus-
Boelter correlation was used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient in the single-phase region
and Chen's correlation was used for the two-phase region. These correlations can be found in
[Todreas and Kazimi, 1990]. An iterative solution scheme (shown in Figure 2-29) was used to
calculate steady state inlet flow rates for each lumped channel for a given pressure drop based on
the following assumptions:
(1) The same pressure drop across all of the channels;
(2) Externally supplied axial and radial power distributions (in the form of linear heat rate);
(3) All assemblies within each of the 5 batches are lumped together to form 5 parallel
channels representing the RBWR-AC active core;
(4) Constant total core power and total core mass flow rate.
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In addition, the water/steam thermodynamics properties were assumed to be independent
of the local pressure. For the RBWR-AC calculations, 220 axial nodes were used for each batch
(20 nodes for the single-phase region before onset of boiling and 200 nodes for the two-phase
boiling region). More detailed descriptions of this model can be found in [Hu and Kazimi, 2007]
and [Hu, 2010].
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Figure 2-29 STAB iterative solution scheme to calculate lumped channel mass flow rates
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MCNP/STAB Iterative Coupling
The iterative coupling process between MCNP and STAB for a given steady-state
condition is shown in Figure 2-30 and can be described as follows:
(1) Initial guesses were made for the fuel cross section temperatures and water densities in
each of the 15 axial regions and corresponding coolant regions for each of the 5 batches.
(2) These temperatures and densities were input into MCNP to calculate a power tally
(3) This tally is then converted via an Excel script into linear heat rates [W/cm] for each of
the 15 axial regions per batch (5 batches -> 75 total axial regions) and input into STAB
(4) Based on this power distribution and other RBWR-AC conditions, STAB calculates the
fuel temperatures and water densities for 220 nodes per batch.
(5) The temperature and density distributions are condensed into coarser distributions (75)
via an Axial Conversion (a MATLAB script) for the MCNP calculations.
a. The 75 water densities can be directly input into MCNP (upper reflector densities
are also updated to match each channel's exit void fraction)
b. The 75 exact fuel temperatures are approximated via a cross section interpolation
method (described below) for use in MCNP.
(6) The updated temperatures and densities are used in MCNP and this process is repeated
until sufficient resolution of the water densities, fuel temperatures, and axial power
distributions. This required about 3-4 iterations.
Note that the number of axial zones per batch (15) was chosen based on previous internal
studies and may not result in sufficient mesh convergence; i.e., a finer axial mesh for the
neutronic and thermal hydraulic coupling may be required to achieve true convergence.
MCNP libraries generally contain very limited continuous energy cross sections at a very
limited number of specific temperatures (e.g., every 100 K). Therefore, instead of rounding the
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2.4.3.
calculated fuel temperatures from STAB to the nearest 100 K, the effect of the exact temperature
on the cross sections were approximated via "stochastic interpolation" [Brown et al., 2008],
where the atom densities in the material cards of MCNP for each isotope is a weighted
combination of the isotope at 2 existing temperatures. For example, to represent U-238 (with
atom density N238) in a material that is at T= 875 K with available U-238 cross sections at
Ti=800K and T2=900K, N238 is represented as:
N2 38 = N + N2
where N1 = wjN 238 (number density of U238 at TI), N2 = w2N238 (number density of U2 38 at T2),
W 2 = J, W1 =1 - w 2, so w 2 =0.755 and w, = 0.245
Since the number of temperature-dependent isotopic cross sections that can be used for
MCNP calculations depends on computer memory capacities, this method can greatly reduce
memory storage requirements by only using a few temperature-dependent cross sections (every
300 K or so). For the RBWR-AC core, only 4 fixed temperature cross sections were used for all
heavy metals and fission products in the fuel (600, 900, 1200, and 1800 K) and the cross sections
for all other temperatures were interpolated between them.
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Figure 2-30 MCNP/STAB iterative solution scheme
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2.5. Coupled Model Calculations
To calculate accurately the reactivity feedback coefficient, the MCNP equilibrium core
(from Section 2.4.1.) was coupled to thermal hydraulics via the code STAB to calculate resolved
batch-wise power distributions, fuel temperatures, and void distributions at 3 points during the
equilibrium cycle: BOC (0 MWd/kg), MOC (4.3 MWd/kg), and EOC (9.75 MWd/kg). To
calculate the power, void, and Doppler reactivity feedback coefficients, the steady-state nominal
linear heat rate was increased uniformly by 10% and the iterative calculations described in
Figure 2-30 were repeated until new fuel and coolant properties were sufficiently resolved. The
criterion was that the percent change from the last iteration in the linear heat rate, fuel
temperature, and coolant density averaged over all 75 axial regions was less than 2%. This
required 3-4 iterations for each state point.
Although the control rods were not modeled to be inserted for the burnup calculations,
they were modeled according to the control rod insertion patterns shown in Figure 2-31 at each
statepoint before the thermal-hydraulic coupling iterations. An insertion amount of 65
(corresponding to the maximum number of incremental insertion stops) means the control rod is
fully inserted along the entire active length of 134.7 cm, so the other values correspond to
insertion lengths that are various fractions of the entire active length, i.e. 48 = 48/65* 134.7 or
99.47 cm. It should be noted that based on these prescribed insertion lengths, the power peaking
from the lower fissile zone was unacceptably high (q' was greater than the stated maximum q' of
470 W/cm). This was perhaps due to the batch-wise homogenization of the fuel compositions;
assembly-wise shuffling would have placed individual assemblies with high Puf content in their
lower fissile zones adjacent to some of the inserted rods. Nevertheless, these steady-state cores
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were used for the coefficient calculations and their linear heat rates, fuel temperatures, and water
densities at nominal power are shown in Figures 2-32 through 2-40.
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Figure 2-32 RBWR-AC BOC batch-averaged power distributions (values exceed prescribed limit
of 470 W/cm due to approximations involved in the calculation)
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Figure 2-33 RBWR-AC MOC batch-averaged power distributions (values exceed prescribed
limit of 470 W/cm due to approximations involved in the calculation)
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Figure 2-34 RBWR-AC EOC batch-averaged power distributions (values exceed prescribed limit
of 470 W/cm due to approximations involved in the calculation)
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Figure 2-36 RBWR-AC MOC batch-averaged fuel temperature distribution
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Figure 2-37 RBWR-AC EOC batch-averaged fuel temperature distribution
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Figure 2-38 RB WR-AC BOC batch-averaged coolant density distribution
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Figure 2-39 RBWR-AC MOC batch-averaged coolant density distribution
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Figure 2-40 RBWR-AC EOC batch-averaged coolant density distribution
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Table 2-14 shows the calculated RBWR-AC radial power and coolant flow values
relative to the core-average values at steady-state nominal power for the three statepoints of the
cycle (BOC, MOC, and EOC). The batches correspond to the ones shown in Figure 2-5. The
inlet loss coefficients associated with the RBWR-AC orificing distribution were maintained. The
BOC power peaking of 1.30 is close to Hitachi's value of ~1.27 but these values were calculated
via the 5 lumped channels in STAB whereas Hitachi provided power and flow peaking values for
each assembly. According to Hitachi, the EOC hot assembly's power and flow peaking values
are 1.19 and 1.15, whereas the calculated "hot batch" values from Table 2-14 are 1.22 and 1.10.
Table 2-14 Calculated radial batch power and flow peaking values for the RBWR-AC
batch 1 batch 2 batch 3 batch 4 batch 5
fresh once- twice- 3 times- 4 times-
batch burned burned burned burned
Power 0.90 1.30 1.05 1.15 0.36
Flow 0.93 1.07 1.23 1.15 0.38
MOC Power 0.99 1.22 1.04 1.13 0.38Flow 0.88 1.09 1.24 1.17 0.38
Power 1.06 1.22 1.10 1.13 0.36
Flow 0.91 1.10 1.19 1.17 0.39
The same iterative coupling process was repeated for the BOC, MOC, and EOC
equilibrium cycle cores at 110% power. The core reactivities and calculated reactivity
coefficients for the 6 total state points are shown in Table 2-15. Note that the contributions from
the Doppler and void effects were calculated separately by updating the fuel temperatures or
coolant densities associated with the 10% power increase. Each calculated k-eff was obtained
with 100,000 neutrons tracked over 1,000 active cycles. The source distributions were all
converged before active tallies began.
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Table 2-15 Reactivity coefficients for RBWR-AC core associated with 10% power increase
BOC k-eff S.D.
React. Coeff.
(pcm/%power)
S.D.
(pcm/%power)
nominal 0.99332 0.00005
+10% power 0.99287 0.00005 -4.6 0.7
void only 0.99353 0.00005 2.1 0.7
Doppler only 0.99282 0.00005 -5.1 0.7
React. Coeff. S.D.
MOC k-eff S.D. (pcm/%power) (pcm/%power)
nominal 0.99178 0.00005
+10% power 0.99116 0.00005 -6.3 0.7
void only 0.99182 0.00005 0.4 0.7
Doppler only 0.99110 0.00005 -6.9 0.7
React. Coeff. S.D.
EOC k-eff S.D. (pcm/%power) (pcm/%power)
nominal 0.99165 0.00005
+10% power 0.99163 0.00005 -0.2 0.7
void only 0.99214 0.00005 5.0 0.7
Doppler only 0.99083 0.00005 -8.3 0.7
From these calculations, the power reactivity feedback coefficients are negative with high
certainty during BOC and MOC, but slightly negative with low certainty at EOC. The void
coefficients, on the other hand, are positive at BOC, MOC, and EOC. It should be noted that the
negative Doppler contribution to the power coefficient is substantially greater in magnitude than
the positive void contribution at EOC. However, their combined effects were not additive in
these calculations. One trend that is consistent with the assembly burnup calculations is the
positive void reactivity coefficient. It was shown to be positive with high certainty at both BOC
and EOC based on these calculations.
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The void reactivity coefficients were also estimated using another method-reduction of
coolant flow by 5% instead of a power increase by 10%. In order to isolate the effect of voiding
on the reactivity, the power level was kept the same and there was no fuel temperature feedback.
Therefore, the same steady-state nominal power profile at each statepoint was used in STAB to
calculate new void fraction distributions. These void fractions were updated in MCNP to
calculate the resulting reactivities shown in Table 2-16. These results show a positive void
coefficient throughout the cycle and a clear increase in the void coefficient with burnup, which
are consistent with the assembly void coefficient results shown in Table 2-10 from Section 2.3.4.
Table 2-16 Reactivity coefficients for RBWR-AC core associated with 5% flow reduction
React. Coeff. S.D.
BOC k-eff S.D. (pcm/%flow) (pcm/%flow)
nominal 0.99852 0.00011
-5% flow 0.99874 0.00010 4.4 3.0
React. Coeff. S.D.
MOC k-eff S.D. (pcm/%flow) (pcm/%flow)
nominal 0.99428 0.00010
-5% flow 0.99462 0.00011 6.9 3.0
React. Coeff. S.D.
EOC k-eff S.D. (pcm/%flow) (pcm/%flow)
nominal 0.99183 0.00010
-5% flow 0.99241 0.00010 11.8 2.8
These results may imply that the RBWR-AC core may require design changes in order to
ensure a negative void coefficient. For example, shifting more of the Puf to the upper fissile
region would allow a larger effect of neutron leakage. Another possibility is the insertion of U0 2
pellets in the fuel rods at the peripheries of the assemblies. A scoping study on the effect of the
initial power distribution on the void coefficient is described in the next section.
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There are, however, approximations made with the core model and it is possible that they
have introduced errors that affected the reactivity calculations. For instance, the lumping of all
assemblies into 5 large batches is a very coarse approximation. In addition, the bottom-peaked
power distribution may also have an impact on the results. Depleting the core with the control
rods partially inserted could have a major impact on the axial distribution of Pu, but this was not
practical to simulate in MCNP/MCODE. This may be remedied by developing a different control
rod insertion pattern than the one prescribed by Hitachi for this core.
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2.6. Axial Enrichment Variation
A simple parametric study was performed on the RBWR-AC assembly model from
Section 2.3.2 (Model D, ARO) to determine the effect of the fissile Pu split between the lower
and upper fissile zones on the void reactivity coefficient. The total Pur mass of the assembly was
maintained while the ratio of the Puf enrichment in the lower zone to the enrichment in the upper
zone (the Puf split ratio) was varied. Note that the lower and upper fissile zones are 19.4 and 28.3
cm long, with Puf enrichments of 20.2 and 14.9 wt% HM, respectively.
To estimate the void reactivity coefficient, the reference assembly-average void fraction
of 0.56 was uniformly decreased and increased by 5% to yield assembly-average void fractions
of 0.51 and 0.61. The water densities in the reflectors above the core were also updated to match
the new exit void fractions of 0.78 and 0.88, corresponding to -5% and +5% void fraction
perturbations, respectively. Table 2-17 shows the enrichment distributions and their associated
radially-reflected k-eff values at the nominal (0.56), high (0.61), and low (0.51) assembly-
average void fractions. Only fresh assemblies were simulated in this study (0 MWd/kg burnup).
Table 2-17 Radially-reflected k-eff values for various enrichment splits and void fractions
*k-eff for various void fractions
Puf Split Lower Zone Upper Zone
Ratio Puf Enr.[%] Puf Enr. [%] 0.51 0.56 0.61
1.64 22.22 13.51 1.09248 1.09304 1.09382
1.49 21.21 14.21 1.07252 1.07292 1.07351
1.45 20.87 14.44 1.06601 1.06620 1.06675
1.40 20.54 14.67 1.05965 1.05966 1.05984
t1.36 20.2 14.9 1.05329 1.05315 1.05314
1.31 19.86 15.14 1.04857 1.04820 1.04772
1.27 19.54 15.36 1.05119 1.04957 1.04764
1.23 19.19 15.59 1.05711 1.05553 1.05400
1.12 18.19 16.29 1.07615 1.07504 1.07295
* 0.00007-0.00008 standard deviation,
t reference Puf enrichment distribution
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The void reactivity coefficients associated with the Puf enrichment splits and radially-
reflected k-eff values from Table 2-17 are plotted in Figure 2-41. The coefficients of the
reference enrichment split ratio of 1.36 are indicated by the open triangle and open square. Note
that the coefficients become increasingly negative as the ratio decreases, i.e., as more Puf is
distributed to the upper fissile zone. This increases the power peaking of the upper fissile zone,
as shown in Figure 2-42, which in turn enhances the neutron leakage out of upper reflectors upon
voiding. Note that for a Puf split ratio of 1.31, the upper zone power peak is higher than the lower
zone power peak. This needs to be avoided since the partially-inserted control rods used during
operation enter from the bottom and the power peaking would be further increased. Therefore,
the reference enrichment split ratio of 1.36 is very close to the optimum ratio that minimizes the
void coefficient while maintaining a bottom-peaked power shape.
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3. RBWR with Nitride Fuel
The oxide fuel in the RBWR-AC MCNP assembly model was replaced with nitride fuel
to determine the potential breeding and safety advantages of using the higher density fuel in hard
spectrum LWRs. Scoping studies were performed using MCNP, MCODE, and STAB on 3
modified versions of the RBWR-AC assembly model, all of which use (U,TRU)N and UN in the
fissile and blanket zones, respectively, instead of (U,TRU)0 2 and U0 2 . The 3 versions differ in
that each was configured to demonstrate one of the potential advantages of switching to the
higher density nitride fuel:
1) the breeding ratio can be increased by more than 10%;
2) breeding may be achieved with single-phase liquid water as the coolant;
3) the pitch-to-diameter ratio can be increased to potentially improve the minimum
critical power ratio (MCPR) while maintaining the breeding ratio of about 1.0.
These potential benefits are possible because increasing the heavy metal content while fixing the
amount of moderator results in a harder spectrum in which breeding is more effective.
There are still many questions about the feasibility of using nitride fuels in water reactors
from materials and fuel performance perspectives, which cannot be ignored. However, the
premise of this work is to demonstrate the potential benefits of nitride fuel from the perspectives
of reactor physics and thermal hydraulics in order to encourage further materials and irradiation
performance investigations of such fuels.
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3.1. RBWR with High Breeding Ratio
To estimate the potential gain in breeding ratio in hard spectrum LWRs from changing
the fuel from MOX to mixed nitride (M\4N), 3 different RBWR-AC assemblies were modeled in
MCNP and MCODE to compare their FIRs. These assemblies are all based on the Model D
assembly with all rods out described in Section 2.3 but with 15 instead of 5 burnable regions:
1) RBWR-MOX is the reference assembly with (U,TRU)0 2 fissile zones and UN
blankets with densities between 96-97% TD (Model D with 15 axial regions)
2) RBWR-MN-95 is the same as RBWR-MOX but with (U,TRU)N fissile zones and
UN blankets with densities at 95% TD
3) RBWR-MN-85 is the same as RBWR-MOX but with (U,TRU)N fissile zones at 85%
TD and UN blankets at 95% TD
3.1.1. Nitride Fuel Densities
The RBWR-MN-95 model represents an optimistic scenario in which operating with 95%
TD nitride fuel (which translates to a 40% increase in heavy metal from RBWR-MOX) with high
local burnups (> 100 MWd/kg) is assumed to be feasible. The assembly-averaged burnup after 5
cycles (EOL) of the RBWR-AC is 48.75 MWd/kg [Hitachi, 2009], but locally, it can be as high
as 125 MWd/kg as shown in Figure 3-1. MCODE was used to calculate this axial burnup
distribution of a RBWR-MOX assembly at EOL. As seen in Figure 3-2, the spectrum of the
assembly RBWR-MN-95 is slightly harder due to the higher heavy metal-to-moderator ratio.
High density nitride fuel, although attractive for breeding, has higher swelling rates and worse
mechanical properties compared to oxide fuel which may make it impractical for use under
RBWR conditions at high burnup. Therefore, a more conservative scenario was modeled
(RBWR-MN-85) where the (U,TRU)N fuel is at a lower density (85% TD). Chapter 4 contains a
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more detailed discussion and analysis of the most appropriate as-fabricated nitride fuel density
for RBWR conditions from a fuel performance perspective. Note that the blanket regions only
reach maximum local burnups < 50 MWd/kg (as shown in Figure 3-1), so the UN in these
regions was kept at 95% TD to maintain high U238 densities for neutron capture and high
subsequent breeding ratios.
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Figure 3-2 Assembly-averaged neutron energy spectra of RBWR-MOX and RBWR-MN-95
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3.1.2. Burnup Calculations
For the MCODE burnup calculations, the assembly power was fixed at 5.45 MW (3926
MWt core power divided by 720 assemblies) and the control rods were assumed fully withdrawn
(replaced by Y-cruciform graphite followers). The burnup time steps must be very small near the
beginning of life (0.2, 1, 2, 4, 6 MWd/kg) in order to capture the initial reactivity increase due to
the non-linear buildup of Puf in the blanket regions.
First, to set up a proper breeding ratio comparison between the RBWR-MOX and
RB'WR-MN assemblies, the single batch discharge burnup for each assembly was fixed to that of
the RBWR-MOX assembly (which represents a fresh assembly used in the reference RBWR-AC
core). This allows the calculated FIRs at EOL to be normalized to the same amount of energy
produced (burnup). The single batch discharge burnup (BI) is calculated based on linear
reactivity theory in Eq. 3.1 [Driscoll et al., 1991]:
(n+1)BBI = (2n) (3.1)
where n is the number of batches and Bd is the core average discharge burnup. For a Bd of 45
MWd/kg and 4.62 batches (4 batches of 156 assemblies and 1 batch of 96 assemblies) [Hitachi,
2009], B1 for the RBWR-AC core is 27.375 MWd/kg. This corresponds to a single batch
discharge k-eff (K1) of about 1.004 as shown in Figure 3-3. This k-eff value includes the effect of
axial leakage, which will be explained in the next paragraph. Due to the higher HM density of
the RBWR-MN-95 and RBWR-MN-85 assemblies, their Puf enrichments were decreased in
order to have their reactivity curves intersect at this point (within a few percent of statistical
uncertainty) to provide the same single-batch core burnup. The assembly-averaged Puf
enrichment was decreased from 6.07 wt% HM to 4.75 and 4.84 wt% HM for RBWR-MN-95 and
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RBWR-MN-85, respectively. By having the same B1 and K1, the RBWR-MN assemblies can be
used in the RBWR-AC core while maintaining the reference power density and cycle length. The
compositions of the fissile and fertile zones are shown in Table 3-1.
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Figure 3-3 Reactivity versus burnup for RBWR assembly using oxide fuel (RBWR-MOX), 85%
TD nitride fuel (RB WR-MN-85), and 95% TD nitride fuel (RB WR-MN-95)
Table 3-1 Descriptions ofRBWR assembly models with different fuel compositions
Fissile Zones
RBWR- RBWR- RBWR-
MOX MN-95 MN-85
Fuel Composition (U,TRU)0 2  (U,TRU)N (U,TRU)N
% Theoretical Density 96-97 95 85
Fuel Density [g/cm 3] 10.56-10.6 13.62 12.18
HM Density [g/cm3] 9.31-9.34 12.80 11.45
Lower Fissile Zone Puf Enr. [wt% HM] 20.2 15.59 17.38
Upper Fissile Zone Puf Enr. [wt% HM] 14.9 11.65 12.84
Assembly Avg. Puf Enr. [wt% HM] 6.07 4.75 4.84
Fertile Zones (Blankets)
RBWR- RBWR- RBWR-
MOX MN-95 MN-85
Blanket Composition U0 2 (dep U) UN (dep U) UN (dep U)
% Theoretical Density 95 95 95
Blanket Density [g/cm 3] 10.5 13.585 13.585
Uranium Density [g/cm 3] 9.26 12.78 12.78
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It is important to note that generally, assembly reactivity calculations are performed via
2-D lattice codes or more recently with 3-D Monte Carlo models that assume axially- and
radially-reflective boundary conditions, in which case the reactivity should be called "k-inf'.
However, the assembly models used in this study explicitly model the reflectors and shielding
above and below the active region of the assemblies without axially-reflective boundary
conditions so axial leakage was taken into account. This was done to accurately calculate the
axial power distribution which is very sensitive to axial boundary conditions, especially in parfait
reactors. Therefore, it is more accurate to designate the reactivity in these calculations as
"radially-reflected k-eff', as used in Figure 3-3. In typical LWR assemblies, the K values
calculated via infinite assembly burnup calculations in conjunction with Eq. 3.1 are around 1.03.
This implies that a whole core of these assemblies with no reflective boundary conditions has
about 3% leakage in all directions. As expected, since the axial leakage was already taken into
account in the RBWR assembly models, the K value of 1.004 is much lower, implying a 0.4%
leakage in the radial direction.
Since the void distribution used for all 3 assemblies corresponds to the axial power of the
reference RBWR-MOX assembly, an effort was also made to ensure that the axial power history
of the RBWR-MOX model, as shown in Figure 3-4, was maintained for all 3 nitride assembly
models. This was done by varying the Puf enrichment distribution between the lower and upper
fissile zones in the RBWR-MN-95 and RBWR-MN-85 models while maintaining their
assembly-averaged Puf enrichments (4.75 and 4.84 wt% HM, respectively). This was how the
Puf enrichments in the lower and upper fissile zones from Table 3-1 were calculated. Note that
there is unrealistically high peaking at BOL since the assembly models had all rods out. Under
normal operation, control rods would be partially inserted from the bottom to ensure even power
distribution between the lower and upper fissile zones.
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Figure 3-4 Axial power history of RB WR-MOX assembly (ARO)
Figure 3-5 shows the FIRs as functions of burnup for the three assembly models. At
discharge after 5 cycles (48.75 MWd/kg), the FIRs for the RBWR-MN-95 and RBWR-MN-85
assemblies are about 1.17 and 1.14, respectively, more than 10% higher than the calculated 1.04
FIR for the RBWR-MOX assembly. Although the FIRs are still lower than the 1.2-1.3 values
achieved by sodium fast reactors, it is a significant increase for water-based breeders. Also, the
breeding ratios could be even higher if the assembly design were optimized around nitride fuel.
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Another advantage of the high density fuel is the extension of the cycle length for a fixed
discharge burnup [MWd/kgHM]. Since the assemblies all had the same fixed power [MW], any
increase in HM mass [kg] will result in a proportional increase in the cycle length [days]. The
RBWR-MN-95 and RBWR-MN-85 assemblies have 38% and 33% higher HM content (fissile
and blanket zones combined) than the RBWR-MOX assembly and therefore have cycle lengths
of 496 and 478 effective full power days (EFPD) compared to the reference 360 EFPD. Longer
cycle lengths can potentially result in higher plant capacity factors, which improves the
economics of the plant. Similarly, for a fixed cycle length, the power could be increased
(uprated) proportionally to the HM increase, provided that sufficient cooling and safety measures
are considered.
3.1.3. Void Reactivity Coefficient Calculation
A simple void reactivity coefficient calculation was performed for the RBWR-MN-85
and RBWR-MN-95 assembly designs to compare their values to those of the reference RBWR-
MOX from Section 2.6. The same procedure from Section 2.6 was used to estimate the void
coefficient (at zero burnup) due to uniform changes to the axial void fraction distribution. Table
3-2 shows that the nitride fuel assemblies have more positive void coefficients. This is due to
their harder spectra and having the same axial power distribution as the RBWR-MOX assembly.
Table 3-2 Void reactivity coefficients at 0 MWd/kg
Void Coefficient
k-eff [pcm/%void]
Void Fraction 0.51 0.56 0.61 +0.05 void -0.05 void
RBWR-MOX 1.05329 1.05315 1.05314 -0.2 -2.5
RBWR-MN-85 1.05221 1.05274 1.05324 9 9.6
RBWR-MN-95 1.04344 1.04371 1.04421 9.2 5
*k-eff standard deviation = 0.00007, void coefficient standard deviation = 2 pcm/%void
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3.2. RBWR with Pressurized Water
To determine if it is feasible to breed with nitride fuel while using pressurized water
coolant, the RBWR-MN-95 assembly was modeled with single phase liquid water at a fixed
density of 0.736 g/cm3 (saturated liquid water density at 7.2 MPa) to simulate a hard spectrum
pressurized water breeder reactor. It is important to note that this assembly (now designated as
RBWR-MN-SP-95) was not optimally designed to breed with pressurized water so the ultimately
achievable breeding ratios may be under predicted.
3.2.1. Fixing the Discharge Burnup
The same method of fixing By to that of the RBWR-MOX was employed for comparison
purposes. In the next section, B1 will be varied and the FIR will be fixed. To obtain an assembly
reactivity of 1.004 at 27.375 MWd/kg, the assembly-averaged Puf enrichment in RBWR-MN-
SP-95 had to be increased from 4.75 wt% HM (RBWR-MN-95) to 5.06 wt% HM, corresponding
to lower and upper fissile zone enrichments of 16.54 and 12.69 wt% HM. This distribution of Puf
between the two fissile zones was necessary to obtain the same axial power distribution from
Figure 3-4 to minimize the necessary changes in the control rod insertion pattern. The increased
Puf enrichment, however, increases the macroscopic fission cross section and reduces the amount
of neutrons available for U238 capture, thereby decreasing the breeding ratio. As shown in Figure
3-7, the resulting FIR at EOL is 0.997. This is virtually 1.0 so breeding can essentially be
achieved even with this configuration. However, this design fails to match the 1.04 FIR of the
reference RBWR-AC design. Due to the competition for neutrons between Puf and U2 38, there is
always a trade-off between reactivity and breeding ratio that is flux-independent.
It must be emphasized that several high conversion PWR conceptual designs, as
described in Appendix A.2, can achieve conversion ratios as high as 0.95 with MOX fuel. It is
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very likely that using nitride fuel in these designs will result in FIRs > 1.0 but this should be
confirmed by modeling such designs explicitly.
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3.2.2. Fixing the Breeding Ratio
Another way of comparing the studied assembly options with pressurized water coolant
would be to set the assembly FIR at 48.75 MWd/kg to 1.04 as a condition and determine the
resulting decrease in By for assembly model RBWR-MN-SP-95. An assembly with 85% TD fuel
(a more conservative as-fabricated density to ensure adequate fuel performance) and single phase
liquid water was also modeled and designated as RBWR-MN-SP-85. To achieve the FIRs shown
in Figure 3-8, the Puf enrichments were reduced to 4.67 and 4.57 wt% HM for the 95% and 85%
TD cases, respectively. Again, the Puf enrichments were distributed amongst the upper and lower
fissile zones in proportions to maintain the axial power profile from Figure 3-4. Table 3-3
compares the details of all three RBWR-MN-SP assemblies (including the RBWR-MN-SP-95
assembly with fixed B1 from Section 3.2.1). All three assembly models have the same axial and
radial geometries and use 95% TD depleted UN blankets.
Table 3-3 Descriptions of RBWR assembly models with pressurized water
RBWR-MN- RBWR-MN- RBWR-MN-
SP-95 SP-95 SP-85
Fissile Zone Composition (U,TRU)N (U,TRU)N (U,TRU)N
Fissile Zone Density [%TD] 95 95 85
Lower Fissile Zone Puf Enr. [wt% HM] 16.54 15.21 16.19
Upper Fissile Zone Puf Enr. [wt% HM] 12.69 11.74 12.25
Fertile Zone Composition UN UN UN
Fertile Zone Density [%TD] 95 95 95
Assembly Avg. Puf Enr. [wt% HM] 5.06 4.67 4.57
Single Batch Disch. BU (B1) [MWd/kg] 27.375 16.8 12.6
Fissile Inventory Ratio (at EOL) 0.997 1.040 1.043
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Figure 3-9 shows the corresponding reactivity curves and the new B, values of 16.8 and
12.6 MWd/kg. Given the same number of batches, these B, values correspond to average
discharge burnups (Bd) of 27.6 and 20.8 MWd/kg and cycle burnups of 6 and 4.5 MWd/kg. For
the same power density as that of the RBWR-AC, these cycle burnups result in cycle lengths of
304 and 220 EFPDs. Having cycle lengths substantially less than a year greatly reduces the
capacity factor and may not be economic for base load electricity production.
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3.3. RBWR with Increased Pin Pitch
Another potential advantage of using higher density nitride fuel in hard spectrum LWRs
is the ability to maintain the same breeding ratio achieved with MOX fuel while employing an
increased fuel pin pitch-to-diameter ratio. The increased ratio will allow a greater flow area and a
reduced mass flux for a given mass flow rate. If the assembly power remains constant, the lower
mass flux could potentially increase the MCPR in BWRs.
The MCPR is the smallest critical power ratio (CPR) that exists in the core (usually
occurring in the hottest assembly). The CPR of an assembly is the critical power divided by the
actual (nominal) operating power level of the assembly. The critical power is the power level
required to cause dryout or film boiling at some point in the assembly. For this study, the MCPR
was assumed to occur in the assembly with the highest power (hot assembly). The hot assembly
(or hot channel) conditions were simulated by lumping the RBWR-MOX assembly model
described in Table 3-1 into a single channel and setting the assembly power level to 130% of the
core-averaged assembly power and the assembly coolant mass flow rate to 110% of the core-
averaged assembly flow rate.
3.3.1. 217 Pin Assembly Design
The reference RBWR-AC assembly design (RBWR-MOX from Section 3.1) was
modified by: 1) using 85% TD nitride fuel in place of the oxide fuel and 2) increasing the pin
pitch from 1.135 cm to 1.261 cm by reducing the number of pins per assembly from 271 to 217.
All other assembly properties were unchanged. These include but are not limited to: assembly
width, total assembly power, axial power distribution, total Puf enrichment, Puf distribution
between lower and upper fissile zones, assembly mass flow rate, flow quality distribution, and
void distribution. This assembly design, designated as RBWR-MN-A, has a pitch-to-diameter
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ratio of 1.261, a 12% increase from the ratio of 1.129 of the RBWR-MOX, but has roughly the
same mass of HM per assembly (~200 kg) due to the higher density nitride fuel. The geometry
and composition details are shown in Table 3-4.
Since the assembly mass flow rate, assembly total power, and axial power distribution
were unchanged from those of the RBWR-MOX, the flow quality distribution also remains the
same. However, due to the increase in flow area and reduction in flow velocity, the void fraction
distribution will be slightly different. As calculated using Eq. 2.1 [Bestion, 1990] from Section
2.4.2 and the drift flux model, the average water density is approximately 3.5% higher However,
this would only slightly affect the reactivity and burnup calculations but has no effect on the
MCPR. Therefore, this difference was neglected and the water density distribution was kept the
same as that of RBWR-MOX.
Table 3-4 Geometry and composition of reference and wide-pitch RBWR assembly designs
Geometry RBWR-MOX RBWR-MN-A RBWR-MN-B
Assembly Inner Flat-to-Flat [cm] 18.911 18.911 18.911
Number of Pins 271 217 217
Fuel Pellet Diameter [cm] 0.87 0.87 0.92
Pin Diameter [cm] 1.005 1.005 1.055
Pin Pitch [cm] 1.135 1.261 1.261
P/D ratio 1.129 1.255 1.195
Lower Fissile Zone Puf enr. [wt% HM] 20.2 20.2 18.96
Upper Fissile Zone Puf enr. [wt% HM] 14.9 14.9 13.83
Total HM Mass [kg] 201.4 198.8 222.3
Single Batch Disch. BU [MWd/kg] 27.375 31.3 32.5
Cycle Length [EFPD] 360 406 472
Fissile Inventory Ratio 1.036 0.988 1.036
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The FIR and reactivity of the RBWR-MOX and RBWR-MN-A assembly models
calculated from MCODE are shown in Figures 3-10 and 3-11, respectively. Note that the FIR of
the reference RBWR-MOX model was not maintained by RBWR-MN-A. The FIR could be
increased by decreasing the Puf enrichment of RBWR-MN-A. Although the RBWR-MN-A
assembly does appear to have additional reactivity as seen from Figure 3-11, the Puf enrichment
reduction necessary to match the FIR of RBWR-MOX would have resulted in reactivities lower
than those of the RBWR-MOX. This would have shortened the cycle length to less than a year,
which would not be desirable from an operation perspective. Therefore, the heavy metal mass
was increased by increasing the fuel pin diameter and then adjusting (reducing) the Puf to match
the FIR curve of RBWR-MOX. These changes were adopted in model RBWR-MN-B and its
geometry and composition details are also displayed in Table 3-4. The fuel pin diameter was
increased by half a millimeter to 1.055 cm, resulting in a P/D ratio of 1.195, which is still larger
than that of the reference assembly and the Puf enrichments were reduced uniformly by ~6%.
The cladding and gap thicknesses were kept the same as those of the reference model. As seen
from Figure 3-11, the nitride fuel assemblies have additional reactivity which leads to a longer
cycle length. RBWR-MN-B was used to demonstrate the thermal hydraulic advantages of wider-
pitched pins in the RBWR assemblies via MCPR calculations in the following sections. Figure 3-
12 shows a side-by-side comparison of the radial geometries of the RBWR-MOX and RBWR-
MN-B assemblies. It is clear that with fewer pins in the RBWR-MN-B, the average and peak
power values are higher.
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Figure 3-10 FIR versus burnup for RBWR-MOX and wide-pitch RBWR-MN designs
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Figure 3-11 Reactivity versus burnupfor RBWR-MOX and wide-pitch RBWR-MN designs
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Figure 3-12 Top view ofRBWR-MOX (with 271 pins) and RB WR-MN-B (217 pins) assemblies
3.3.2. Hot Assembly Conditions
The core-averaged assembly conditions for the RBWR-MOX and RBWR-MN-B are
shown in Table 3-5. The assembly power and mass flow rate values were calculated by dividing
the core power and total mass flow rate by the number of assemblies (720). The mass flux was
calculated by dividing this mass flow rate by the flow areas of each assembly design. Due to the
fewer number of pins in the RBWR-MN-B assembly, the average linear heat rate q' increases by
a factor of 271/217, about 1.25, from the nominal q' of RBWR-MOX. The axial power
distribution of the average assembly models, shown in Figure 3-13, was artificially forced to
have two even peaks in the fissile zones, assuming partial insertion of the control rod.
Table 3-5 Average assembly nominal conditions
Assembly Conditions RBWR-MOX RBWR-MN-B
Avg. Assembly Power [MWt] 5.453 5.453
Avg. Assembly Mass Flow Rate [kg/s] 8.49 8.49
Exit Quality 0.41 0.41
Average q' [kW/m] 14.94 18.66
Flow Area [cm 2] 94.74 120.02
Mass Flux G [kg/m 2s] 896.17 707.39
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Figure 3-13 Average assembly axial power distribution of reference RBWR-MOXandRBWR-
MN-B assemblies (average q'of 149.4 W/cm and 186.6 W/cm, respectively)
The power and flow conditions of the assembly models must be updated to resemble
those of the hot assembly. Based on the available RBWR-AC peaking information listed in Table
3-6, the average assembly total power and mass flow rates from Table 3-5 (5.453 MWt and 8.49
kg/s) were multiplied by 130% and 110%, respectively, to yield the hot (peak) assembly values
(7.089 MWt and 9.34 kg/s) shown in Table 3-7. The calculated radial batch peaking value of
1.30 from Table 2-14 was used, thus yielding the 130% power of the hot assembly. The BOC
assembly flow rate peaking was not provided by Hitachi but was estimated to be 1.10 based on
the "hot batch" flow rate peaking of 1.07 from Table 2-14. This is consistent with the EOC
power and flow rate peaking values from Table 3-6; specifically, since the BOC hot assembly
has a higher power level than the EOC hot assembly (127% versus 119% of the average
assembly power) the BOC hot channel has a higher average void fraction and higher pressure
drop. Therefore, the mass flow rate through the BOC hot channel should be lower than the EOC
hot channel's value (115% of average assembly flow rate). There are some uncertainties
associated with the 130% power and 110% flow rate values assumed for the hot assembly, but
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for the purpose of this study, which is to determine the change in MCPR (increase or decrease)
when switching from the reference RBWR-AC assembly design (271 pins) to a design using
wider pitch (217 pins), these flow rate and power values are sufficient as long as they are fixed
when comparing both assembly designs.
In addition, the pin power peaking was set at 1.05 [Hitachi, 2009]. The peak axial power
distributions used for the hot assembly CPR calculations in the following sections are shown in
Figure 3-14. Since the RBWR-MN-B assembly has fewer pins than the reference RBWR-AC
assembly, it was expected that the peak q' value was greater than the reference 470 W/cm
[Hitachi, 2009]. The slightly higher peak q' value of 485 W/cm for the nitride fuel assembly
should still result in lower peak centerline temperatures due to the higher thermal conductivity.
However, the purpose of this study was not to optimize the design, but rather to examine the
potential improvement of the MCPR by studying the general trend of this value based on the
increase in P/D.
Table 3-6 Hot assembly peaking factors [Hitachi, 2009]
RBWR-AC
BOC Assembly Radial Power Peaking 1.27
BOC Assembly Flow Rate Peaking N/A
EOC Assembly Radial Power Peaking 1.19
EOC Assembly Flow Rate Peaking 1.15
Assembly Pin Peaking 1.045
MCPR > 1.3
Table 3-7 Hot assembly conditions (130% average power, 110% average flow rate)
Assembly Conditions RBWR-MOX RBWR-MN-B
Avg. Assembly Power [MWt] 7.089 7.089
Avg. Assembly Mass Flow Rate [kg/s] 9.34 9.34
Exit Quality 0.45 0.45
Average q' [kW/m] 19.42 24.26
Flow Area [cm 2] 94.74 120.02
Mass Flux G [kg/m 2s] 1075.10 848.63
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Figure 3-14 Peak assembly axial power distribution of reference RBWR-MOX and RBWR-MN-B
assemblies (average q' of 194.2 W/cm and 242.6 W/cm, respectively)
3.3.3. Critical Power Correlations
Several critical power correlations were considered [Hu, 2011] for calculating the MCPR
of the peak (hot) RBWR assemblies under normal operating conditions. The CISE-4 [Todreas
and Kazimi, 1990], Arai [Arai et al., 1990], Modified Arai [Yamamoto et al., 2006], and Liu-
2007 [Liu et al., 2007] correlations were used to calculate the critical qualities of the RBWR-
MOX and RBWR-MN-B peak assemblies as functions of the boiling length. The experimental
conditions under which the correlations were derived are shown in Table 3-8. Note that the test
conditions (JAEA test C and D) for the Liu-2007 correlation are the closest to RBWR operation
conditions (double-humped axial power shape) compared to the other test setups.
The JAEA test C [Kureta et al., 2006] and test D [Tamai et al., 2005] experiments were
designed to replicate conditions of JAEA's RMWR [Iwamura et al., 2006], which is very similar
to Hitachi's RBWR-AC. Whereas the Toshiba experiments [Yamamoto et al., 2004] attempted to
simulate the conditions of Toshiba's BARS reactor [Sakasita et al., 1999] with a cosine axial
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power distribution. The Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory (BAPL) experiments [LeTourneau et
al., 1974] were performed for the Shippingport LWBR operating with pressurized water and
thorium-based fuel [Connors et al., 1979].
Table 3-8 Test configurations for deriving the critical power correlations [Liu et al., 2007]
Critical Power [Arai et al., Modified [Liu et al., [Liu et al.,
Correlation 1990] Arai 2005] 2007]
Experiments used to BAPL, JAEA test A, JAEA test
derive the correlation BAPL Toshiba B,C C,D
Number of Rods 20 20, 7, 14 7,7,37 37,37
Uniform,
Uniform, Double- Double-
Axial Power Shape Uniform Cosine humped humped
Heated Length [m] 1.37 0.8,1.6 1.26, 1.8 1.26
Rod Diameter [mm] 6.35, 7.11 10.8 12.3, 13.0 13
Rod Gap [mm] 1.52-2.29 0.8-1.8 1.0, 1.3 1.0, 1.3
Pressure [MPa] 2.8-13.8 4.0-8.0 1.0-8.5 2.0-9.0
Mass Flux [kg/m2s] 70-5400 500-2000 0-2500 150-1000
Avg. Exit Quality 0.06-0.70 - - -
Brief descriptions of the four CPR correlations are given below:
CISE-4 Correlation [Todreas and Kazimi, 1990]
The CISE-4 correlation is widely used to estimate the critical power under high quality
flow conditions for water. It was optimized for the mass flux range of 1 000<G<4000kg/m 2 s and
has been validated under normal BWR conditions (G > 1000 kg/m2 s). The correlation is
expressed as:
(3.2)Xc, = a
Dh Lb +b
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where X, is the critical flow quality, De is the equivalent wetted diameter, Dh is the equivalent
heated diameter, Lb is the boiling length, and a and b are coefficients dependent on pressure and
mass flux.
Arai Correlation [Arai et al., 1990]
Arai's correlation is in the form of the CISE correlation but empirical constants were
derived to fit a modified Biasi correlation to the BAPL data. The correlation is expressed as:
Xc= D A Lb R 5 (3.3)
Dh Lb +B) t
The coefficients A and B have different sets of formulas for the ranges of 300 < G < 2000 kg/m2 s
and G > 2000 kg/m 2s. A local peaking factor Rf is included, which equals 1.05 for the RBWR-
MOX and RBWR-MN-B assemblies.
Modified Arai Correlation [Yamamoto et al., 2006]
Yamamoto et al. modified the Arai correlation based on the experimental results from the
7-rod and 14-rod tests at Toshiba, and included flow distribution effect in the new correlation.
The Modified Arai's correlation is expressed as:
% = A (3.4)
"+ Dh b+B R +AR
The coefficients A and B were also modified from the original correlation. F was considered to
be a function of bundle geometry. It is fitted with the 7-rod test data as shown below:
F, =1 / max(1, C) (3.5)
C =-2.987 x 6Dhcen, / Dh+3.295 (3.6)
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Where Dheen, is the hydraulic diameter of the hot subchannel among the three rods, and Dh is the
bundle average hydraulic diameter. For the RBWR-MOX and RBWR-MN-B assemblies,
Dhen,/Dh (assuming hot subchannel is not at the periphery) is close to 1.0, so C < 1.0 and F1 = 1.
AR is a fitting factor added to the local peaking factor Rf and is dependent only on the fuel
bundle configuration and has to be re-evaluated case by case from experiment results or
subchannel analyses. Due to lack of such information, it was assumed to be 0 for this study.
Liu-2007 Correlation [Liu et al., 2007]
The Liu-2007 correlation is an improvement from an earlier version [Liu et al., 2005]
developed from the JAEA experiments and considers both the spot dryout (local CHF) and
complete dryout mechanisms. Under axially uniform-heated conditions, the boiling transition
(BT) from nucleate to film boiling (point of critical heat flux) is always observed at the bundle
exit. However, for an axially double-humped heated condition with comparatively high mass
velocities (partially due to the high local void fractions), the boiling transition can occur at the
exit of the second high-heat-flux region. This spot dryout mechanism, as shown in Figure 3-15,
was a local critical heat flux phenomenon observed in the JAEA experiments with double-
humped axial power shapes. Note that the liquid film gradient dwf/dz is zero at the spot dryout
point.
Under certain conditions, both dryout mechanisms may occur but the critical quality
Zur is determined by the earlier occurring one, that is:
,r = min(crL, c,H ) (3.7)
where Zc, is the critical quality due to spot dryout and Lri, is the critical quality due to
complete dryout.
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Figure 3-15 (a) spot dryout and (b) complete dryout mechanisms [Liu et al., 2007]
Spot Dryout Correlation
The critical quality due to the spot dryout mechanism, Xcr,H s-
Xcr,H - max(XcrH ,Zcr,H2) (3.8)
CHFjoa 
-(LPF, )'"3 G )'' , _ ,D nF M P
XcrIHl 1,/ - - -D, 2la-(LPF,) (3.8a)
CHFjocal -(LPF )' " G '"m' .PD2 .(LPF)M3 ((8
XcrH (hPw -a,11 _a 100 PW 3.b
where CHFocai is the local critical heat flux [kW/m 2] calculated via an iterative approach with
the use of an energy conservation equation (to be described later), LPF is the local pin peaking
factor (1.05 for RBWR assemblies), G is the mass flux [kg/m 2s], Ph is the heated perimeter [m],
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and P, is the wetted perimeter [M]. Mi, M2 , M3, aj,1, a,,,, are fitting factor constants. ao and ao,1
are fitting factors that are functions of the operating pressure.
Since spot dryout is a local phenomenon, the critical flow quality for this condition
shown in Eqs. 3.8a and 3.8b, are functions of CHFocal at axial length z. A third equation to
calculate the local equilibrium quality X(z) based on energy conservation, shown in Eq. 3-9 was
used along with Eqs. 3.8a and 3.8b to iteratively solve for CHFloca/(z) over the entire boiling
region.
XWz = hz- L(3.9)h fg
where h(z) = h(z - dz)+ q"(z) dz [kJ/kg], z is the axial length (distance from channel inlet)
G 
-A
[m], dz is the length of each node in the channel [m], q "(z) is the heat flux [kW/m 2], and Ae is the
flow area [m2].
Complete Dryout Correlation
The critical quality due to complete dryout, ,L is:
XcrL La LPF )-3Ph" )+ (3.10)
ao -(G /100) -D, + a, /(G /100) m' /Dn2 -L, P
where ao and a, are functions of the mass flux G and operating pressure, Xtr is the equilibrium
quality at the onset of annular flow, and La is the annular flow length calculated from:
L = LBT -Ltr (3.11)
where LBT is the length from the inlet to the boiling transition (BT) point and Lr is the length
from the inlet to the onset of annular flow.
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Advantages
The Liu-2007 correlation is the only one that is derived based on experiments that have
double-peaked heat flux distributions similar to the RBWR, whereas the other correlations use
quality-boiling length correlations derived based on uniform or cosine shape axial heat flux
distributions. These type of correlations always predict that dryout first occurs at the exit of the
heated channel and cannot explain the boiling transition at the end of the second high heat flux
region observed in the JAEA experiments. Therefore, the Liu-2007 correlation is the most
suitable CPR correlation for the conditions of the RBWR since it considers both local and
channel dryout mechanisms and was derived based on RMWR conditions (very similar to those
of the RBWR)
3.3.4. MCPR Calculations
The MCPRs of the hot assemblies for the RBWR-MOX and RBWR-MN-B models were
calculated using the correlations described in the previous section. The 130% power and 110%
flow conditions described in Table 3-7 and the axial power distributions from Figure 3-14 were
employed for the two assembly models shown in Figure 3-12.
The MCPR was calculated using MATLAB scripts as shown in Appendix C.4. The
scripts lump the assembly model (RBWR-MOX or RBWR-MN-B) into a single 1-D channel and
divide the boiling region into 200 equal 1-D axial nodes. Eq. 3.9 was then used to calculate the
equilibrium quality X(z) at each node based on the heat flux distribution q" (z). The heat flux was
uniformly increased until X(z) > X,(z). This new heat flux q",(z) divided by the original q" (z)
yields the MCPR. The calculated MCPRs for the two assemblies with each of the four
correlations are shown in Table 3-9. The critical qualities are shown in Figures 3-16 and 3-17 for
the RBWR-MOX and RBWR-MN-B assemblies, respectively. The discontinuities of the Liu-
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2007 critical quality are due to the spot dryout occurring first at the second power peak. The spot
dryout Xc is dependent on the local heat fluxes of the fuel, which are discretized into 15 axial
regions. This leads to the step-wise shape of the spot dryout critical quality values.
Table 3-9 MCPR calculation results with various correlations
MCPR
Design # Pins Liu-2007 Mod. Arai Arai CISE-4
RBWR-MOX 271 1.2167 1.3681 1.3956 1.1325
RBWR-MN-B 217 1.3598 1.2386 1.3147 1.1668
Note that the Liu-2007 and CISE-4 correlations show an increase in MCPR by using the
wider pitch assemblies with nitride fuel but the Arai and Modified Arai correlations show a
decrease. The Liu-2007 correlation was derived based on conditions most similar to those of the
RBWR assembly and the calculated improvement in MCPR demonstrates the promise from
using the wider pitch assemblies. However, the conflicting results from the other correlations
warrant further experiments in tight-pitch, high void fraction bundles and perhaps the conduction
of additional experiments and development of additional correlations for verification purposes.
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Figure 3-16 Critical and equilibrium qualities for hot RB WR-MOX assembly
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Figure 3-17 Critical and equilibrium qualities for hot RBWR-MN-B assembly
3.3.5. Sensitivity to Power Distribution
The MCPR results from the previous section assumed the axial power shape of Figure 3-
14, where the power peak levels are the same for the two peaks. The power peaking factor in this
case was 2.0. However, there are assemblies in the core where the control rods are not partially
inserted so that the lower fissile zone may have higher power peaking (> 2.0). In addition,
another potential assembly design can distribute more of the Puf to the upper fissile zone (such as
the assembly design from Chapter 2 that attempts to increase leakage to reduce the void
coefficient). A sensitivity study on the power distribution was performed to analyze this effect on
MCPR of the RBWR-MOX and RBWR-MN-B hot assemblies.
The profile from Figure 3-14, was designated with the axial power shape ID "Ev2.0", due
to its even power distribution between the lower and upper peaks and peaking factor of 2.0. This
shape was varied by increasing either the lower or upper peak by uniformly increasing the q' of
one half of the active height and decreasing the q' of the other half while maintaining the same
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total power. The naming convention for the resulting power shapes is as follows: if it begins with
"Up" then the upper peak contains the hot spot; if it begins with "Lo" then the lower peak
contains the hot spot. This term is followed by the peaking value (2.1, 2.2, 2.4, etc.). Some of the
axial power shapes are shown in Figure 3-18. The rest of them are listed in Table 3-10 along
with the MCPR values calculated from the Liu-2007 correlation.
0I)
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Figure 3-18 Various axial power shapes used in the sensitivity study
Table 3-10 MCPR values for various axial power shapes for RBWR-MOX and RB WR-MN-B
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MCPR
Axial Lower Upper RBWR- RBWR- Difference
Power ID Peaking Peaking MOX MN-B [
Up2.2 1.83 2.2 1.1215 1.2265 +9.4
Up2.1 1.91 2.1 1.1638 1.2887 +10.7
Ev2.0 2 2 1.2167 1.3598 +11.8
Lo2.1 2.1 1.89 1.2378 1.4397 +16.3
Lo2.2 2.2 1.77 1.2378 1.4664 +18.5
Lo2.4 2.4 1.54 1.2378 1.3598 +9.9
Lo2.6 2.6 1.31 1.2378 1.1199 -9.5
RBWR-MOX Results
For the RBWR-MOX assemblies, shifting the power to the upper peak hurts the MCPR
while it is virtually insensitive to power shifts to the lower peak. For the Up2.2 and Up2.1 power
shapes, large upper peaking results in the critical quality due to spot dryout becoming the
minimum at the second peak as shown in Figure 3-19. This results in the spot dryout mechanism
occurring first at the second power peak. Note that the critical quality values before the
equilibrium quality Xeq reaches 0 should be neglected (before boiling incipience at ~0. 17 m).
Figure 3-20 shows the critical quality and equilibrium quality of the RBWR-MOX assembly at
the critical power. For comparison, Figures 3-21 and 3-22 show the critical qualities with the
Ev2.0 power shape at nominal and critical power, respectively. Spot dryout occurs near the
channel exit.
1.00 -Xcr due to spot dryout
-Xcr due to complete dryout
0.80 - Xeq
0.60
0.40
0 .2 0 -- - - - - - - - - -
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
Active Length [m]
Figure 3-19 Critical and equilibrium qualities of RB WR-MOX with Up2.2 power shape at hot
assembly nominal power
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Figure 3-20 Critical and equilibrium qualities of RB WR-MOX with
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Figure 3-22 Critical and equilibrium qualities ofRBWR-MOX with Ev2.0 power shape at critical
power
For the RBWR-MOX assemblies with peaking at the lower fissile zone (axial power
shapes Lo2.1 to Lo2.6), the critical quality due to complete dryout is always lower, as
demonstrated by the Lo2.4 case shown in Figure 3-23, so complete dryout will occur before the
spot dryout. The dryout for these power shapes occurs at the exit, as seen in Figure 3-24, so the
MCPR depends more on the total channel power, which was maintained constant, than on the
power shape. This led to the same MCPR value of 1.2378 for the bottom-peaked power shapes
analyzed in this study. Note that this is an improvement from the 1.2167 value calculated with
the even peaks (Ev2.0), which may imply that the bottom-peaked power design is more
advantageous from a safety perspective.
The MCPR value of 1.2378 associated with the slightly bottom-peaked power profile
(Lo2. 1) was calculated based on the assumption that the hot assembly was at 130% of the core-
average power with 1 10% of the core-average coolant mass flow rate. If the hot assembly flow
were actually higher, perhaps 115% or 120%, then the corresponding MCPR values would be
1.2801 and 1.3329.
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power
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RBWR-MN-B Results
Table 3-10 shows that the MCPR is 5-17% higher in the RBWR-MN-B model than in
RBWR-MOX model for all power shapes except for Lo2.6. The power shape that results in the
highest MCPR is Lo2.2 (18.5% higher than the RBWR-MOX MCPR for axial shape Lo2.2) and
its corresponding critical and equilibrium qualities are shown in Figures 3-25 and 3-26. Note that
the complete dryout in Figure 3-26 occurs at the exit.
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Figure 3-26 Critical and equilibrium qualities of RB WR-AIN-B
critical power (dryout occurs at exit)
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1.2 1.4
with Lo2.2 power shape at
I
As the power peaking in the lower fissile zone increases beyond 2.2, the complete dryout
occurs first at the lower fissile zone rather than at the exit, as shown for Lo2.4 in Figures 3-27
and 3-28. This is the reason for the lower MCPR values for lower zone peaking > 2.2 (Lo2.4 and
Lo2.6). When the Lo2.2 power shape shifts towards the upper fissile zone, the spot dryout
mechanism at the second peak (upper fissile zone) becomes the limiting factor as shown in
Figures 3-29 and 3-30. Thus, the Lo2.2 profile results in the highest MCPR because complete
dryout occurs at the exit.
Using the RBWR-MN-B design in an RBWR-AC in place of the RBWR-MOX
assemblies can increase the MCPR, as calculated from the Liu-2007 correlation, by up to 18.5%.
Over a range of +/- 10% off-normal peaking, the RBWR-MN-B design demonstrated higher
MCPR values than the RBWR-MOX design. These results show promise that employing a wider
pitch with nitride fuel can potentially improve the safety of the RBWR-AC. However, the MCPR
values for the RBWR-MN-B design are more sensitive to the power shape due to its higher
average linear heat rate. Note that for both assembly models, a power shape that is slightly
shifted towards the lower fissile zone (no greater than 2.2 peaking) results in the highest MCPR
value.
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Figure 3-28 Critical and equilibrium qualities ofRBWR-MN-B with Lo2.4 power shape at
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4. Steady-state Nitride Fuel Behavior Modeling
As shown from the previous chapter, the implementation of high density nitride fuels in
high converting water reactors (represented by the RBWR-AC) can potentially result in a
substantial increase in the breeding ratio and improved safety margins. The extent of these
improvements are proportional to the as-fabricated fuel density; a higher HM density hardens the
spectrum so the breeding ratio will increase if the rod pitch/flow area is maintained; a higher HM
density allows maintaining the original spectrum and breeding ratio with a wider pitch and
increased flow area. However, potentially significant fuel performance issues arise when using
nitride fuel with high as-fabricated densities (-95% TD). Nitride fuels have worse mechanical
properties and higher volumetric swelling rates than oxide fuels, which can lead to premature
cladding failure via pellet/clad mechanical interaction (PCMI). In addition to Table 1-2, Table 4-
1 compares uranium oxide and nitride fuel properties compiled from [Ma, 1983], [Richter and
Sari, 1991], [Thetford and Mignanelli, 2003], [Allison et al., 1993], and [Routbort and Singh,
1975].
Table 4-1 Uranium oxide and nitride fuel thermal and mechanical properties
U0 2  UN
Specific Heat [J/kgK] 330 (1000 C) 230 (1000 C)
Dissociation Temp. [0C] N/A ~1700
Elastic Modulus [GPa] 200 (800 0C) ~260 (800 0C)
Fracture Stress [MPa] ~130 (800 0C) -370 (800 0C)
Relative Irradiation Creep Rate (800 0C) 1 ~0.1
Note that nitride fuel has a much lower creep rate, a higher fracture stress, and a higher
elastic modulus compared to oxide fuel. As a result of these properties, PCMI-induced failure
during power changes could potentially become a much more serious issue. In addition to the
potential mechanical limitations, the low dissociation temperature of nitride fuel and very high
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fission gas swelling at higher temperatures may pose limitations on the operating domain for
steady-state and transient scenarios. Nevertheless, the high thermal conductivity of this material
may still allow for operation with reasonably high linear heat rates and power densities while
satisfying imposed temperature limits. For example, even with a peak linear heat rate of 470
W/cm, nitride fuel pins in the RBWR-AC still maintain operational centerline temperatures
below 1000 K, which is below half of the fuel melting temperature. This is an important
consideration for mechanistic modeling since certain fission product and fuel behavior models
are only suitable for low-temperatures (below half of the melting temperature).
Figure 4-1 shows an example of cladding failure with high-density (95.5% TD) nitride
fuel. In order to help prevent this type of behavior, a reduction in fuel density to 80-85% of
theoretical density was proposed by many studies: [Richter and Sari, 1991], [Poplavskii et al.,
2010], and [Tanaka et al., 2004]. The goal is to increase the porosity to improve the fuel material
properties and also to reduce the fission gas and total fuel swelling rates. Advanced fabrication
techniques have been developed in order to ensure the irradiation stability of the as-fabricated
porosity at temperatures below half of the melting point and to produce nitride fuel pellets with
low impurity levels [Richter and Sari, 1991 and Streit and Ingold, 2005].
Figure 4-1 (UPu)N fuel (95.5%TD) at 123 MWd/kg with 10909C max TCL [Bauer et al., 1971]
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The RBWR-AC neutronic and thermal-hydraulic assembly design studies from the
previous chapter employed (U,TRU)N fuels with as-fabricated densities of 85% TD. To ensure
that this was sufficiently low to prevent fuel failure at high burnups, the fuel material properties
and mechanistic fission gas models of the steady-state LWR fuel performance code FRAPCON-
EP [Karahan et al., 2010 and 2011] were updated to encompass nitride fuels. The code was
specifically configured to model thermal properties, fission gas swelling, fission gas release, and
hot pressing of the as-fabricated porosity for low density (<85% TD) nitride fuels at below half
of the melting point. After the incorporated changes were validated with experimental data from
literature, the code was used to predict burnup-dependent (U,TRU)N fuel behavior (cladding
strain, fission gas release, plenum pressure, etc.) under RBWR-AC conditions.
In addition, UN fuel performance under PWR conditions was also investigated; using the
high density UN fuel in current PWRs can potentially increase the cycle length to 2 years while
maintaining the current 5% enrichment limit.
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4.1. Fuel Behavior Codes
A literature review was performed to assess existing nitride fuel behavior codes and it
was decided to extend the mechanistic models in FRAPCON-EP to cover nitride fuel behavior
based on available experimental data from literature. FRAPCON-EP was the most readily
available code and is itself an extension of FRAPCON-3 [Berna et al., 1997].
4.1 .1. Existing Nitride Fuel Behavior Codes
Mignanelli et al. (1999) developed a steady-state nitride fuel performance tool, NITRAF,
starting from the oxide fuel performance code, TRAFIC [Matthews et al., 1982]. The code
includes a mechanistic model to simulate nitride fuel dissociation reactions and mass transfer via
evaporation/condensation. The code may be of particular interest for modeling fuel behavior
under rapid heating transient scenarios. In order to predict fission gas release behavior, the code
adopted existing models in TRAFIC and attempted to fit relevant constitutive models in order to
predict experimental observations. The main difference between TRAFIC and NITRAF is
perhaps the swelling model. NITRAF assumes a burnup-dependent linear relation in order to
model swelling behavior of the fuel whereas TRAFIC has a mature mechanistic model
developed for the oxide fuel. Carmack et al. (2005) recently provided a review of nitride fuel
material properties. It appeared that for many relevant phenomena such as fission gas release and
gas swelling, only weak empirical relations are available from literature. Mechanistic approaches
for fission gas swelling and as-fabricated porosity behavior, such as those used in FRAPCON-
EP, could potentially improve predictability of the nitride fuel behavior.
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4.1.2. FRAPCON-3
The steady-state LWR fuel behavior code FRAPCON-3 [Berna et al., 1997] calculates
the combined thermal and mechanical effects on a single fuel pin. The code divides the pin into
up to 18 axial and 50 radial nodes and iteratively calculates the behavior of the fuel pin caused
by temperature, rod internal gas pressure, fuel and cladding deformation, fission gas release, fuel
swelling and densification, corrosion, and many other effects at each node as functions of time
and specific power. Figure 4-2 shows the FRAPCON-3 code scheme. The calculations are
performed assuming steady-state characteristics at each time-step: input data is processed, the
steady-state fuel rod state is calculated, time is advanced to the next time-step, a steady-state
solution is performed, and the new fuel rod state is determined.
Input data
are specified
Initial conditions
are computed
Fuel rod temperatures
are computed
8 Fuel and cladding
deformation are
ocomputed
Gas release, void
0volumes, and gas
o pressure are computed
New time step
Figure 4-2 FR APCON-3 code iterative calculation scheme [Berna et al., 1997]
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The solution for each time step consists of 1) calculating the temperature of the fuel and
the cladding, 2) calculating fuel and cladding deformation, and 3) calculating the fission product
generation and release, void volume, and fuel rod internal gas pressure. Each of these
calculations is made in a separate sub-code, many of which use mechanistic models developed
for oxide fuel. As shown in Figure 4-2, the fuel rod response for each time step is determined by
repeated cycling through two nested loops of iterative calculations until the fuel-cladding gap
temperature difference and internal gas pressure converge. The fuel temperature distribution and
gap conductance iterative calculation is shown in Figure 4-3.
Start
Determine coolant
temperature and
film drop
Determine
cladding
temperatures
V
Determine fuel
temperature distribution
Estimate gap
temperature drop
Gap Exit
temperature dro
converged? Yes
No
Determine
gap
conductance
Figure 4-3 FRAPCON-3 fuel temperature and gap conductance iterative calculation scheme
[Berna et al., 1997]
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The fuel temperature distribution is calculated based on an initial estimate of the gap
conductance. Then based on this temperature distribution, the gap conductance is recalculated
and reused in the fuel temperature distribution calculation until sufficient convergence. Most of
the calculations in FRAPCON-3 is based on this iterative calculation scheme and is repeated at
higher levels of the code, i.e. for every axial node temperature profile, gas release solution, and
pressure evolution for each time step.
4.1.3. FRAPCON-EP
FRAPCON-EP (Enhanced Performance) [Karahan et al., 2010 and 2011] maintains the
aforementioned FRAPCON-3 calculation structure while adding appropriate models for oxide
fuel (U0 2 and MOX) at high burnup and high temperatures. Specifically, increased levels of
detail were included in the swelling and as-fabricated porosity models. The development of
FRAPCON-EP also includes the capability to predict MOX fuel and Zircaloy-2 cladding
behavior under RBWR conditions [Karahan et al., 2011].
The fuel swelling model was partitioned into components associated with fission gas,
solid fission products, and rim porosity (high fission gas retention at periphery of fuel pellet).
Within the fission gas swelling mechanistic model, contributions from intragranular and
intergranular fission gas swelling are treated separately. Solid fission product swelling was
modeled empirically as a function of the oxygen to metal ratio, fuel temperature, and burnup.
The relocation swelling model of FRAPCON-3 was not changed, and the default empirical
correlation used in FRAPCON-3 to calculate the percentage of the gap closure due to
unrecoverable cracks was maintained.
In addition, the code adopted models to predict as-fabricated porosity radial migration,
central void formation, hot pressing under irradiation and thermal creep, and irradiation-induced
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densification. Lastly, axial migration of cesium and precipitation at the fuel/blanket interface
were modeled with an evaporation/condensation mechanism. More details about these extensions
in FRAPCON-EP can be found in [Karahan et al., 2010] and [Karahan et al., 2011].
4.1.4. Extension of FRAPCON-EP for Nitride Fuel
FRAPCON-EP was then updated to model porous nitride fuel operating at temperature
below half of the melting point. The thermal properties, swelling models, and fission gas release
model were modified/adapted based on available fuel properties, experimental data, and fission
gas diffusion properties for nitride fuel. The focus was on low-temperature nitride fuel behavior
when the porosity is 15% or more. The details of these modifications are described in the
following sections.
Since the fuel property and experimental database is very limited compared to oxide
fuels, some of FRAPCON-EP's other oxide fuel behavior models were either maintained or
neglected. For example, fuel restructuring was neglected as a first approximation since the higher
thermal conductivity of nitride fuels will result in much lower temperatures that will likely
preclude restructuring. Irradiation-induced densification was ignored because the code assumes
that the nitride fuels are fabricated with stable pores. The FRAPCON-3 models used to calculate
swelling due to relocation and unrecoverable cracks were unchanged. Cesium axial migration,
porosity migration, and RIM porosity formation were also neglected for the nitride fuel.
In the swelling model described later in Section 4.3, intergranular fission gas swelling
was neglected because of the low density fuel assumption; nitride fuels with densities less than
85% TD have interconnected pores thus allowing fission gases that diffuse to the grain
boundaries to escape completely from the fuel (no buildup of gas in between the grains -> no
intergranular swelling) [Tanaka, 2004].
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4.2. Thermal Properties
An extensive literature review was performed to find the most appropriate correlations to
use in FRAPCON-EP to calculate nitride fuel thermal conductivity and thermal expansion. This
review was not limited to just UN fuel, but also included (U,Pu)N. Due to the lack of literature
on (U,TRU)N thermal properties, they were simply approximated in FRAPCON-EP as those of
(U,Pu)N or UN, which is appropriate for a first approximation since (U,Pu)N is at least 80% UN.
4.2.1. Thermal Conductivity
The thermal conductivity correlation from [Ross and El-Genk, 1990] was implemented in
FRAPCON-EP for nitride fuel, which is applicable to both UN and (U,Pu)N fuels:
k = (1.37 -1.6 -C +1.142. c2-T A [W/mK] (4.1)(1 + P)
where C is the Pu mass fraction of HM and P is the porosity fraction. The correlation is
applicable for fuel temperatures between 10 K and 1923 K and Pu mass fractions < 0.2. Figure 4-
4 shows the temperature dependence of Eq. (4.1) and the U0 2 correlation in FRAPCON-3.
95%TD UNE5 - - 85%TDUN
- 85% TD (UO.8,PuO.2)N
------...95% TD UO2
E 20-
--- 
-15
10
05 --- --- - -+-
300 600 900 1200 1500 1800 2100
Temperature [K]
Figure 4-4 Thermal conductivity vs. temperature for various unirradiated fuels
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The U0 2 fuel thermal conductivity calculation scheme involves many more variables
such as gadolinia-content, burnup, porosity, et cetera, and is described in detail in [Berna et
al.,1997]. For Figure 4-4, all fuels were assumed to be fresh and did not contain any burnable
poisons (Gd-free) in order to present a fair comparison with Eq. (4.1). Note that the thermal
conductivity of nitride fuel increases with temperature and is much higher than that of the oxide
fuel for typical operating temperatures (> 1000 K). Decreasing the as-fabricated density reduces
the thermal conductivity due to the increased volume of poorly-conducting pores, as can be seen
from the 95% TD and 85% TD UN curves.
Note that an increase in Pu content decreases the thermal conductivity. This effect was
also confirmed in other studies [Rogozkin and Stepennova, 2003 and Arai et al., 1992] and can
possibly be attributed to the strong temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of PuN. In
general, the high thermal conductivity of nitride fuels is said to be derived from the contribution
of electronic conduction. The electrical resistivity of UN shows very weak temperature
dependence above room temperature; however, the electrical resistivity of PuN was shown to
increase linearly with temperature. This discrepancy may be a possible explanation for the
thermal conductivity differences [Arai et al., 1992].
4.2.2. Thermal Expansion
Two separate correlations were used to represent the linear thermal expansion
coefficients for UN and (U,Pu)N fuel. The linear expansion coefficient a (which is temperature-
dependent) in units of [K-1] is used to calculate the linear expansion as shown in Eq. (4.2):
AL
= a - (T - T,) (4.2)
LO
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where L, is the original length, AL is the change in length due a change in temperature from the
reference temperature T (298 K) to a new temperature T. For UN, the correlation used to
calculate coefficient a(T) is from [Hayes et al., 1990a]:
a(T)= 7.096 x 10--6+1.409 x 10-9 -T [K'] (4.3)
This correlation was developed based on lattice parameter measurements and is valid for
temperatures from 298 K to 2523 K. Eq. (4.4) shows the linear thermal expansion coefficient
used for (U,Pu)N, taken from [Kurosaki et al., 2001]:
a(T)= (0.00215 -T +8)x 10-6 [K-'] (4.4)
and is valid for temperatures from 300 K to 3000 K. This correlation was developed via
molecular dynamics modeling of (Uo 8Puo.2)N and corresponds with correlations from
experimental data. Figure 4-5 compares the different nitride fuel expansion coefficients with that
of oxide fuel. Note that the thermal expansion for (U,Pu)N is comparable to that of U0 2 for
operating temperatures (T > 1000 K).
1.4E-05 (U,Pu)N - Kurosaki 2001
- UN - Hayes 1990
------ U02-FRAPCON
1.2E-05 L
1.OE-05
8.0E-06
6.OE-064 4
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600
Temperature [K]
Figure 4-5 Thermal expansion coefficients used in FRAPCON-EP for various fuels
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4.3. Swelling Model
This section describes the different components of the mechanistic fission gas swelling
models adopted for nitride fuel. Specifically, changes were made to the solid fission product and
intragranular fission gas swelling model parameters based on data from irradiation experiments.
4.3.1. Solid Fission Product Swelling
Consistent with the literature review, swelling due to solid fission products (FP) was
modeled linearly with burnup. Experimental results in [Arai et al., 1994] suggest a solid FP
swelling rate of 0.5% per % of initial heavy metal atoms fissioned (FIMA). 1 %FIMA is roughly
9.37 MWd/kg (see Appendix C.1). However, the authors state that a significant amount of
volatile fission products were lost due to high temperature heat treatment. Hence, one would
expect a higher solid fission product swelling rate at below half of the melting point. The IAEA
suggested that it is expected to be between 0.6 - 0.7%/%FIMA [IAEA, 2003]. Therefore, the
current study assumes conservatively that the swelling contribution from solid FP is
0.7%/%FIMA, compared to the 0.32%/%FIMA assumed for U0 2 in FRAPCON-EP.
4.3.2. Fission Gas Swelling
Irrespective of the fuel type, fission gas swelling can be attributed to (1) intragranular
gas, representing the monatomic fission gas within the fuel matrix (solution) and fission gas
bubbles within defects such as dislocations, dislocation loops, and phase boundaries, and (2)
intergranular gas, representing the fission gas bubbles at the grain boundaries. The current study
assumes that interconnected porosity forms at the grain boundaries due to the high as-fabricated
porosity (above 15 %), and this may allow the gas reaching the grain boundaries to be readily
released from the fuel [Tanaka et al., 2004]. Hence, there is no further swelling due to gas
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reaching the grain boundaries. Furthermore, the model assumes that the intragranular monatomic
gas atoms in the nitride fuel solution lead to the same degree (volume per atom) of fuel swelling
as in oxide fuel due to the similarity of lattice parameters of these fuels (5.47 A for U0 2 and 4.89
A for UN) [Kempter et al., 1959]. Also, updates were made to the fission gas diffusion
coefficient Dg and bubble nucleation constant K to correctly represent the distinct fission gas
behavior in nitride fuel.
4.3.2.1. Intragranular Fission Gas Model
Intragranular gas behavior is modeled in FRAPCON-EP via the OGRES approach (also
included in the TRAFIC code), which is a rate theory treatment [Wood and Matthews, 1980].
This approach solves the following set of differential equations, Eqs. (4.5) through (4.12), to
estimate the concentration of fission gas atoms (monatomic) within the fuel matrix (cg),
concentration of fission gas within the intragranular bubbles (bubbles within the grain) (Cgb),
concentration of intragranular bubbles (c), and the intragranular bubble radius (rb):
g = dG +YF-D k2 cg -Kc, +bcgb (4.5)
8t dt gb
agb = Dkic, Kc, -bcgb (4.6)
b Kc, -bcb (4.7)
at
C, =C +Cgb (4.8)
nb = (4.9)
Cb
bk=24r-cF (4.10)
b = 2;cR 21F (4.11)
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r - 3hbn ' (4.12)
where:
dG
= rate of fission gas deposition into the grain boundary [atoms/m 3/s]dt
Y= fission gas yield
F = fission density [fissions/m 3/s]
Dg = fission gas diffusion coefficient [m2/s]
k2= sink strength of bubbles
K= bubble nucleation constant [I/s] = 0.027b
ct= total gas concentration inside the grain (gas in solution and in bubbles) [atoms/m3]
b = resolution constant [1/s]
nb= fission gas atoms per intragranular bubble
rb =intragranular gas bubble radius [m]
R = radius of the fission spike (6 nm)
/= length of the fission spike (6 gm)
hs = 0.6 [Spino et al., 2005]
b, = 8.5E-29 m3 [Spino et al., 2005]
The amount of gas released into the grain boundaries, calculated from the fission gas
release model described later in Section 4.6, is used as the boundary condition to solve the
equations. The total swelling due to intragranular gas (Sint) is the sum of the volume of gas atoms
in the fuel matrix and volume of the gas bubbles:
43Sin = 4.1 x 10- 29cg +-rr3c (4.13)
3
where the coefficient of cg is an approximation from [Spino et al., 2005].
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4.3.2.2. Fission Gas Diffusion Coefficient
Various UN fuel fission gas diffusion coefficients from literature are compared in Figure
4-6. Aside from the coefficient from [Weinstein and Davison, 1973], which shows a distinctly
different behavior with temperature, all the coefficients are described in [Deforest, 1991] and
have the form:
D = A -expL [cm 2/s] (4.14)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant (1.3806504 x 10-16 ergs/K) and T is the fuel temperature [K].
The coefficient A, activation energy Ea [ergs/K], and fission gas element measured in the
experiments are compiled in Table 4-2.
Weinstein 1973
- Melehan and Gates 1963
1.E-14 T -Biddle 1964
-- Oi 1966
T'1. E-1 5{I-- BMI 1970 -
1.E1 - NASA 1973
0 1.E-17
13 .E-I18
1.E-19
O 1.E-20
1.E-21
500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400
Temperature [K]
Figure 4-6 Fission gas diffusion coefficients in UNfuel
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Table 4-2 Parameters for UN fission gas diffusion coefficient equation (Eq. 4.14)
Ea Measured
Source Year A [ergs/K] Element
Melehan and Gates 1963 4 x 10-6 4.5 x 10-" Xe
Biddle 1964 3 x 10-8  4 x 10~" Xe
Oi 1966 2.05 x 10~4  3.57 x 10- 2  Xe
BMI 1970 4.65 x 10-4 4.9796 x 10-12 Xe
NASA 1973 2.4 x 1010 2.6 x 10-12 Kr
The Weinstein diffusion coefficient differs from the others in that it accurately portrays
the temperature-independence of the low temperature region and considers the fission rate
densityf[fissions/cm 3s] and thermal conductivity k [W/cm-K] in addition to the fuel temperature
T [K]:
-18800 -18400
D = 8.22 x 10- 3 1 f + 2.37 x 10 10 e T +10-18 k e T [cm2/s] (4.15)
Eq. (4.15) was derived based on measurements of Kr88 from irradiated UN fuel pins and
is applicable for UN fuel that has achieved complete interconnection of circumferential
intergranular porosity [Weinstein and Davison, 1973]. As stated before, this assumption is
appropriate for the high porosity nitride fuels modeled in FRAPCON-EP. Considering these
additional levels of detail that may improve the accuracy of the calculations, modified forms of
the Weinstein diffusion coefficient were employed in FRAPCON-EP's intragranular swelling
and fission gas release models. Due to lack of available data, this coefficient was also used for
(U,Pu)N and (U,TRU)N fuels.
Before Eq. (4.15) was employed in the intragranular swelling model, the temperature-
independent term was multiplied by a bumup factor, FB shown in Eq. (4.16), to account for the
burnup-dependency of fission gas diffusivity in the OGRES model. Specifically, fission product
accumulation and stoichiometry changes with burnup have higher effects on the low temperature
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components of the diffusion coefficient [Matzke, 1980 and Turnbull et al., 1982]. FB was derived
through a fitting procedure in order to match the experimental fission gas release database (see
Section 4.6). This burnup-dependent diffusion coefficient, DB shown in Eq. (4.17) was used in
the OGRES model.
FB =30+BU (4.16)
-18800 -18400
D = FB -8.22 x 1 2.37 x 10~10 e T +10-182 2 e T [cm 2/s] (4.17)
where BU is the burnup in [MWd/kg]. The thermal conductivity k was provided via Eq. (4.1).
4.3.2.3. High Fission Gas Retention
The high fission gas retention capability of nitride fuel can be attributed to the high
dislocation density, acting as trap locations for fission gases in the fuel matrix. The high
dislocation density is inferred from its lower creep rate and high fracture strength shown in Table
4-1; dislocations strengthen materials by inhibiting the movement of other dislocations (e.g., cold
working strengthens steel by introducing dislocations and storing some of the applied energy in
the form of residual stress). To capture the effect of the higher dislocation density in nitride fuel
(relative to that of oxide fuel), it was assumed that the gas bubble nucleation rate and equilibrium
intragranular gas bubble concentration should be 10 times higher than the nominal value given
for the oxide fuel. This proportion was ascertained from the ratio of 10 between the low
temperature creep rates (Table 4-1). As can be seen in Figure 4-7, an order of magnitude increase
of the intragranular gas bubble density was achieved at high burnup by multiplying the gas
bubble nucleation constant (K) by 10. This increase in bubble density increases the contribution
to total intragranular swelling from gas bubbles and decreases the contribution from gas atoms in
the matrix, as shown in Figure 4-8. This effect did not lead to a significant change in total
intragranular fission gas swelling but may be important to capture for future extensions of the
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model. Validation of this nitride fuel swelling model (including the effects of pressure-induced
densification described in Section 4.4) is described in Section 4.5.
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4.4. Hot Pressing (Pressure Induced Densification)
Under normal operating conditions, the as-fabricated pores may be sintered due to the
external hydrostatic stress. This effect, called hot pressing or pressure-induced densification, is
proportional to the total volume of pores in the fuel (porosity), reduces the swelling rate, and
alleviates stress applied to the cladding. For hot pressing of oxide fuel, FRAPCON-EP adopts the
MATPRO model [Allison et al., 1993], which is based on diffusional creep:
I =dp 1.8 x 10 7j_ ) exp( -54126 (4.18)
p dt p TG2 T )
where p is the fuel density fraction, T is the temperature [K], P is the effective hydrostatic stress
on the pore [Pa], and G is the grain size (10 gm). Since Eq. (4.18) was developed specifically for
oxide fuel, a new densification equation was derived based on nitride fuel's creep behavior.
4.4.1. Densification Equation
To model the density change due to hot pressing of nitride fuel, the following
densification equation was used [Wilkinson and Ashby, 1975]:
dp 3A p(1- p) 3Pe [s] (4.19)
dt 2 [1-(1-p)""]" 2n
where p is the fraction of theoretical density, Pe is the effective pressure (external pressure on the
fuel), A is the material- and temperature-dependent coefficient based on power-law creep
(dislocation creep), and n is the creep exponent generally in the thermal creep equation of the
form:
AT[s-1] (4.20)
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where a is the applied stress. Eq. (4.19) was derived from a geometric approximation that
considered pores as spherical voids surrounded by thick spherical shells of solid material which
flow by power-law creep. Thus, the density change due to hot pressing can be ascertained from a
nitride fuel creep rate correlation in the form of Eq. (4.20).
4.4.2. Nitride Fuel Creep Rates
The creep rate is dominated by thermal creep at high temperatures and irradiation creep at
lower temperatures. The UN thermal creep rate [s-1] is calculated as follows [Hayes et al.,
1990b]:
g =2.054x1 _ 4.5pex 39369.5 0.987exp(-8.65-P)er 2041 3(. P)x 27.6 [s-l (4.21)
where o- is the gap pressure [MPa], T is the temperature [K], and P is the fractional porosity. This
equation is valid for a values between 20 and 34 MPa and T values between 298 and 2523 K.
Another correlation exists for (Uo.8,Puo.2)N thermal creep which is valid for a values between 10
and 60 MPa [Rogozkin and Stepennova, 2003]:
er = 27.7a135 exp 40000)( 0.125P2) [s-1] (4.22)T
The UN irradiation creep equation (which was also used to represent (U,Pu)N and (U,TRU)N
irradiation creep) is represented by [Billone et al., 1977]:
ei =1.81 x 10-26(1+1250P2# [s-]] (4.23)
where F is the fission density [fissions/cm 3s]. Table 4-3 demonstrates the relative accuracy of
Eq. (4.23) at reproducing observed low-temperature creep rates from various UN fuel irradiation
experiments. Eqs. (4.21) to (4.23) were plotted in Figure 4-9 under typical LWR conditions: a =
20 MPa, P = 0.15, and F = 1013 fissions/cm 3 s.
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Table 4-3 Experimental and predicted (Billone) UN irradiation creep
Stress Fiss. Dens. Experimental Billone's
Data [MPa] Porosity [fiss/cm 3s] i, [h-] i, [h 1]
Brucklacher and Dienst 1972 40 0.11 6.OOE+13 1.50E-06 2.52E-06
Brucklacher and Dienst 1972 40 0.11 9.OOE+13 2.OOE-06 3.78E-06
Brucklacher 1973 63 0.07 4.80E+13 2.OOE-06 1.40E-06
Routbort 1975 20 0.04 2.50E+14 9.OOE-07 9.77E-07
Brucklacher and Dienst 1972 19.61 0.04 2.50E+14 1.OOE-06 9.58E-07
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Figure 4-9 UN thermal and irradiation creep rate (20 MPa, 85% TD, 10" fissions/cm s)
The two creep regimes (irradiation and thermal) are separated by the effective
temperature Teff, or the intersection between the thermal and irradiation creep lines. For fission
rate densities between 1013 and 101 fissions/cm 3s, Teff is between 1170-1260 K for UN fuel and
1320-1430 K for (Uo 8,Puo 2)N fuel. This range for UN is confirmed via many other creep plots
that show Teff values between 1170 to 1330 K [Routbort and Singh, 1975] [Ma, 1983]
[Brucklacher and Dienst, 1972] [Kim and Hofman, 2003]. Note that the Teff increases with
fission density and that 1013 fiss/cm 3 s is a relatively low fission density (on the order of PWR
power densities).
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Under RBWR conditions (heat rate, gap pressure), the maximum fuel temperature is
about 1000 K and under PWR conditions, it is about 900 K, both lower than their respective Teff
values. Therefore, it is safe to infer that irradiation creep is the dominant form of creep for the
low-temperature conditions of interest. This implies that the power-law creep coefficients, A and
n from Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20) are based on the irradiation creep equation (4.23) where:
A =1.81 x 10-26 (1+ 1250P2 )F [MPa~" s-] (4.24)
n 1
The resulting densification equation was then used in FRAPCON-EP to determine hot pressing's
negative contribution (densification) to the total volumetric swelling of nitride fuel. Validation of
the swelling model is described in the next section.
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4.5. Swelling Model Validation
After the changes were implemented to the swelling and hot pressing models in
FRAPCON-EP, the code was benchmarked against experimental swelling data. The conditions
for each experimental specimen (fuel density, average fuel temperature, and linear heat rate)
were simulated and the resulting swelling rates were compared. Figure 4-10 shows an example
of FRAPCON-EP's predicted total swelling and its components as functions of burnup. Note that
hot pressing is a negative contribution to the total change in volumetric swelling.
12 - Total Swelling
Solid FP Swelling
10 Intragranular Swelling
8 ... Hot Pressing
61
4
2
-2
0 2 4 6 8 10
Burnup [%]
Figure 4-10 Swelling components for 82.7% TD nitride fuel pin with average Tfuel of 1279 K and
average q' of 120 kW/m
Nitride fuel has a highly temperature-dependent swelling behavior at temperatures above
half of the melting point [Tanaka et al., 2004]. Furthermore, if the pores are not interconnected or
a high fuel density is employed, intergranular swelling could become significant and contribute
to the total fuel swelling. Therefore, it is not surprising that a wide range of total volumetric fuel
swelling rates between 0.53% to 1.8% per %FIMA have been reported for nitride fuels from
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various experiments and calculations [Routbort and Singh, 1975] [Tanaka et al, 2004] [IAEA,
2003] [Bauer et al., 1971] [Rogozkin and Stepennova, 2003], the most common being around
1%/%FIMA [Mignanelli et al., 1999]. The (U,Pu)N swelling data set from [Bauer et al., 1971]
was used to validate FRAPCON-EP's nitride fuel swelling model since the data set spans the
region of interest: low densities and temperatures below half of the melting point. In addition, it
provided sufficient information about the geometry, composition, and operating conditions of
individual irradiated fuel specimens which are necessary for simulation in FRAPCON-EP.
For low temperatures (Teenterine < 1400'C), the experimental measurements made via
neutron radiographs showed that the maximum swelling rate was about 1.3%/%FIMA. However,
it was recommended that a more realistic average value for this temperature range was about
0.8%/%FIMA, which was estimated based on dimensional analysis of the fuel cross sections
[Bauer et al., 1971]. The radiograph measurements may have over-predicted the swelling by
including crack contributions to external dimensional changes. The lower estimates were about
one-third less than those from radiograph measurements and agreed with fuel volume change
data calculated from previous immersion density measurements [Bauer et al., 1971]. Based on
this recommendation, the swelling rate measurements from this study were reduced by a third for
comparison with reproduced results from FRAPCON-EP that take into account the fuel
temperature, linear heat rate, as-fabricated porosity, and burnup of each data point. These
"adjusted" total swelling rates are shown in the last column of Table 4-4 and plotted in Figure 4-
11 against FRAPCON-EP calculated total swelling rates for low temperature (T < 1300'C) and
low density (p < 84% TD) nitride fuel. Figure 4-12 plots the total swelling versus burnup.
Average fuel temperatures and q' values were used in the FRAPCON-EP calculations and fixed
for each radial and axial node. These average values were derived from the maximum centerline
temperatures and q' values assuming 1.3 radial and axial peaking.
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Table 4-4 Volumetric swelling rates of (UPu)Nfuel [Bauer et al., 1971]
Swelling Rate
Density Tavg* q'avg* BU t AVIV Measured Adjusted FRAPCON
Capsule [%TD] [K] [kW/ft] [at%] [%] [%/%FIMA] [%/%FIMA] [%/%FIMA]
BMI- 83.8 1079 26.5 13.87 18 1.30 0.86 0.96
50-6 83.9 1164 30.5 16.76 21.4 1.28 0.85 0.96
BMI- 82.9 956 21.1 12.27 5.9 0.48 0.32 0.95
50-8 83.5 1145 29.4 16.33 14.9 0.91 0.61 0.95
BMI- 82.8 964 23.1 7.15 5 0.70 0.47 0.95
50-10 82.9 925 21.6 7.36 8.7 1.18 0.79 0.95
BMI- 82.7 1279 36.5 5.94 8.6 1.45 0.96 1.03
50-11 82.7 1341 38.7 6.24 16.7 2.67 1.78 1.06
* estimated based on measured maximum values
converted from given units of [MWd/kg] (9.37 MWd/kg = 1 at% or %FIMA)
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Figure 4-11 Total swelling rates from [Bauer et al., 1971] and FRAPCON-EP
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Figure 4-12 Total swelling versus burnup for low density (UPu)N fuel from [Bauer et al., 1971]
and FRAPCON-EP
The high temperature dependence of swelling for maximum centerline temperatures >
14000C is clearly visible for both low density and high density (U,Pu)N fuels. Since the modeled
specimens had similar densities and heat rates, and low-temperature swelling has very low
temperature-dependence, the predicted swelling rates were all within a narrow range between
0.95% and 1.06 %/%FIMA, higher than the recommended average value of 0.8%/%FIMA
[Bauer et al., 1971] and closer to the most commonly cited value of 1 %/%FIMA [Mignanelli et
al., 1999]. Therefore, FRAPCON-EP total swelling predictions can be considered conservatively
high, with uncertainty attributed to many factors such as the assumed 0.7 %/%FIMA solid fission
product swelling rate (which contributes to more than half of the total swelling rate), the
diffusion coefficient used in the OGRES model for fission gas swelling, and the hot pressing
model. In addition, the scarcity of reliable nitride fuel swelling data makes any mechanistic
swelling model more difficult to validate.
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4.6. Fission Gas Release
FRAPCON-EP adopts the Forsberg-Massih model [Forsberg and Massih, 1985] to
calculate fission gas release (FGR) from oxide fuel pellets. The model calculates the rate of
accumulation of diffused gas at the grain boundaries by applying a diffusion equation over an
equivalent sphere model. This model was adopted for calculating FGR from nitride fuel but with
certain modifications. First, it was assumed that the high as-fabricated and interconnected
porosity of the nitride fuel would allow fission gases diffusing to the grain boundaries to be
immediately released from the fuel. Therefore, the threshold gas concentration (before gas is
released) at the grain boundaries was set to zero. Furthermore, Weinstein's diffusion coefficient
(Eq. 4.15) was subjected to a fitting procedure to reproduce experimental FGR data and to
accurately capture the fission gas release behavior in nitride fuel. Specifically, the effects of the
as-fabricated porosity, burnup, and intragranular gas bubble sink strength on fission gas
diffusivity were included in the modified diffusion coefficient used in the Forsberg-Massih
model, yielding an "effective" diffusion coefficient Deff [cm 2 /s] shown in Eq. (4.25):
-18800 -18400
D = A LF,  .8.22 x 10-4 f + 2.37 x 10-1Oe T + k10-1 T2 e T
Deff=A*F +10 (4.25)
Deff = A F DB
where A is the intragranular sink strength factor, Fp is the porosity factor, and FB is the burnup
factor. The development of these 3 factors is described in this section, along with the fission gas
release database used to derive them.
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4.6.1. FGR Data
An extensive literature search was performed to find fission gas release data from
irradiated samples of low density nitride fuel for benchmarking with FRAPCON-EP. In order to
ensure accurate modeling, the conditions of the irradiated samples must be clearly stated, i.e., as-
fabricated density, burnup, fuel temperature, and measured fission gas release. These conditions
limited the number of useful data points to 18 from 4 different sources, as shown in Table 4-5.
Even among these, some of the fuel temperatures were not provided and had to be estimated
based on the linear heat rates and geometry.
Table 4-5 Experimental fission gas release data used for benchmarking
Density Fuel Burnup Tavg FGR
Dataset [%TD] Type [MWd/kg] [K] [%]
84.6 UN 22.91 1588 4.3
81.4 (U,Pu)N 32.10 1365 13.4
88.4 (U,Pu)N 23.07 1365 7
89.8 (U,Pu)N 66.90 1798 12.9
BMI 84.2 (U,Pu)N 63.50 1162 1.55
[Baueretal., 1971] 80.2 (U,Pu)N 108.65 914 13.5[Storms, 1988] 82.5 (U,Pu)N 97.61 1110 9.2
83.5 (U,Pu)N 153.00 1208 10.1
82.7 (U,Pu)N 55.70 1433 6
82.7 (U,Pu)N 58.50 1485 7.4
87 UN 6.93 1900* 5.35
[Matthews, 1993] 87 UN 7.59 1900* 7.5
84.8 (U,Pu)N 40.29 1400* 3.3
[Tanaka et al., 2004] 86 (U,Pu)N 40.29 1400* 5.2
85.8 (U,Pu)N 45.00 1160* 2.8
86.1 (U,Pu)N 47.00 1190* 1.7
[Iwai et al., 1996] 83.1 (U,Pu)N 35.00 1220* 2.9
83 (U,Pu)N 29.00 920* 1.8
* Tag was estimated based on available information
As an example of how experimental conditions from literature are oftentimes incomplete,
information from the first set of experiments from Battelle Memorial Institute (BMI) was
compiled from two sources: [Bauer et al., 1971] and [Storms, 1988]. Storms provided all of the
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burnup values in units of [at%], which is equivalent to [%FIMA], while Bauer et al. provided
only some of the burnup values from the same specimens in units of [MWd/kg] as shown in
Table 4-6. The burnup ratio is the unit conversion factor from [at%] to [MWd/kg]. Note that for
3 of the 4 common data points between the two papers, this ratio is around 8.3 rather than the
typical 9.37 used for converting [at%] to [MWd/kgU] as described in Appendix C. 1. This is
possibly because Storms used the unit conversion factor from [at%] to [MWd/kgUO 2] which is
about 8.26. This is not consistent with the burnup units from Bauer et al. given in [MWd/kgHM].
The burnup values from Bauer et al. takes precedence since it is the primary source of the
experimental data, so it was assumed that the burnup values listed in [Storms, 1988] were
converted from [MWd/kg] using the wrong burnup ratio of 8.3. Therefore, to maintain
consistency, these [at%] values were converted back to [MWd/kg] using this incorrect ratio to
estimate the BMI dataset burnup values shown in Table 4-5 and the last column of Table 4-6.
Table 4-6 Comparison of burnup values for BMI data set
Storms Bauer et al. Estimated
FGR Burnup Burnup Burnup Ratio Burnup
Sample [%] [at%] [MWd/kg] [MWd/kg/at%] [MWd/kg]
95 ORR-UN-4 Ml1 4.3 2.76 - - 22.91
96 BMI B-1-3 13.4 3.6 32.10 8.92 32.10
103 BMI B-3-2 7 2.78 - - 23.07
109 BMI B-3-8 12.9 8.06 - - 66.90
115 BMI-50-4 B4 1.55 7.65 - - 63.50
118 BMI-50-5 B5 13.5 13.09 - - 108.65
123 BMI-50-7 B24 9.2 11.76 - - 97.61
125 BMI-50-8 B25 10.1 18.32 153.00 8.35 153.00
129 BMI-50-11 A43 6 6.74 55.70 8.26 55.70
131 BMI-50-11 843 7.4 7.07 58.50 8.27 58.50
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Effect of Porosity on FGR
Bauer et al. noted from their experiments that the fission gas release rate increased
dramatically (-20 times higher) when the as-fabricated porosity increased from 10% to 20%, as
shown in Figure 4-13. This is consistent with the assumption made in the fission gas swelling
model from Section 4.3.2 that there is no buildup of intergranular gas due to the immediate
release of fission gases diffused to the grain boundaries for porosities of 15% and higher. This
surface-connected porosity effect was represented by adding a porosity-dependent exponential
factor, Fp shown in Eq. (4.26) to the Weinstein diffusion coefficient from Eq. (4.15).
( p-80
F,, = e ( 3(4.26)
where p is the density [%TD] between 80 and 90.
100
C10
0.1
0 10 20 30 40
Fuel porosity (%)
Figure 4-13 Fission gas release as function of as-fabricated porosity of (UPu)Nfuel [Bauer et
al., 1971], figure from [Tanaka et al., 2004]
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4.6.3. Effect of Burnup on FGR
The temperature-independent term of Weinstein's diffusion coefficient was multiplied by
a burnup factor FB to account for the burnup-dependent effects on the fission gas diffusivity. The
increase in the fission gas diffusion coefficient due to burnup effects is assumed to be
temperature-independent [Matzke, 1980 and Turnbull et al., 1982]. This assumption was
confirmed when it was found that without FB, the exponential effect of temperature on the
diffusion coefficient was too strong to allow accurate reproduction of the measured fission gas
releases from Table 4-5, especially at high burnups. Therefore, the burnup factor also serves as a
damping factor to help reduce the strong temperature effect on the diffusion coefficient at high
burnups. The value of FB as shown in Eq. (4.16) was determined in conjunction with the value of
the sink strength factor A to minimize the average error in reproducing the FGR from the
experimental data.
FB=BU+30 (4.16)
where BU is the burnup in [MWd/kg].
4.6.4. Effect of Sink Strength on FGR
With the FB value fixed, the value A was determined by minimizing the difference
between the FRAPCON-EP calculated FGR values and the experimental values. In essence, A
can be considered a fitting factor, but it physically represents the increased gas bubble sink
strength of the high dislocation density of nitride fuel. The optimum values of A that minimized
the error for each of the specimens is shown in Figure 4-14. Note that 2 of the samples,
experiment numbers 3 and 5, corresponding to data points 103 BMI B-3-2 and 115 BMI-50-4 B4
from Table 4-6, were removed due to their extremely high and low optimum A values,
respectively.
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Figure 4-14 Optimum A values for each specimen
The error (difference between predicted and calculated FGR) for each experiment was
plotted against the fitting factor A to reveal a linear relationship as shown in Figure 4-15 for
experiment number 1. Note that the optimum A value of about 0.0014 corresponds with the value
shown in Figure 4-14.
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Figure 4-15 Error versus A value for experiment number 1
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A linear regression equation (where y = error) was derived for each of the 16 data points
and A was varied to minimize the sum of these errors. This optimum A value was 0.0021, which
resulted in an average FGR error of 2.02% (202 basis points) for the 16 data points. If the 2
extreme data points are included, the error is 2.24%.
A = 0.0021 (4.27)
These modifications result in a much lower diffusion coefficient and a decreased temperature
dependency compared to the original Weinstein diffusion coefficient, as shown in Figure 4-16.
Note that this trend is rather consistent, reflecting the effect of the increased intragranular bubble
sink strength. The increased sink strength is due to the increased dislocation density, inferred
from nitride fuel's lower creep rate and higher fracture strength compared to that of oxide fuel.
In the Forsberg-Massih fission gas release model originally developed for U0 2 fuel, this effect
appears as the reducing factor A in the fission gas diffusion coefficient.
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Figure 4-16 Diffusion coefficients at 0 MWd/kg, at 15% porosity, and 101 fissions/cm3s
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Note that the U0 2 diffusion coefficient used in the Forsberg-Massih model of FRAPCON
is not the same as the one shown in Figure 4-16, which was used in FRPACON-EP's swelling
model. Extensive modifications, including fitting factors similar to the ones described for nitride
fuel, were applied to fit the predicted U0 2 FGR results with experimental data. The two versions
of the fission gas diffusion coefficient for U0 2 are shown in Figure 4-17 below.
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Figure 4-17 U02 diffusion coefficients at 0 MWd/kg, at 15% porosity, and 101 fissions/cm3s
4.6.5. Comparison with Correlation
The most commonly-used empirical correlation to predict FGR was developed by
[Storms, 1988] over a large range of low density and high density nitride fuels, which includes
the BMI dataset used in the development of Deff used in FRAPCON-EP's FGR model. Results
from the two methods for FGR prediction were compared over the same 18 data points and are
shown in Table 4-7.
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Table 4-7 Comparison of FGR prediction errors from correlation and FRAPCON-EP
Dataset
BMI
FGR
r%]
4.3
13.4
7
12.9
1.55
13.5
9.2
10.1
6
7.4
Storms Correlation
FGR
[%]
9.2
7.4
4.5
18.9
5.8
5.0
6.8
9.9
11.0
12.6
Matthews 5.35 7.9
7.5 8.4
Tanaka
Iwai
3.3
5.2
2.8
1.7
2.9
1.8
average error [%]
7.4
7.0
4.4
4.8
5.2
2.3
FRAPCON-EP
AFGR FGR
5.1
5.2
2.52 1.6
6.9
4.2
9.8
2.38 7
9.4
7
8.2
2.59 4.2
4.3
3.9
1.77 3.4
1.65
3.09
2.27
3.42
2.8
2.9
3.6
2.9
2.24
(BMI only) avg error [%] 4.48 3.07
The FRAPCON-EP FGR model with the modified FG diffusion coefficient for nitride
fuel results in lower errors (AFGR) for the 16 low-density nitride fuel FGR data points as well as
for the BMI-only dataset. Figure 4-18 shows the plot of the experimental FGR values with the
predicted values from the correlation and FRAPCON-EP.
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Figure 4-18 Predictedfission gas release values compared to experimental values
It is very difficult for a single empirical equation to take into account all the properties
that effect fission gas release, such as porosity, temperature, fission density, burnup, et cetera,
and produce an accurate answer. The results from FRAPCON-EP demonstrate the promise of
using mechanistic models to not only produce more accurate answers but also to capture the
physics of fission gas and fuel behavior.
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4.7. Fast Flux-to-Specific Power Ratio
FRAPCON uses a fixed ratio between the fuel specific power and fast neutron flux (E > 1
MeV) to calculate fast fluence effects on the cladding. The fast flux-to-specific power ratios
were calculated for both RBWR-AC and PWR assemblies via MCNP and MCODE in order to
update this ratio in FRAPCON-EP.
4.7.1. Calculation Procedure
For a fixed thermal power, MCODE calculates the tallied flux per fission source neutron
[n/cm 2fsn] and power fraction in each burnable region. To convert the tallied flux to the physical
flux [n/cm 2s], it is multiplied by the flux normalization factor (FMF) which is normalized to the
thermal power of the system which is assumed to be critical.
FMF = [fsn/s] (4.28)
Qave keff
where P is the total power of the system [W], iV is the average number of neutrons produced per
fission, Qave is the average recoverable energy released per fission [J/fission], and keffis the
eigenvalue of the system. A separate MCNP F4 flux tally was performed at the desired average
burnups to determine the fraction of fast flux (E> 1 MeV) to total flux.
To obtain an accurate axial power distribution for the RBWR core, the reflectors and
shielding above and below the active fuel region were modeled. In addition, the active region
was divided into 15 separate burnable zones. The void fraction distribution, as shown in Figure
2-4, was also averaged into 15 corresponding coolant zones. Since most of the power is
generated in the lower and upper fissile zones, the fast flux-to-specific power ratio was
calculated for these two regions only. Therefore, the local specific power for these fissile zones
was used to calculate the fast flux-to-specific power ratio, whereas in the PWR, the ratio was
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calculated over the entire assembly since it is axially uniform. The PWR model is a full-length
Westinghouse 17x17 assembly with top and bottom reflectors, uniform 4.5% enrichment, and no
poisons (burnable or soluble). The calculated fast flux-to-specific power ratios and other
properties at various burnups are shown in Table 4-8.
Calculation Results
Table 4-8 RB WR-AC and PWR flux and specific power properties
BOL (0 MWd/kg)
Specific Flux Fast flux/spec. power
power [W/g] [n/cm2s] ratio [n/m2 s/(W/g)]
PWR 37.81 2.46E+14 1.52E+16
*RBWR 65.97 1.04E+15 3.95E+16
MOL (19.5 MWd/kg)
Specific Flux Fast flux/spec. power
power [W/g] [n/cm 2s] ratio [n/m 2s/(W/g)]
PWR 37.81 2.98E+14 1.95E+16
*RBWR 55.39 1.06E+15 4.24E+16
EOL (48.75 MWd/kg)
Specific Flux Fast flux/spec. power
power W/g] [n/cm2s] ratio [n/m 2s/(W/g)]
PWR 37.81 3.86E+14 2.49E+16
*RBWR 49.33 1.07E+15 4.59E+16
* fissile zones only
Note that the ratios for the RBWR assembly are roughly 1.8 to 2.6 times higher than
those for the PWR assembly. FRAPCON uses a default value of 2.5E+16 n/m2s/(W/g), which
corresponds to the EOL value from these neutronic simulations. This is a conservative estimate
of the fluence since the MOL value may be a better representation of the average fast flux during
irradiation. The ratio increases substantially with burnup in a LWR because of the increase in
total flux. iV increases from 2.46 to 2.73 as the built-up fissile Pu contributes more to the power.
In addition, the eigenvalue decreases from 1.40 to 0.94. Combined, they result in a 60% increase
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4.7.2.
in FMF from BOL to EOL and the resulting 60% increase in total flux. This effect is typical for
LWRs.
However, in the RBWR, V does not change since only Pu contributes to the power from
BOL to EOL and the eigenvalue change is from 1.04 to 0.97. Therefore, the total flux remains
relatively constant. The fast flux fraction decreases slightly as the spectrum softens due to the
depletion of fissile Pu. The local specific power in the fissile regions decreases as the power
begins to shift towards the axial blankets where fissile Pu has been bred. This is the dominant
effect which increases the fast flux-to-specific power ratio with burnup for the RBWR.
To better conceptualize the effect of the different ratios, the BOL flux spectra of the two
assemblies for a fixed specific power (normalized to the RBWR fissile zone's 66 kW/kgHM) are
plotted in Figure 4-19. Note that the area under the RBWR curve is more than twice the area
under the PWR curve, corresponding to the ratio values of 3.95E+16 and 1.52E+16 n/m 2s/(W/g)
at the BOL conditions. Given these findings, the RBWR fuel performance study assumed that the
fast flux-to-specific power ratio was 80 % higher than FRAPCON's default value of 2.5E+16
n/m 2s/(W/g); a ratio of 4.5E+16 n/m 2s/(W/g) was used for RBWR fuel (MOX or MN) at all
times.
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Figure 4-19 BOC flux spectra normalized to RBWR specific power
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4.8. Nitride Fuel in RBWR-AC
After the nitride fuel modifications were implemented and benchmarked in FRAPCON-
EP, mixed nitride fuel (U,TRU)N under RBWR-AC conditions was simulated to predict the fuel
behavior at high burnup. The uncertainties attributed to the development of the mechanistic
models from limited datapoints must be considered when interpreting FRAPCON-EP's swelling
and fission gas release predictions for nitride fuel. The main intent is to determine if it is feasible
from a fuel performance standpoint to operate the RBWR-AC with the low density mixed nitride
fuel described in Chapter 3. The predicted results for the reference (U,TRU)0 2 fuel [Karahan et
al., 2011] were also analyzed for comparison purposes.
4.8.1. Simulation Conditions
Table 4-9 FRAPCON-EP simulation conditions for MOX and MN fuels in RBWR-AC
RBWR-MOX RBWR-MN
Fuel Type (U,TRU)0 2  (U,TRU)N
Density [%TD] 90 80-85
HM Density [g/cm 3] 8.70 11.45
Fuel Pin Diam. [mm] 10.8 10.8
Cladding Thickness [mm] 0.7 0.7
Gap Thickness [mm] 0.085 0.085
Active Core Height [cm] 100 100
Cladding Material Zr-2 Zr-2
Peak BU at 5 years [MWd/kg] 114.58 87.13
Peak q' at BOC [kW/m] 42.6 42.6
Plenum Height [cm] 30.48 30.48
Initial Plenum Pressure [MPa] 2.41 2.41
Coolant Pressure [MPa] 7.2 7.2
Table 4-9 displays the parameters of the FRAPCON-EP pin models. The geometry and
fuel density for the reference (U,TRU)0 2 simulation are based on those from [Karahan et al.,
2011]. Specifically, the cladding and gap thickness are slightly different from the geometry
described in Section 2.1 and the fuel height was reduced to 1 meter in order to have fine enough
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axial node lengths to accurately predict axial cesium migration; FRAPCON can only model up to
21 axial nodes. The fuel density was decreased from 95% to 90%TD in order to reduce the
swelling to keep the outward cladding strain below 1%.
The RBWR-AC pin model with mixed nitride fuel, adopted the same geometry for
comparison purposes. Fuel densities at 80% and 85% TD were analyzed to cover the low density
range. Both pin models use the fixed axial power distribution shown in Figure 4-20 with a very
simple power history shown in Figure 4-21. The drop in power at the end of life is due to the
moving of the batch to the core periphery. The simulation ends at 5 years when the peak burnups
are 114.58 and 87.13 MWd/kg for the MOX and MN fuels, respectively.
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Figure 4-20 Constant axial power shape used for RBWR simulations
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Figure 4-21 Power history ofpeak axial node in RBWR simulations
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4.8.2. Results
Figure 4-22 shows the centerline temperature of the peak axial node (node with the
highest peak temperature). Note that the high thermal conductivity of nitride fuel results in a
substantially lower centerline temperature compared to the MOX fuel. This results in a much
lower fission gas release and plenum pressure buildup in the MN fuels as shown in Figures 4-23
and 4-24, respectively. The high fission gas release in the range of 40% for MOX fuel at EOL
was also predicted in another fuel behavior study on the RMWR [Suzuki et al., 2004].
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Figure 4-23 Fission gas release versus time for MOX and MN fuels
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As a result of its higher porosity, the 80%TD MN fuel has slightly higher FGR at EOL
compared to the 85% TD MN fuel. This higher porosity also reduces the swelling as shown in
Figure 4-25, by enabling more hot pressing of the fuel. Note that the 85% TD MN fuel under the
prescribed RBWR conditions results in a maximum cladding strain at around 1% whereas the
80% TD MN fuel is safely below this limit while maintaining a maximum reverse strain of less
than 0.5% during the cladding collapse at around 1 year. Therefore, it may be more prudent to
employ nitride fuel with densities slightly less than 85% TD in the RBWR-AC.
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Zr-2 Cladding Fluence Limit
The most serious fuel issue facing the RBWR-AC design is the high corrosion/hydriding
rates of Zr-2 under harder spectrum conditions. The corrosion/hydrogen pick up models for
Zircaloy-2 in FRAPCON-EP were updated by [Karahan et al., 2011] to reflect accelerated
corrosion/hydriding due to secondary particle precipitate dissolution. In typical BWRs, fine
precipitates are added to the cladding in order to improve the stability of the dense oxide layer
(passivation layer) which significantly reduces further corrosion and hydriding. However,
according to experimental data, these precipitates tend to amorphize and dissolve after a fast
fluence (E > I MeV) of 1.OE+26 n/m2. In FRAPCON-EP, after this threshold fast fluence is
reached, the oxidation rate is increased by a factor of 2.2 to approximate this acceleration of
corrosion [Karahan et al., 2011]. This corrosion acceleration can be seen in Figure 4-26
compared to normal corrosion rates for the RBWR-AC pin conditions (same for MOX and MN
fuels). Figure 4-27 shows the hydrogen pickup with and without the acceleration. The hydrogen
pick up fraction was set at 7.5% per oxidation reaction.
Due to the faster spectrum of the RBWR-AC compared to LWRs, the fast flux-to-specific
power ratio was calculated to be about 80% (from Section 4.7) higher than that of typical LWRs.
Therefore, the fast fluence threshold is reached very early (a little after 1 year) during the fuel's
total residence time of about 5 years. Towards the EOL, the oxide layer thickness and amount of
hydriding is more than double the values of~50 tm and ~150 ppm seen in typical BWR fuel at
EOL [Garzarolli et al., 2002]. This may potentially result in very high levels of cladding
embrittlement and failure during power ramp changes. If a more corrosion-resistant advanced
cladding material can be developed (simulated by neglecting the corrosion acceleration as shown
in Figures 4-26 and 4-27), then the oxidation and hydriding levels can be comparable to those of
typical BWRs.
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Figure 4-26 Oxide thickness layer of Zr-2 cladding with and without corrosion acceleration
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Figure 4-27 Hydriding of Zr-2 cladding with and without corrosion acceleration
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4.9. Nitride Fuel in PWR
The ability to increase the HM density by using nitride fuel also introduces the possibility
of increasing the cycle length in a PWR while maintaining the same power density, peak burnup,
and enrichment limit of 5%. This section investigates the neutronic feasibility and fuel
performance of UN (5% enriched U235) fuel in a PWR operating with a 2 year cycle length.
4.9.1. Reactivity Comparison
Two typical Westinghouse 4-loop PWR assemblies were modeled in MCODE, one with
95% TD U0 2 fuel and the other with 85% TD UN fuel. Both fuels had 5% enrichment. The
nitrogen isotope in the nitride fuel was modeled as N 5 to avoid the high parasitic absorption of
N14 (99.6% of natural N). Although the model assumes 100% N15 , more realistic values based on
the economics of enrichment are on the order of 99.9%.
As seen from Figure 4-28, the reactivity versus burnup curves for the two fuels are nearly
identical. This implies that for the same number of batches, the nitride fuel will maintain almost
the same discharge burnup (38.5 and 39 MWd/kg for 5% enriched U0 2 and UN, respectively).
Using Eq. (3.1) and assuming 2.67 batches (typical in a PWR), the core average discharge
burnups are calculated to be 56 and 56.7 MWd/kg, as shown in Table 4-10. If the reactor power
is maintained, then the cycle length will be increased by the heavy metal ratio between the UN
and U0 2 fuels, in this case, by about 25%. Therefore, a PWR using U0 2 with an 18-month cycle
length (at effective full power) can increase it to 23 months using UN fuel without increasing the
enrichment or changing the fuel shuffling scheme. If a month of outage is assumed in between
cycles, then the desired 2-year cycle is achieved and the capacity factor is increased by 1%.
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Figure 4-28 Reactivity vs. burnup for PWR assembly with oxide and nitride fuels
Table 4-10 Burnup and cycle length comparisons between U0 2 and UNfueled PWRs
PWR-U0 2  PWR-UN
Density [%TD] 95 85
HM Density [g/cm3] 9.18 11.43
Enrichment [wt%] 5 5
*Single Batch Disch. Burnup [MWd/kg] 38.5 39
**Core Avg. Disch. Bumup [MWd/kg] 56 56.7
Cycle Length [Full Power Months] 18.25 23
Capacity Factor 0.948 0.958
* Burnup when k-inf= 1.03
** Calculated via Eq. (3.1), n = 2.67 batches
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PWR-UN Fuel Performance Simulation Conditions
Nominal PWR conditions, as shown in Table 4-11, were simulated in FRAPCON-EP to
predict the fuel behavior of UN over 3 cycle lengths of 2 years (6 years in-core residence time).
M5 cladding [Seibold and Mardon, 2002] was used instead of Zircaloy to reduce corrosion. The
approximate PWR power history shown in Figure 4-29 was applied. Figure 4-30 shows the axial
power shape assumed at various times. With an average q' of 21.3 kW/m, the peak pin burnup
was less than 60 MWd/kg at 2190 days (6 years).
The risk of core uncovery during Loss-of-Coolant Accidents in Large LWRs may
perhaps hinder the use of nitride fuels due to their chemical reaction with superheated steam.
However, this fuel type may be attractive for small modular LWRs that eliminate the risk of core
uncovery by relying on passive cooling systems.
Table 4-11 PWR- UN simulation parameters
Property Value
Fuel Composition
Fuel theoretical density
Fuel pellet type
Cladding
Fuel pin diameter (mm)
Fuel pellet diameter (mm)
Cladding thickness (mm)
Active fuel pin height (cm)
Initial fill gas pressure (MPa)
Plenum height (cm)
Coolant Pressure (MPa)
Peak Burnup (MWd/kg)
UN
85%
Solid cylindrical
M5
9.5
8.192
0.572
365.76
2.41
17.526
15.5
59.82
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Figure 4-30 Axial power shape evolution ofPWR-UN pin versus time
4.9.3. Results
Figures 4-31 to 4-33 show the predicted peak power node's fuel temperatures, cladding
hoop strain, and fission gas release, respectively. Calculated values using 95%TD U0 2 under the
same conditions are also shown for comparison. Due to nitride fuel's high thermal conductivity
that increases with burnup, the fuel temperatures are significantly lower than oxide fuel. There is
significantly more cladding strain using nitride fuel, even at 85% TD, due to its higher swelling
rates, however, the excess positive straining is still relatively low (<0.2 % at EOL). Notice that
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that the high negative cladding hoop strain (-0.8%) seen at the beginning of life may lead to
cladding collapse-induced failure. Although the predicted fission gas release appeared
comparable to that of oxide fuel, the EOL plenum (gap) pressure of the nitride fuel pin shown in
Table 4-12 and Figure 4-34 is lower, and the loose fitting grid-to-rod-fretting failure. Typically,
EOL gap plenum pressure values at operating temperatures (300-400" C) are at least 8 MPa for
3.44 MPa initial fill pressure and low fission gas release rates, as shown in Figure 4-38. The
nitride fuel pin plenum pressure is lower because the high as-fabricated porosity (15%) was
considered a large portion of the total plenum volume and the impact of fission gas release on the
plenum pressure is greatly reduced. Figure 4-35 shows the axial distribution of the cladding hoop
strain at EOL (rod average burnup of 58.15 MWd/kg). Corrosion and hydriding predictions
given in Table 4-12 appear acceptable and typical of PWR fuel.
Table 4-12 UN
Cladding
Strain
0.22
pin properties at EOL (58.15 MWd/kg) under
Fission Gas Gap ZrO2
Release Pressure Thickness
[%] [MPa] [ m]
3.5 6.05 39
PWR conditions
Hydrogen
Pickup
[ppm]
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The low gap plenum pressure at EOL (6.05 MPa) and resulting cladding collapse of
peripheral low power fuel pins may lead to a looser fitting of the spacer grids to the rods. To
prevent potential grid-to-rod fretting failure, the initial fill gas pressure was increased from 2.41
MPa (350 psi) to above 4.14 MPa (600 psi), resulting in an EOL gap pressure of 10.18 MPa.
This would also allow greater control over the cladding collapse rate, reducing the negative
strain to about -0.50%, as shown in Figure 4-36.
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Figure 4-36 Peak node cladding strain versus time with various initialfill gas pressures
Note that the plenum pressure should not be greater than the coolant pressure in order to
avoid cladding lift-off situations. Furthermore, excessive plenum pressure may increase failure
probability during LOCA scenarios (e.g., ballooning of the cladding). Typical EOL PWR gap
plenum pressure values measured at room temperature are around 4.5 MPa (with 3.45 MPa
initial fill pressure), as shown in Figure 4-37. Figure 4-38 shows extrapolations of the EOL PWR
gap pressures at room temperature to operating temperatures up to 400*C. Note that with an
initial fill pressure of 3.44 MPa, 2% fission gas release, and 36 MWd/kg burnup, the plenum
pressure at operating temperatures is shown to be the same as the EOL gap pressure calculated
for the PWR with UN fuel (10.18 MPa). From first glance, the conditions of the FRAPCON
simulation of the PWR with UN fuel (initial fill pressure of 4.14 MPa, 3.5% fission gas release,
58.15 MWd/kg rod-averaged burnup) should result in a higher EOL plenum pressure. However,
the large amount of porosity (15%) of the UN fuel, lower fuel temperatures, and increased
plenum volume significantly reduces the impact of fission gas release on the plenum pressure.
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Figure 4-37 EOL PWR rod internal pressure at 25"C [EPRI, 2007]
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Figure 4-38 Plenum gas pressure for PWR spent fuel computed from measured EOL void
volumes and indicated fission gas release assumptions [Johnson and Gilbert, 1983]
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5. Summary and Recommendations for Future Work
5.1. Oxide RBWR Modeling Summary
A 1/3 core neutronics model coupled with thermal hydraulics was developed for the
RBWR-AC in order to analyze the whole core reactor physics parameters. The non-regular
hexagonal geometry of the RBWR-AC unit assembly was converted into a regular hexagon
assembly model with coarse spatial discretization, whose physics parameters were verified with
a detailed assembly model. These approximate assembly models were used in the MCNP core
model to reduce computation time while producing very similar results.
An equilibrium core model with lumped radial batches was developed by simulating
shuffling through 8 cycles via depletion calculations using MCODE. These burnup calculations
were performed assuming constant fuel temperatures, constant void fractions, and all control
rods were withdrawn. To calculate the reactivity coefficients of this equilibrium core, the MCNP
core models were iteratively coupled with STAB, a thermal hydraulics model to produce
converged fuel temperatures, void fractions, and power distributions. In addition, control rods
were inserted based on the patterns prescribed from Hitachi.
Based on a 10% increase in power and the associated coupled feedback, the reactivity
coefficients for the equilibrium RBWR-AC core were calculated at BOC, MOC, and EOC. The
results show that the power coefficients are strongly negative at BOC and MOC but slightly
negative at EOC. In addition, the void coefficients associated with the 10% power increase were
all positive throughout the cycle. In addition, a scoping analysis determined that the Puf
enrichment split between the lower and upper fissile zones in the RBWR-AC assembly is near
optimal for minimizing the void reactivity coefficient while maintaining a bottom-peaked power
profile to accommodate control rods entering from the bottom.
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5.2. Use of Nitride Fuel in High Conversion LWRs Summary
Three sets of scoping studies were performed to determine the neutronic and thermal
hydraulic benefits resulting from the use of nitride fuel in the RBWR-AC. The (U,TRU)0 2 fuel
was replaced with the higher density (U,TRU)N fuel with lower Puf enrichment in order to
maintain the same discharge bumup. In addition, the axial power shape was maintained by
varying the Puf distribution between the lower and upper fissile zones. After 5 cycles (assembly
discharge burnup of 48.75 MWd/kg) at the same power level, the fissile inventory ratio of a
single assembly can be increased from 1.04 to 1.14 and 1.17 with 85% and 95 %TD nitride fuel,
respectively. This is a considerable increase in breeding ratio from current hard spectrum LWR
designs. The void reactivity coefficient of this nitride fuel assembly was calculated to be more
positive than that of the MOX-fuel RBWR-AC assembly. This was expected due to the harder
spectrum.
The neutronic feasibility of breeding fissile plutonium with nitride fuel in a PWR was
also analyzed by modeling the nitride fuel RBWR assemblies with single phase liquid water. It
was determined that the fissile inventory ratio was about 1.0 if the cycle burnup of the RBWR
was maintained. A fissile inventory ratio matching the 1.04 of the reference RBWR assembly
can be achieved with 95% and 85% theoretical density (U,TRU)N fuel if the cycle bumups were
reduced from 9.75 to 6 and 4.5 MWd/kg, respectively. These correspond to cycle lengths of 304
and 220 effective full power days. A PWR assembly that is optimally designed for breeding may
yield even more promising results.
The high density nitride fuel also allows for an increase in pitch while maintaining the
same breeding ratio as that of the RBWR with MOX fuel. A 217-pin assembly with slightly
larger fuel diameter and nitride fuel was designed to achieve a FIR of 1.04 without changing the
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power, mass flow rate, or axial geometry. In addition, the discharge burnup and cycle length
were slightly increased to increase the capacity factor. This assembly design increases the P/D
ratio from 1.13 to about 1.20 and its resulting MCPR was analyzed using various critical quality
correlations. Using the Liu-2007 correlation, which was developed from experiments that
resemble the RBWR-AC the closest, the MCPR was calculated to be 9 to 18.5% higher in the
RBWR-MN-B assembly for axial power shapes with peaking factors less than 2.2.
The potential 10% breeding gain, the possibility of breeding in PWRs, the increased
cycle length, and the potential improvement in MCPR are very attractive in terms of fuel
sustainability, safety, and generation economics and are substantial reasons to justify further
studies on the material and fuel performance of nitride fuels in hard spectrum LWRs. However,
as mentioned in Chapter 2, safety and fuel performance issues in the RBWR-AC concept must
also be resolved before using nitride fuel in such a system can be considered a viable option.
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5.3. Nitride Fuel Performance Modeling Summary
Fuel material properties and mechanistic fission gas models in FRAPCON-EP have been
updated to model steady-state behavior of highly porous nitride fuel operating at temperatures
below half of the melting point. The fuel thermal conductivity and fuel thermal expansion
models were updated with correlations for UN and (U,Pu)N fuels. Hot pressing of the as-
fabricated porosity was modeled as a function of the hydrostatic pressure and creep rate. The
solid fission product swelling was taken as increasing linearly with burnup. Fission gas swelling
constitutive models have been updated to appropriately capture the intragranular gas bubble
evolution in nitride fuel. Intergranular gas swelling was neglected due to the assumed high
porosity of the fuel. The fission gas release behavior was modeled by fitting the fission gas
diffusion coefficient in UN to FRAPCON's default fission gas release model. The fitted gas
diffusion coefficient reflects the effects of porosity, burnup, operating temperature, fission rate,
and bubble sink strength. Fission gas release and fuel swelling benchmarks against irradiation
data were performed and showed very good agreement with experimental data. Although there
may be high uncertainty with this approach, partially due to the high variance of the few
available data points, the fitting factors and mechanistic models themselves can be improved.
The important contribution was the ability to reproduce experimental nitride fuel data via a
mechanistic modeling approach.
The fast flux-to-specific power ratio was updated in the FRAPCON-EP input to simulate
RBWR-AC conditions. The new ratio was determined by performing flux tally calculations at
various burnups via MCNP and MCODE. Due to the RBWR-AC's harder spectrum, its fast flux-
to-specific power ratio is 80% higher than that of typical LWRs.
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The FRAPCON-EP code updated with nitride fuel modeling capabilities was used to
simulate 90% TD (U,TRU)N and 80-85% TD (U,TRU)N fuel in the RBWR-AC. Key findings
were that the high thermal conductivity of nitride fuel greatly reduces the fuel temperatures by
about 1000 degrees Kelvin and results in much lower fission gas release rates (-40% versus 3-
6%). The lower fission gas release also results in lower gap pressure buildup. However, the
cladding strain for the 85% nitride fuel results in outward cladding strains up to 1%. This may
necessitate reducing the as-fabricated density; using 80% TD nitride fuel reduces the maximum
cladding strain to about 0.6%. A major materials challenge that the RBWR-AC concept faces,
irrespective of the fuel material, is perhaps the early onset of accelerated corrosion of Zircaloy-2
due to the harder spectrum. The fast fluence threshold is reached at about 1 year of operation
when the fine precipitates added to the cladding to stabilize the passivation layer will
significantly dissolve.
The updated code was also applied to UN fuel in typical PWR geometry and operating
conditions with an extended cycle length of 24 months. The results show that an increased initial
fill gas pressure would help reduce the probability of grid-to-rod fretting failure due to the
compressive stress on the cladding during the initial collapse and at end-of-life. It was also found
that the swelling of the nitride fuel up to 60 MWd/kg peak burnup did not lead to excessive
outward straining of the cladding.
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5.4. Overall Conclusions and Recommended Future Work
By virtue of its higher heavy metal density, nitride fuel shows considerably more promise
than oxide fuel for increasing the breeding ratio of hard spectrum light water reactor designs.
This advantage was clearly demonstrated from the RBWR assembly burnup calculations with
(U,TRU)0 2 and (U,TRU)N fuels. However, such designs have difficulty demonstrating negative
void reactivity coefficients at all times during the cycle, which is unacceptable for loss of coolant
accident scenarios. Therefore, it is recommended to investigate further design modifications that
will ensure the negative void coefficient, such as increasing the leakage through less bottom-
peaked power split or by introducing axial streaming channels, softening the spectrum with
enriched U pins or moderating ZrH pins, or even using pressurized water coolant.
Since using nitride fuel in a RBWR assembly with liquid water showed promising
breeding results, it is recommended to investigate the benefits and drawbacks of using nitride
fuel in a state-of-the-art high converting PWR design, such as the RMWR-PWR [Hibi et al.,
2000].
The design of a breeding LWR that uses the U-Pu fuel cycle, whether with oxide or
nitride fuel, has been the subject of steady-state investigations in Japan, with limited transient
safety analyses for the tight-lattice configurations that accompany this concept. While the
thermal hydraulic steady-state behavior in small bundles has been pursued, no such experiments
were carried out for the neutronic performance. Due to the multiple approximations that have to
be made to enable computer simulation of the neutronic performance, it is important that
experimental verification of the results be undertaken. On the thermal hydraulic front, additional
experimentation to ascertain the proper critical power and transient experiments on the response
to loss-of-coolant accidents will be needed.
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Even after the safety issues of the hard spectrum light water reactor design are addressed,
nitride fuels require further materials research and development before they can be implemented
on a large scale. Experimental investigations (including irradiations) are recommended to
demonstrate the promise of chemical additives in stabilizing UN in the presence of water. The
ultimate composition of the nitride fuel that will be applied in water reactors may be different
from the composition used in this work, which may require the results to be updated.
Investigations into economic large-scale N 15 enrichment techniques are also to be pursued.
Additional fuel irradiations are necessary to enhance the relatively small nitride fuel performance
database to help develop predictive models with greater certainty. The lack of available data
from irradiated nitride fuel specimens was a large obstacle in the development of the mechanistic
fission gas and swelling models in this study. Attention should be given to the effect of spectrum
on corrosion initiation and kinetics.
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Appendix A. High Conversion Water Reactors (Pu-U fuel)
As part of the literature review, an extensive database of high conversion water reactor
designs based on the Pu-U fuel cycle (breeding fissile Pu from U2 38) was compiled. The list may
not be comprehensive but the major efforts in the past 40 years have been summarized. The
reactor designs and concepts are organized into 3 categories based on coolant characteristics:
boiling light water, pressurized light water, and pressurized heavy water.
A.1. Boiling Light Water Reactors
The high conversion BWR designs by Toshiba, JAEA, and Hitachi have very similar
design features: short cores to allow axial leakage to minimize the void coefficient, high average
void fractions through increased boiling, high fissile plutonium enrichments to maintain
sufficient fuel burnup, and tight triangular pin lattices. The Toshiba design uses square
assemblies with streaming channels whereas the Hitachi and JAEA designs use hexagonal
assemblies with Y-cruciform control rods. In addition, these designs also use axially alternating
blanket/fissile zones to increase breeding and further decrease the void coefficient. All 3 cores
were designed to easily replace those in current ABWRs.
A.1.1. BARS
General
The BARS (BWR with an Advanced Recycle System) core is a fast spectrum BWR core
with a tight triangular lattice developed by Toshiba [Sakasita et al., 1999]. The core is composed
of two types of MOX fuel square assemblies: one with an active height of 1.6 m with a coolant-
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to-fuel area ratio of 0.5 and another with a 0.8 m core height and a neutron-streaming channel to
enhance the negative void reactivity coefficient. The BARS core was designed for the pressure
vessel and conditions of a conventional) and can attain a breeding ratio of 1.04. Average core
void fraction is about 0.60. The most recent design update was from Hiraiwa et al. in 2001, but
thermal hydraulic analyses have been performed since then [Yamamoto et al., 2004 and 2006].
System Description
The BARS core specifications and equilibrium cycle characteristics are shown in Tables
A-I and A-2, respectively. Note that the core diameter and operating conditions are the same as
those of an ABWR in order to reduce capital costs. The BARS assembly, as shown in Figure A-
1, contains tightly-packed pins in a triangular array and takes up the same area as 4 ABWR
assemblies. This precludes changing the cruciform control rod locations, thereby preventing
modification of the pressure vessel head. Control rod followers and water removal plates are
inserted in between assemblies to reduce the inter-assembly gap space for water. One-third of the
flat, pancake core (shown in Figure A-3) consists of partial assemblies with streaming channels
to increase neutron leakage upon voiding. This allows the core to maintain a negative void
coefficient throughout the cycle. Figure A-2 shows a comparison between normal and partial
assemblies and Figure A-4 shows their layout. The number of assemblies was determined under
the criterion that the maximum linear heat generation rate should not exceed 400 W/cm. To
increase fuel volume while maintaining sufficient cooling, the cladding thickness was reduced.
Due to the thinner cladding, stainless steel was used instead of Zircaloy for its higher strength.
The thermal neutron absorption penalty of stainless steel is small due to the harder spectrum.
The Pu enrichment of the assembly varies axially and radially to minimize power
peaking. Figure A-5 shows the low and high enrichment axial regions and the lower and upper
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axial blankets used to increase breeding. The low enrichment zones contain 11 wt% fissile Pu
while the high enrichment zones contain 14-17 wt% fissile Pu depending on the radial location.
The axial distribution is also advantageous for increasing the neutron leakage effect. Specifically,
placing a low enrichment zone at the lower half of a normal fuel assembly increases the flux in
the upper region, which borders the streaming channel of an adjacent partial assembly. This
increases neutron leakage upon voiding and makes the void coefficient more negative.
Table A-] Core specifications of BARS [Sakasita et al., 1999]
Item BARS ABWR
Power [MWe] 1356 1356
Steam temperature [ 0C] 287 287
Reactor pressure [MPa] 7.2 7.2
Core equivalent diameter [in] 5.2 5.2
Core height [m] 1.6 (normal) 0.8 (partial) 3.7
Number of assemblies 208 (132 normal, 76 partial) 872
Fuel pins per assembly 658 62
Pin lattice type triangular rectangular (8*8)
Pin diameter [mm] 11.2 12.3
Cladding thickness [mm] 0.3 (SUS) 0.86 (Zr)
Pin gap [mm] 1.3 4
Pin pitch [mm] 12.5 16.3
Blade width of control rod [mm] 250 250
Control rod thickness [mm] 8 8
Inner width of channel box [mm] 303 134
Bundle pitch [mm] 317 155
Flow area to fuel area ratio 0.49 3.1
Core Average Void Fraction 0.60 0.36
Table A-2 Neutronic characteristics of BARS equilibrium cycle [Sakasita et al., 1999]
Refueling scheme
Breeding ratio
Core average discharge burnup [MWd/kg]
Maximum linear heat rate [W/cm]
Heavy metal inventory [t]
Void Reactivity Coefficient [Ak/k/% void]
1 year x 4 batches
1.04
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Figure A-i Horizontal cross section of a BARSfuel assembly [Sakasita et al., 1999]
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Figure A-2 Side view of normal and partial BARS assemblies [Sakasita et al., 1999]
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A.1.2. FLWR
General
JAEA's innovative water reactor for flexible fuel cycle (FLWR) is an advanced boiling
water reactor with a tight triangular lattice of MOX fuel rods and consists of two core concepts:
one with a high conversion ratio (HC-FLWR) and one for breeding called the Reduced-
Moderation Water Reactor (RMWR). The two cores use compatible assemblies with the same
size and shape so a HC-FLWR core can be converted into a RMWR core without changing the
reactor system, thereby allowing flexibility to adjust to future circumstances of the fuel cycle.
The FLWR cores are designed to use the same plant system as that in an existing ABWR.
Currently, reprocessed plutonium from spent fuel is utilized in LWRs in the form of MOX fuel.
The HC-FLWR design has the capability to use MOX fuels that contain both reprocessed Pu and
minor actinides (MA). It can be introduced as a replacement for LWRs and MOX-LWRs without
a serious technical gap and paves the way for a smooth transition to the RMWR once multi-
recycling technologies are established. The RMWR core concept can achieve a breeding ratio
greater than 1.0, making it useful for the long-term sustainable energy supply through multi-
recycling of transuranic elements (TRUs) [Iwamura et al., 2006].
Table A-3 FLWR core characteristics [Okubo et al., 2008]
Item HC-FLWR RMWR
Electrical power [MWe] 1356 1356
Core avg. burnup [MWd/kg] 56 65*
Total avg. bumup** [MWd/kg] 52 50
Core avg. void fraction [%] 46 70
MOX avg. Puf content [w/o HM] 11 18
Puf conversion ratio 0.84 1.04
Void reactivity coeff. [Ak/k/%void] -0.7 x 10-4 -0.5 x 10-4
Operational cycle length [months] 12 15
* including inner blanket
** including upper and lower blankets
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System Description
HC-FLWR
Table A-3 compares the core characteristics between the two FLWR embodiments. The
core and assembly geometries of the first embodiment, the HC-FLWR, are shown in Figure A-6.
The gap width between fuel rods is as large as that of LWRs, even though the fuel assembly is
changed to a hexagonal shape with a triangular lattice fuel rod configuration. The fissile Pu
content of the HC-FLWR corresponds to the current limit of the fuel cycle infrastructure, i.e. the
J-MOX specification. Due to the higher fissile Pu inventory (all assemblies consist of MOX fuel),
fewer HC-FLWR cores are needed to utilize the same amount of Pu compared to MOX-LWRs.
Even in this core, multiple Pu recycling may be possible [Iwamura et al., 2006]. This core also
has the capability to recycle MAs [Fukaya et al., 2009]. A breeder version (conversion ratio >
1.0) of the HC-FLWR can also be achieved with the addition of enriched U0 2 pins [Uchikawa et
al., 2009].
Control rod
Fuel rod
Channel
box
50
850 950 mm
228 mm
7,600 mm No, of fuel rod 217
Fuel rod p itch 15.0mm
Fuel assembly 900 Fujel rod diameter 11.2mm
Control rod 283 Fuel rod gap 3.8mm
Figure A-6 Schematic representation ofHC-FLWR core and assembly geometry [Okubo et al.,
2008]
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RMWR
Research on the second part of FLWR, the RMWR core, was performed first [Iwamura et
al., 1999 and Okubo et al., 2000] to establish and clarify the final goals of the FLWR concept.
Once plutonium multiple recycling technology becomes established, the HC-FLWR fuel
assemblies can be easily replaced with RMWR assemblies while maintaining the same reactor
system. As can be seen from Figure A-7 and shown in Table A-3, the pitch-to-diameter ratio is
decreased, the fissile Pu enrichment and average void fraction are increased, and an internal axial
blanket is introduced to achieve a breeding ratio > 1.0 while maintaining similar burnups
[Iwamura et al., 2006].
Control rod
Fuel rod
Channel
box
0
225
400 1,255 mm
230
Blanket 228 mm
7,600 mm No. f fuel rod 217
Fuel, rod Pitch 15.0mm
Fuel assembly 900 Fuel rod diameter 13.7mm
Control rod 283 Fuel rod P01.3mm
Figure A- 7 Schematic representation of HC-FL WR core and assembly geometry [Okubo et al.,
2008]
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A.1.3. RBWR
General
The Resource-Renewable Boiling Water Reactor (RBWR) is an innovative reactor
concept intended to minimize the amount of TRUs that pose long-term storage challenges.
Several versions of the design have been developed by Hitachi since the concept was first
proposed by Takeda et al. in 1995. The most recent version utilizes a multi-stage TRU recycling
process and consists of 3 embodiments of the RBWR core: the RBWR-T3, RBWR-AC, and
RBWR-TB [Takeda et al., 2007]. All of the embodiments use a compatible fuel bundle design
but have different fuel compositions, average void fractions, and axial geometry depending on
their roles in the recycling process.
The RBWR-T3 core uses a high ratio of enriched U0 2 to core volume, while maintaining
a thermal (albeit slightly harder) spectrum, to increase the amount of fissile plutonium produced
per amount of natural uranium consumed. The TRUs from the spent fuel of the RBWR-T3 and
current LWRs are reprocessed and used in the RBWR-AC core in the form of MOX fuel
(depleted uranium and TRUs). The RBWR-AC core operates with a harder spectrum achieved
via a higher average void fraction in order to reach a fissile plutonium breeding ratio of 1.01.
Since the breeding ratio is close to unity, the TRU composition during the equilibrium cycles
should not change. This would enable perpetual multi-recycling of the TRUs in the discharged
spent fuel from the RBWR-AC, which is one way to reduce the TRU storage demands. Should
the reduction of the TRU inventory be necessary, the RBWR-TB core, which is the actinide
burner embodiment, utilizes the same hard spectrum but different composition and axial
geometry to effectively fission TRUs.
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System Description
The following core descriptions are from [Takeda et al., 2007] since this source has the
most definitive dimensions. More recent publications are available in the form of a patent
[Takeda et al., 2010] but the dimensions are given in wide ranges. To minimize capital costs, the
RBWR cores were designed to be potential back-fits for the ABWR core by maintaining the
same thermal power (3926 MWt), pressure vessel diameter (6.2 m), and core operating pressure
(7.2 MPa). Figure A-8 shows the core layout with Y-cruciform control rod positions.
Number of Fuel Bundles 720
Number of Control Rods 223
Figure A-8 Horizontal view of RBWR core [Takeda et al., 2007]
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RBWR-T3
The main purpose of the first embodiment, the RBWR-T3, is to increase the amount of
fissile plutonium left in the spent fuel per amount of natural uranium consumed. The high fissile
plutonium production rate provides more fuel to start up RBWR-AC cores. The core uses 4.87%
enriched U0 2 pins in hexagonal bundles with a similar average void fraction as current ABWRs.
The radial geometry for a RBWR-T3 fuel bundle is shown in Figure A-9. Note that there are
wide inter-assembly water gaps and a central water rod to maintain the strong neutron
moderation required for a thermal spectrum. The T3 core exists in 3 versions: one with a short
core to reduce construction costs, one that allows the fuel to reach high burnup with the same
enrichment to reduce fuel costs, and one that operates on a 4-year cycle to increase the capacity
factor and reduce power generation costs. Table A-4 shows the details of the T3 core versions
compared to the ABWR.
Table A-4 Specifications and core performance of RBWR-T3 cores [Takeda et al., 2007]
Item 1.94m-height High Burnup 4ys-cycle ABWRCore Core Core
Electric Power MWe 1356 1356 1356 1356
Thermal Power MWt 3926 3926 3926 3926
Number of Fuel Bundles 720 720 720 872
Core Height mm 1940 3810 3810 3710
Coolant Flow Rate kt/h 58 41 39 58
Core Exit Quality % 13 20 21 13
Void Fraction % 38 46 48 36
Core Pressure Drop MPa 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.21
Uranium Enrichment wt% 4.87 4.87 4.87 3.8
Burnup GWd/t 45 65 48 45
Uranium Inventory t 133 267 264 151
Max. Linear Heat 12 7 7 12
Generation Rate kW/ft
MCPR 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3
10O
4
6k/k
Void Coefficient F -6.4 -6.5 -5.7 -12
Cycle Length FPM 21.8 13.1 46.2 13
Life of Fuel Bundle days 1526 4416 3234 1731
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Figure A-9 RBWR-T3 fuel bundle [Takeda et al., 2007]
RBWR-AC
The RBWR-AC utilizes axially-alternating blanket/fissile zones (parfait configuration) to
breed and burn TRUs from spent LWR and RWBR-T3 fuels. The blankets consist of depleted
uranium in oxide form (U0 2) and the fissile zones consist of MOX fuel which is made of
depleted uranium and the TRU vector from spent fuel (18 w/o of the heavy metal is fissile
plutonium). The RBWR-AC design uses a high average void fraction, small pitch-to-diameter
ratio, and narrow inter-assembly gaps to minimize moderation and achieve a hard spectrum. The
shorter core mitigates the higher pressure drop resulting from increased boiling. The pin
enrichment distribution and fuel bundle radial geometry are shown in Figure A- 10. The RBWR-
AC core details are shown in Table A-5 along with those of the RBWR-TB cores. The axial core
configuration and void fraction distribution are shown in Figure A-11.
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Table A-5 Specifications and core performance of RBWR-AC and TB cores [Takeda et al., 2007]
Item RBWR-AC RBWR-TB S- RBWR-TB
Thermal Power MWt 3926 3926 1305
Electrical Power MWe 1356 1356 450
No. of Fuel Bundles 720 720 720
Core Height mm 1200 1074 241
Configuration for Height Parfait Parfait 1 Fissile Zone
Coolant Flow Rate kt/h 22 20 6.6
Core Exit Quality % 41 44 44
Void Fraction % 60 61 53
Pressure Drop MPa 0.11 0.03 0.01
HM Inventory t 131 69 23
Puf/HM in Fissile Zone w/o 18 13.3 7.4
Puf Inventory t 8.9 4.1 1.4
Burnup GWd/t 45 65 75
MLHGR kW/ft 14.4 13.4 14.4
MCPR 1.3 1.3 1.3
Void Coef. Ak/k/%void -2X10-5  -2X10-5  -4X10-5
Breeding Ratio 1.01 - -
TRU Fission Efficiency % - 55 80
Control Rod
p
)10.7wt%
13.5wt%
( 16.8wt%
18.2wt%
199.2mm 19.5wt%
5
22
51
70
123
Average Fissile Pu Enrichment
18.Owt%
Number of Fuel Rods
Fuel Rod Diameter
Fuel Rod Gap
Thickness of Control Rod
271
10.1mm
1.3mm
6.5mm
Figure A-10 RBWR-AC fuel bundle [Takeda et al., 2007]
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Figure A-I1 RB WR-A C core configuration and void distribution [Takeda et al., 2007]
RBWR-TB
Compared to the RBWR-AC, the RBWR-TB core uses an even shorter core, similar void
fraction, a higher pitch-to-diameter ratio, and lower fissile enrichment in the fissile zones. The
fuel bundle geometry is shown in Figure A-12. Instead of breeding fissile plutonium, the RBWR-
TB core's purpose is to fission TRUs. The axial parfait configuration utilizes a large internal
blanket zone with much shorter lower and upper blanket zones, as seen at the top of Figure A- 13.
A TRU fission efficiency of 55% can be achieved with this design. The S-RBWR-TB version,
which uses a much shorter core and a single fissile zone, can burn TRUs at a much higher fission
efficiency of 80%.
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Figure A-12 RBWR-TBfuel bundle [Takeda et al., 2007]
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Figure A-13 RBWR-TB core configuration and void distribution [Takeda et al., 2007]
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A.2. Pressurized Light Water Reactors
The PWR-based high conversion water reactor designs use tight triangular lattices to
reduce the water-to-fuel ratio in order to increase breeding. However, a pitch-to-diameter ratio
similar to that of the high converting BWRs from Section A. 1 is required to maintain sufficient
cooling. The higher density of the single-phase liquid water results in a softer spectrum. This
makes it difficult to obtain conversion ratios greater than 1.0 without innovative design features
such as spectral shift mechanisms, multi-core systems with rapid reprocessing, and seed-blanket
designs. Most conventional PWR designs that only employ tight lattices and axially-
heterogeneous fuel can only attain conversion ratios from 0.85-0.95.
A.2.1. B&W PWR
General/Historical Context
In the 1970's, there were concerns regarding the availability of low-cost uranium ore and
the development pace of liquid metal fast breeder reactors (LMFBR). In response, Edlund was
the first to suggest the use of a tight triangular lattice with MOX fuel in light water reactors to
increase the conversion ratio and ore savings [Edlund, 1976]. The idea was to achieve a hard
spectrum by reducing the water volume in the core while still maintaining sufficient cooling.
This would increase the conversion ratio up to 0.90, a vast improvement from the 0.50 that can
be achieved with MOX fuel in a standard square lattice. The capital costs can be reduced and the
technology implementation can be expedited by back fitting this lattice design in an existing
PWR [Edlund, 1975].
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System Description
A Babcock and Wilcox PWR operated by Duke Power served as the template for the
conceptual design of the tight-lattice PWR. An arrangement of hexagonal assemblies that fit
inside the core baffle is shown in Figure A-14. Note that the control rod locations were kept the
same to avoid modifications to the control mechanisms and the reactor vessel head. The
assembly geometry is shown in Table A-6. Since this work's main purpose was to propose the
concept, the design was not optimized. A simple thermal hydraulic scoping calculation was
performed to confirm that there was sufficient margin in the pumps to provide the required flow
through the tighter lattice. A simple multigroup physics calculation was also performed and a
negative void coefficient was determined [Edlund, 1975].
Table A-6 Geometry of tight lattice assembly for PWR [Edlund, 1975]
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Number of assemblies 187
Fuel rods per assembly 469
Assembly pitch (flat-to-flat) [cm] 21.81
Assembly width (flat-to-flat) [cm] 21.68
Assembly can wall thickness [cm] 0.08
Fuel rod pitch [cm] 0.95
Fuel rod outer diameter [cm] 0.88
Fuel rod inner diameter [cm] 0.80
Fuel pellet diameter [cm] 0.78
Hydraulic diameter (active core) [cm] 0.26
Active core height [cm] 316.64
.Blanket and'filler blocks
Figure A-14 Core cross section of tight lattice B&W PWR [Edlund, 1975]
A.2.2. KWU APWR
General
An extensive effort was undertaken in Germany to design a high conversion Advanced
PWR (APWR) based on U-Pu fuel [Broeders and Dalle Donne, 1985]. The idea was to replace
the core of a Kraftwerk Union (KWU) 1300 MWe PWR with MOX fuel in tight triangular
lattices with only minor changes to the internals of the reactor pressure vessel. Both
homogeneous and heterogeneous (seed and blanket) core designs were proposed, with
conversion ratios of 0.90 and 0.96, respectively, and negative void reactivity coefficients. Spacer
grids were replaced by integral spiral spacer ribs due to the smaller fuel rod gaps. Thermal
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hydraulic and neutronic analyses demonstrated the feasibility of this concept with only a 1-2%
electrical power reduction. In addition, increasing the number of cycles to greater than 3 would
achieve a target fuel burnup of 50 MWd/kg.
System Description
Tables A-7, A-8, and A-9 show the geometric, thermal hydraulic, and neutronic data for
the homogeneous and heterogeneous APWRs compared to those of the reference KWU PWR.
Both APWR core designs are meant to replace only the core of the PWR and some of the
internals of the reactor pressure vessel, such as the pressure vessel lid, control rod drive, and
control rod system. The steam generators, turbines, water pumps, and reactor vessel would
remain the same.
Table A-7 Geometric data ofPWR and APWR designs [Broeders and Dalle Donne, 1985]
Heterogeneous
Reference Homogeneous APWR
PWR APWR (Seed/Blanket)
Equivalent core diameter [m] 3.605 3.86 3.85
Active core height [m] 3.9 2.206 2.183
Number of fuel elements in core 193 301 151/348
Assembly flat-to-flat distance [mm] 229.6 211.8 164
Control rod guide tubes per assembly 20 12 12/0
Structure rods per assembly 20 6 0/0
Fuel rods per assembly 236 313 259/169
Total number of fuel rods 45,550 94,210 97,920
Cladding material Zircaloy-4 Stainless steel Stainless steel
Fuel rod outer diameter [mm] 10.75 9.5 7.4/11.09
Cladding thickness [mm] 0.725 0.4 0.37/0.44
Fuel rod pitch [mm] 14.3 11.4 9.59/12.16
Pitch-to-diameter ratio 1.33 1.2 1.30/1.10
Spacer type Grid Spiral rib Grid/spiral rib
Water-to-fuel volume ratio 1.67 0.701 1.05/0.372
Water-to-fuel volume ratio 1.25 0.588 0.85/0.326
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Table A-8 Thermal hydraulic data of PWR and APWR designs [Broeders and Dalle Donne,
1985]
Heterogeneous
Reference Homogeneous APWR
PWR APWR Seed/Blanket
Core thermal output [MWt] 3765 3730 3705
Plant net electrical power [MWe] 1300 1285 1275
Primary pumping power [MWe] 21 23 23.6
Primary water mass flow [kg/s] 18,800 18,190 17,410
Core inlet temperature ['C] 291.1 290.3 289.6
Core outlet temperature ['C] 326.2 326.2 326.2
Core outlet pressure [bar] 158.3 158.3 158.3
Average nominal q' [W/cm] 208 180 195/159
Average core power density [W/cm 3] 94.6 145 245/124
Core pressure drop [bar] 1.25 2.28 3.22
Total primary pressure drop [bar] 6.54 7.11 7.64
Table A-9 Neutron physics data ofPWR andAPWR designs [Broeders and Dalle Donne, 1985]
Heterogeneous
Reference Homogeneous APWR
PWR APWR Seed/Blanket
Pu vector (Pu239 Pu24 241 Pu242) [wt%] - 57.8,26.6,9.5,6.1 57.8,26.6,9.5,6.1
U vector (U23 5,U238) [wt%] 3.2, 96.8 0.2, 99.8 0.2, 99.8
Radial regions with different fuel comp. - 3 3/3
Fissile Pu in each radial region [wt%]
Region 1 1.9 6.80 13.8/4.2
Region 2 2.5 7.15 14.4/4.4
Region 3 3.2 8.25 16.2/5.0
Average fissile Pu in core [wt%] 2.49 7.40 14.8/4.5
Fiss. inventory (Pu239 Pu 240 Pu 24 1,U235) [t] 2.57 8.02 8.41
Total fuel inventory [tHM] 103.5 111 121
Conversion ratio 0.55 0.90 0.96
Cycles (batches) 3 3 3/6
Cycle length of first core [EFPD] 360 300 320
Average discharge burnup [MWd/kg] 33 to 35 31 41
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Homogeneous Assembly
The homogeneous design utilizes geometrically identical fuel pins; the major difference
between pins is the fissile Pu content that varies in the radial direction in the core to make the
power distribution more uniform. The design uses hexagonal assemblies with tightly-packed pins
in a triangular lattice to reduce the water volume in the core. Use of grid spacers is too difficult
for the small gaps because the crosspieces of the grid are too thin, making the grid too weak.
Therefore, stainless steel cladding with 6 integral spiral ribs per rod (as shown in Figure A-15)
were used to hold the pins in place. Even with a shorter core, the tight lattice results in a higher
pressure drop, so the flow is reduced if the same pumps are used. To maintain the reactor
thermal output, the inlet temperature is decreased since the outlet temperature has to be fixed to
avoid boiling. The lower inlet temperature leads to lower temperatures on the secondary side
which lowers the overall plant thermodynamic efficiency. This lowers the electric power output
by about 1%.
Figure A-15 Cladding with integral spiral ribs [Broeders and Dalle Donne, 1985]
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Heterogeneous Assembly
The heterogeneous design utilizes a seed-blanket approach [Radkowsky, 1958] where an
assembly consists of a central region (seed) with a higher fissile material (Pu) content and power
density surrounded radially by an external region with a lower fissile content (blanket). Figure
A-16 shows a schematic representation of this concept. The seed region uses smaller diameter
fuel rods to decrease maximum fuel centerline temperatures and a higher P/D ratio (> 1.2) to
ensure sufficient cooling. The higher P/D values allow the use of grid spacers. The blanket
region's lower power density allows use of larger fuel rod diameters and a tighter pitch which
necessitates the use of integral spiral rib spacers. The fuel element configuration is similar to that
of the Shippingport LWBR [Connors et al., 1979] except that the seed is fixed and reactivity is
controlled via the movable B4 C control rods. However, the seed within an assembly is able to be
separated from the blanket during shuffling which enables discharging the seed while leaving the
blanket in the core for a longer time. This allows the blanket pins to achieve comparable burnup
that results in higher conversion ratios up to 0.96. Similar to the homogeneous core, the electrical
power is decreased by 2% due to the effect of increased pressure drop and the lowering of the
coolant inlet temperature.
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Figure A-16 Schematic of seed blanket assembly [Radkowsky, 2000]
A.2.3. HGLWBR
General
The High Gain Light Water Breeder Reactor (HGLWBR) [Radkowsky and Shayer, 1988]
is an innovative pressurized water reactor concept capable of achieving breeding ratios up to
1.08 by using a two-core design that maximizes the amount of Pu2 4' available to use for breeding.
As can be seen from Figure A-17, the q value (number of neutrons emitted per neutron absorbed)
is higher for Pu241 than Pu 239 for neutron energies below 0.1 MeV. A higher 11 value results in
more excess neutrons available for U238 capture which leads to a higher conversion/breeding
ratio for a given reactivity.
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Figure A-1 7 Neutrons produced per neutron absorbed (I) for Pu2 39 and Pu2 41
Pu241 is formed via successive neutron capture from U23 8 -Pu 2 3 9+*Pu 24 0 + Pu 241 during
irradiation. However, since Pu240 acts as a strong poison, typical LWRs are not able to operate
long enough to accumulate a substantial amount of Pu24 1 . In addition, Pu 24 1 has a substantially
shorter half-life than the other Pu isotopes (14.4 years), so the cooling and fabrication time
between discharge and loading must be minimized.
The HGLWBR uses pre-breeder and breeder cores along with rapid fuel reprocessing to
maximize the amount of Pu24 1 available for breeding. Figure A-18 shows a schematic of this
proposed fuel cycle. Pu 240 and Pu24 ' are bred in a soft-spectrum pre-breeder core, where capture-
to-fission ratios are higher, and then reprocessed and burned in a fast-spectrum breeder core,
where ai values are higher for breeding. The pre-breeder is fed with Pu from spent LWR fuel so
that the successive neutron captures can continue to produce Pu24 1. A fuel reprocessing and
fabrication time of 3 months was deemed feasible between discharging from the pre-breeder core
and loading into the breeder core [Radkowsky and Shayer, 1988].
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Figure A-18 Schematic description of HGL WBR fuel cycle
System Description
The pre-breeder and breeder core assemblies adopt the seed-blanket arrangement shown
in Figure A-19, where the seed regions contain Pu-Zr pins and blanket regions contain U0 2 pins.
The purpose of the pre-breeder is to extend the burn of the Pu vector from spent LWR fuel in
order to increase the Pu24 1 content. After 3 in-core recycles in the pre-breeder, the Pu-Zr pins are
cooled, reprocessed, and re-fabricated into Pu-Zr pins for the breeder core, where the harder
spectrum and high Pu 24 1 content result in a breeding ratio of 1.08 after the first cycle. The two
cores have very similar geometry, as shown in Tables A-10 and A-11, with the exception of the
lower P/D ratio in the movable seed region of the breeder core.
Blanket pins
Movable seed pins
Stationary seed pins
Figure A-19 Assembly schematic ofHGLWBR assembly
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Table A-10 Core properties for the HGL WBR [Radkowsky and Shayer, 1988]
Pre-breeder Breeder
Heat generation [MWt] 2800 2800
Net electric output [MWe] 950 950
Active core radius [cm] 196 196
Active fuel length [cm] 183 183
Number of seed-blanket assemblies 61 61
Initial fissile fuel loading [kg] 3863 3322
Initial fissile Pu loading [kg] 3142 2601
Avg. heat generation per seed-blanket assembly [MWt] 46 46
Table A-I] Assembly properties for the HGL WBR [Radkowsky and Shayer, 1988]
Pre-breeder Breeder
Fuel composition
U0 2 rods 0.2-0.7% enr. 0.2-0.7% enr.
Pu-Zrrods 30 wt% Pu 30 wt% Pu
Outside rod radius [cm]
U0 2 rods 0.678 0.678
Pu-Zrrods 0.3 0.3
Clad thickness [cm]
U0 2 rods 0.06 0.06
Pu-Zr rods 0.035 0.035
Lattice pitch [cm]
Blanket (U0 2 rods) 1.633 1.633
Stationary seed (Pu-Zr rods) 0.808 0.808
Movable seed (Pu-Zr rods) 1.143 0.939
Fuel rods per assembly
U0 2 rods 571 571
Pu-Zr rods 756 876
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A.2.4. RCVS
General
The RCVS (Reacteur Convertible i Variation de Spectre) is a high-converting spectral
shift reactor developed by FRAMATOME, the French Atomic Energy Commission, and
Electricit6 de France [Hittner et al., 1988]. The reactor uses two core versions, one based on
enriched uranium and one based on MOX (U-Pu) fuel with axial and radial blankets of depleted
U0 2. Both versions use hexagonal assemblies and most of them are spectral shift assemblies -
assemblies with water holes that are initially filled with depleted U0 2 rods. From BOC to EOC, a
mechanical system gradually removes the depleted U0 2 rods and increases the moderator-to-fuel
volume ratio from 1.0 to 1.4 for the Pu version and from 1.6 to 2.0 for the uranium version. The
idea is to use the excess reactivity of the core at BOC to breed fissile Pu from U238 via a harder
spectrum. Once the excess reactivity becomes close to zero after burnup, the moderator-to-fuel
ratio is increased to create a thermal spectrum in which the fissile Pu can be effectively fissioned
to produce a fresh excess of reactivity, thereby extending the burnup and increasing the fuel
utilization. The RCVS is able to operate with uranium fuel with lower enrichment than current
PWRs, thereby resulting in a 30% lower natural uranium consumption rate. A full MOX core can
also be utilized with lower fissile Pu enrichments (6%) to obtain a negative void coefficient and a
conversion ratio of 0.95.
System Description
The core is refueled in 3-4 batches with an expected discharge burnup of 60 MWd/kg. A
third of the assemblies have control rod clusters, each with 30 enriched B4C rodlets that are
inserted into the guide tubes, as shown in Figure A-20. For the other assemblies (the spectral
shift assemblies), depleted U0 2 rods are inserted in these guide tubes for excess reactivity control
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(gray control rods) and removed after bumup to increase the water volume and harden the
spectrum. Note that for the Pu core, the water rods that are used in the uranium core are replaced
with fuel rods. In addition, it may be necessary to use burnable poisons in the U0 2 (gray) rods
since no soluble boron is used for excess reactivity control. Figure A-21 shows the core layout
for a Pu-fueled RCVS. Table A-12 shows the core properties of the two versions of the RCVS.
GUIDE TUBE
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Figure A-20 RCVSfuel assembly [Hittner et al., 1988]
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Figure A-21 1/6 'h Pu-fueled RCVS core [Hittner et al., 1988]
Table A-12 RCVS properties [Hittner et al., 1988]
Uranium Plutonium
version version
Total thermal power [MWt] 4250 4250
Number of fuel assemblies:
Spectral shifted 168 138
Not spectral shifted 85 61
Radial blanket 0 54
Active core height [cm]:
Fuel 425 367
Upper axial blanket 0 28
Lower axial blanket 0 30
Assembly pitch [cm] 22.6 22.6
Number of pins per assembly:
Fuel pins 240 294
Water holes 54 0
Instrumentation tubes 1 1
Guide tubes 36 36
Pin diameter [mm] 8.2 8.2
Average burnup [MWd/t] 60,000 60,000
Average coolant temperature [0C] 310 310
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A.2.5. Big Mac
General
The "Big Mac" is a nickname for the high conversion PWR design [Ronen and Dali,
1998] that uses alternating 3 cm layers of MOX (Pu and U only) and natural uranium oxide fuels.
The core has a height and diameter similar to typical PWRs, 366 cm and 337 cm, respectively.
The assemblies have the same width as those in a PWR but the pins are more tightly-packed to
reduce moderation. Figure A-22 shows the pin dimensions, pin pitch, and axial composition
where low enrichment (LE) corresponds to natural U0 2 and high enrichment (HE) corresponds
to 12-14 wt% fissile Pu. In this preliminary study, neutronic pin cell calculations were performed
to determine that conversion ratios of 0.86 and 0.92 can be obtained with 14 and 12 wt% fissile
Pu, respectively. The axial heterogeneity promotes leakage from the HE to LE zones upon
spectrum hardening to produce negative void coefficient.
HE
E
HE
3L
0.475
0.532
0.651
Figure A-22 Schematic of axial and radial pin geometry of Big Mac [Ronen and Dali, 1998]
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A.2.6. RMWR-PWR
General
One of the earlier core concepts developed as part of the RMWR project [Iwamura et al.,
1999] is a PWR-type reactor that uses tight-lattice MOX (Pu and U oxide) seed blanket
assemblies to obtain a conversion ratio around 1.0 [Hibi et al., 2000]. The assembly design, as
shown in Figure A-23, features a central "seed" region with tightly-packed smaller diameter
MOX pins in a triangular array surrounded by a blanket region with thicker blanket and
zirconium-hydride (ZrH1 .7) rods. The rods were used to make the void reactivity coefficient
negative by softening the spectrum in the blanket region. Infinite lattice calculations were
performed with the continuous energy Monte Carlo code, MVP and its burnup version, MVP-
BURN. These parametric studies were performed to determine the effects of assembly
configuration, number of ZrH.7 pins, and various core heights on the initial k-eff and void
reactivity coefficient. It was found that replacing 15% of the blanket pins with ZrH1.7 minimized
the void coefficient. This was found to be more effective and advantageous than reducing the
seed fuel enrichment. The assembly configuration and core height were also optimized based on
the parametric studies.
System Description
The design conditions for the core are shown in Table A-13, which closely resemble
those in a typical PWR (1000 MWe, 3 batch, 15 months per cycle) but with a much higher linear
heat rate (40 kW/m). The core uses 3 equal batches of the assembly from Figure A-23 with the
shuffling scheme shown in Figure A-24. Larger fuel pin diameters increase breeding ratios and
decrease the void coefficient but require lower power densities due to the higher linear heat rates.
Therefore, a pin diameter of 9.5 mm was set, which is the same as that in conventional PWRs in
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Japan. Stainless steel was used for the cladding material in the seed region considering the high
burnup and 1/3 reduction of cladding thickness compared to Zircaloy cladding in typical PWRs.
A gap width of 1 mm was determined based on a compromise between breeding and safety-a
smaller gap width would result in a higher heavy metal-to-moderator ratio but a wider gap
increases the departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR). 90% enriched B4 C control rods and
stainless steel followers are inserted into the thimble tubes in the assemblies for shutdown and
reactivity control. The assembly description is shown in Table A-14. A relatively high fissile Pu
content is used in the seed regions. Axial and internal blankets are also used in the seed rods. An
average burnup of 45 MWd/kg is attained in the seed regions.
Instrumentation Thimble
tube tube
Wrapper
tube
Figure A-23 RMWR-PWR seed blanket assembly configuration [Hibi et al., 2000]
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. fresh assembly (54)
. 1 -cycle irradiation assembly (54)
O 2-cycle irradiation assembly (54)
0 3-cycle irradiation assembly (1)
Figure A-24 Core layout for seed blanket RMWR-PWR [Hibi et al., 2000]
Table A-13 Design conditions for RMWR-PWR [Hibi et al., 2000]
Thermal power [MWt] 2900
Electric power [MWe] 1000
Cycle length [EFPM] 15
Number of cycles 3
Coolant Light water
Seed fuel material (Pu,U)02
Uranium enrichment [%] 0.2
Nominal linear heat rate [kW/m] 40
Void reactivity coefficient negative
Conversion ratio 1
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Table A-14 Seed blanket fuel assembly description for RMWR-PWR [Hibi et al., 2000]
Fuel Material
Fissile Pu Enrichment [wt%]
Fuel Pellet Diameter [mm]
Cladding Inner Diameter [mm]
Cladding Outer Diameter [mm]
Pin Pitch [mm]
Number of Fuel Pins
Number of ZrHi 7 Pins
H/HM ratio
Seed Fuel Length [cm]
Blanket Fuel Length [cm]
Flat Length of Hexagonal Seed Fuel Region [mm]
Assembly Pitch [mm]
(Pu,U)0 2
18
8.6
8.7
9.5
10.5
588
0
0.81
100 x 2
Axial: 25 x 2
Internal: 50
265
390
depleted U0 2
13.1
13.2
14.4
15
308
36
0.46
300
265
390
Assembly Design Extension
Assembly lattice calculations [Shelley et al., 2003] have been performed to optimize the
RMWR-PWR seed-blanket assembly design without the use of ZrH1 7 rods. The main goals were
to obtain a conversion ratio greater than 1.0, negative void reactivity coefficients, and a
reasonable discharge burnup. Neutronic parametric studies were performed with MVP-BURN to
determine the optimal number of blanket layers and seed layers within the assembly, the
assembly configuration, axial heights of blankets and seed zones, and the blanket fuel rod gap to
achieve these goals.
To achieve a 1.0 breeding ratio, the optimum configuration was a seed-blanket assembly
with 15 rings of seed pins surrounded by 5 rings of blanket pins. The assembly geometry and
axial seed/blanket configuration are shown in Figures A-25. Table A-15 shows the specification
of the seed fuel pins. Other configurations, such as the "Hanagara" arrangement, as shown in
Figure A-26, were also investigated but it was found that splitting up the blanket region within
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Blanket Fuel PinSeed Fuel Pin
an assembly decreased the conversion ratio without significant benefits on void reactivity or
burnup.
The assembly discharge burnup for the design is 38.18 GWd/t (seed + internal blanket +
outer blanket). However, a burnup of 57.45 GWd/t is achieved in the seed and internal blanket
regions. The cycle length of the core is 16.46 EFPMs via 6 batches, and the enrichment of fissile
Pu is 14.64 wt.%. The void coefficient was calculated to be +21.82 pcm/%void in the infinite
assembly model, but is expected to be negative in a whole core calculation that includes radial
leakage.
Blanket
Seed
Thimble tube
Tie rod
z
Axial blanket
400 mm
Seed 1000 nu
Internal blanket
150mm
Seed 100m
Axial blanket
400 mm
Outer blanket
2950 mm
Figure A-25 Horizontal and vertical views of seed-blanket fuel assembly [Shelley et al., 2003]
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No. of seed rods (S) :589
No. of blanket rods (B) 504
No. of layer (L) 20
j
Table A-15 Seed fuel pin specifications [Shelley et al., 2003]
Rod pitch [mm]
Cladding outer diameter [mm]
Cladding inner diameter [mm]
Pellet diameter [mm]
Material of seed fuel rod
Material of blanket fuel rod
Cladding material
13
12
10.48
10.38
(Pu,U)0 2
Depleted U0 2
Zircaloy
Thimble tube
- Tie rod
Figure A-26 "Hanagara" assembly configuration [Shelley et al., 2003]
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No. of seed rods (S) :480
No. of blanket rods (B): 391
No. of layer (L) :18
A.3. Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors
Using heavy water (D20) as the coolant results in less effective moderation and a harder
spectrum than light water (H20), therefore it is a more effective coolant for increasing the
breeding ratio in water-cooled reactors. The biggest drawbacks of using D20 are the cost of the
coolant, the high production of tritium, and resulting positive void coefficients. The following
designs from literature are able to achieve breeding ratios up to 1.1 but all require design features
to mitigate the positive void coefficient.
A.3.1. EPRI Design
A seed-blanket design was developed for a close-packed pressurized heavy water cooled
and moderated breeder core, operating on the U-Pu cycle. The core is composed of identical
seed-blanket assemblies, each of which is controlled by moving the seed, which is zoned in such
a way as to vary the leakage of neutrons between the seed and blanket. To assure a negative void
coefficient throughout the cycle, it was necessary to dilute the heavy water with 20% light water.
The initial fuel loading was approximately 4700 kg of fissile Pu from recycled spent LWR fuel.
After a 2-year core residence time, FIR becomes 1.05. A thermal hydraulic analysis indicated
that the core could fit into the pressure vessel of a standard pressurized light water reactor and
would meet safety requirements in the case of a LOCA [EPRI, 1981].
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A.3.2. HW PWR
General
Use of heavy water coolant (D20) in conventional PWR cores was investigated to
achieve high conversion ratios [Ronen and Regev, 1983]. The idea was to avoid the tight pitches
in high conversion light water reactor designs since the low coolant-to-fuel ratio may result in
safety and thermal hydraulic problems. Therefore, the only major design modifications to an
existing PWR would be changing the moderator and fuel compositions. The study proposed
using 50% H20 and 50% D20 (in order to keep the void coefficient negative) and two oxide fuel
types: 1) Pu and depleted U and 2) Pu and enriched U.
Design Optimization
The coolant composition was determined based on an optimization study with 4
considerations: 1) obtaining a high fissile Pu inventory ratio, 2) using a low fissile inventory, 3)
using low D20 content to minimize coolant cost, 4) and maintaining a negative void coefficient
throughout the cycle. Using less D20 results in a lower required fissile inventory and more
negative void coefficient, but it also results in a lower fissile Pu inventory ratio.
The study showed that a coolant consisting of 50% H20 and 50% D20 and fuel
consisting of 8 wt% fissile Pu was the optimum configuration for the Pu and depleted U fuel.
This resulted in a fissile Pu inventory ratio (FPIR) less than 0.90 at discharge so a high
converting reactor of this design requires spent fuel from 1.267 PWRs to make up this fissile Pu
deficit after each cycle. This "high converting reactor system" consisting of 2.267 reactors would
result in 44% uranium ore savings and a 44% SWU reduction compared to the once-through
cycle as shown in Table A-16.
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To make a true breeder from this system, the depleted uranium is replaced with enriched
uranium. Using the same coolant content, another optimization study resulted in a fuel
composition with 5% total Pu enrichment (3.84% fissile Pu) and 4.05% U235 enrichment. This
resulted in a 1.04 FPIR, thereby creating a self-sustaining reactor with regards to Pu which
would result in 63% ore savings with slightly higher fuel cycle costs compared to the high
converter system based on Pu and depleted U fuel. However, capital costs for both these
concepts are much higher than those of the once-through and MOX cycles due to the high cost of
heavy water and potential redesign of the reactor system.
Table A-16 Fuel cycle material requirements and costs in relative units [Ronen and Regev,
1983]
System U30 8  SWU Fuel cycle cost
U0 2 (once-through) 100 100 100
U0 2 (U + Pu recycle) 68 76 120
High converter system (Pu + dep U) 56 56 90
High converter reactor (Pu + enr U) 37 58 98
A.3.3. Pressure Tube Reactor
General
A reactor design based on pressure tubes similar to CANDU-type reactors was proposed
to achieve high conversion ratios [Ronen, 1990]. This type of reactor utilizes constant online
refueling and reactivity control is maintained by moving the fuel, which results in a decrease of
absorptions in poison. As a result, the pressure tube type reactor should have a higher conversion
ratio and better fuel utilization than pressure vessel reactors. The effect of a positive void
coefficient may also be less significant in a pressure tube reactor. Several coolant and fuel
enrichment combinations were investigated for U-Pu fuel, as shown in Table A-17, with FIRs
ranging from 0.95 to 1.11.
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System Description
The core consists of 919 pressure tubes with pins arranged in a tight lattice. There is no
moderator between the pressure tubes and there are no calandria tubes in this reactor design. The
low moderator-to-fuel volume ratio of about 0.5 allows breeding even with light water coolant.
Using heavy water will lead to even higher FIRs with higher discharge burnups. The reactor
geometry is shown in Table A-18. Due to the lack of correlations for the tightly-packed lattices
in this reactor and the limitations of the WIMS-D code, approximations were made in the
thermal hydraulic and neutronic calculations for this study.
Table A-] 7 Summary of cases analyzed for U-Pu fuel [Ronen, 1990]
Fissile Pu Discharge BU
[wt%] Coolant [MWd/kg] FIR
8.2 H20 33 0.952
6 H20 30 1.038
9.1 D20 50 1.033
8 D20 60 1.108
Table A-18 Pressure tube reactor geometry [Ronen, 1990]
Reactor power [MWt] 3000
Pressure tubes 919
Pressure tube inner radius [cm] 4.39
Pressure tube outer radius [cm] 4.8
Fuel rods per pressure tube 61
Fuel rod pin radius [cm] 0.428
Cladding thickness [cm] 0.047
Unit cell radius [cm] 0.562
Fuel rod length [cm] 220
Heavy metal inventory [t] 65.8
Water-to-fuel volume ratio 0.4925
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A.3.4. RMWR-HW
General
Another reactor concept developed as part of the RMWR project led by JAERI [Iwamura
et al., 1999] is a pressurized heavy water design [Hibi et al., 2001]. The lower moderation of
D20 results in higher breeding ratios but can also lead to positive void coefficients. Therefore, an
axially- and radially-heterogeneous seed-blanket core design was implemented to increase
neutron leakage from seed regions to fertile regions upon voiding. The heterogeneous design also
increases the breeding ratio. The proposed core is able to achieve breeding ratios from 1.06-1.11
while maintaining negative void reactivity coefficients for the designated range of Pu
composition in the fuel.
System Description
The reactor has the same design conditions as the RMWR-PWR shown in Table A- 13,
except heavy water is used and the conversion ratio is greater than 1.0. The core has 3 assembly
types as shown in Figure A-27 and described in Table A-19: 1) seed fuel assemblies with internal
blanket, 2) seed fuel assemblies without internal blanket, and 3) blanket fuel assemblies. They all
employ hexagonal lattices with thimble tubes for 90% enriched B4C control rods as shown in
Figure A-28. Survey analyses showed that the mean free path of the neutrons in heavy water was
about 300 mm and an assembly pitch of about 250 mm was optimal for attaining both a high
conversion ratio and a negative void coefficient. Therefore, the assembly pitch was set at 252
mm.
All seed assemblies have axial blankets above and below the seed fuel regions and about
80% of them have an internal blanket to achieve higher conversion ratios and lower void
coefficients. The pin dimensions, pitch, and cladding material are the same as those of the
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RMWR-PWR (described in section A.2.6) based on the same neutronic and safety arguments.
Increasing the pin diameter of the blanket fuel pins decreases the D/HM (deuteron-to-heavy
metal) ratio, which is good for breeding. However, to keep the maximum linear heat rate under
400 W/cm, the outer cladding diameter was set at 13.9 mm. The 3 assembly types are configured
in a checkerboard pattern and shuffled in 3 batches as shown in Figure A-29.
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(a) Seed fuel assembly (b) Seed fel assemy (c) Blanket fuel assembly
with Internal blanke a without internal bManket
Figure A -2 7 Axial configuration of the 3 RA MWR-HW fuel assembly types [Hibi et al., 2001]
Table A-19 Fuel assembly specifications for RMWR-HW [Hibi et al., 2001]
Seed assembly w/ Seed assembly w/o Blanket
Item internal blanket internal blanket assembly
Fuel material (Pu,U)02 (Pu,U)02 dep. U02
Fissile Pu enrichment [wt%] 17 14 -
Fuel pellet diameter [mm] 8.6 8.6 12.6
Cladding inner diameter [mm] 8.7 8.7 12.7
Cladding outer diameter [mm] 9.5 9.5 13.9
Pin pitch [mm] 10.5 10.5 14.9
Number of fuel pins 504 504 265
Number of thimble tubes 6 6 0
D/HM (deuteron to heavy metal) 0.81 0.54
Seed fuel length [mm] 550 x 2 1600 -
Blanket fuel length [mm]
Axial blanket 350x2 350x2 -
Internal blanket 500 -
Radial blanket - 1150
Assembly pitch [mm] 252 252 252
Assembly height [mm] ~3500 ~3500 -3500
Thimble tube Seed fuel pin cell
Instrumentation
tube cell
Figure A-28 Seed fuel assembly in RBWR-HW [Hibi et al., 2001]
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1Seed fuel asmbly with internal blanket (174)
Seed fuel assembly without internal blanket (36)
2 2 3 2 2 2 Blanket fuel assembly (103)
3 ?" 2M3 2P 2 3 23 3 3 2 0
3 332 2 1 1 Note: shows batch number
Figure A-29 RMWR-HW core radial configuration and shuffling pattern [Hibi et al., 2001]
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Appendix B Input Files from Chapter 2
B.1. MCNP RBWR-AC Assembly Model D
RBWR (full assembly) tweaked control rod version, aro, homogeneous pins
c Bo Feng 11/4/09
C
C
c345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
e 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
C
C
c cell specification
c
c fuel p
111 11
112 12
113 13
14
15
6
7
8
8
8
8
8
in fresh
-10.5 -1 -403
-10.6 -1 403
-10.5 -1404
-10.56 -1 405
-10.5 -1 406
-5.28506e-4 1 -2
-6.55 2-3
-0.6836 3 -403
-0.3872 3 403 -
-0.2586 3 404-
-0.1922 3 405-
-0.1566 3406
vol= 16.645 u=1 I imp:n=1 $ lower blanket
-404 u=1 I imp:n=1 $ lower fissile zone
-405 u= 11 imp:n=1 $ internal blanket
-406 u=I 1 imp:n=1 $ upper fissile zone
vol=4.161 u= I imp:n=1 $ upper blanket
u=1I imp:n=1 $gap
u=1 1 imp:n=1 $ clad (no wire)
u=I I imp:n=1 $ lower blkt coolant
404 u=1 1 imp:n=1 $ lower fiss coolant
405 u=1 1 imp:n=1 $ internal blkt coolant
406 u= 1 imp:n=1 $ upper fiss coolant
u= I imp:n=1 $ upper blkt coolant
c
c peripheral water rods for assembly
123 8 -0.6836 4 -403 u=20 imp:n=1 $ lower blkt coolant
124 8 -0.3872 4 403 -404 u=20 imp:n=1 $ lower fiss coolant
125 8 -0.2586 4 404 -405 u=20 imp:n=1 $ internal blkt coolant
126 8 -0.1922 4 405 -406 u=20 imp:n=1 $ upper fiss coolant
127 8 -0.1566 4406 u=20 imp:n=1 $ upper blkt coolant
c
128 8 -0.3462 -21 22 -23 -24 -25 -26 $ Unrodded fuel assembly poison-free
imp:n=1 u=21 lat=2 fill=-10:10 -10:10 0:0
c -10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0 000 0 00 0 0 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 $-10
0 0000 0000 20 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 20 $-9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 11 11 11 11111111111111 11 20 $-8
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 11 1111111111 11 11 11 11 11 11 20 $-7
0 0 0 0 0 0 20 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11111111111120 $-6
0 0 0 0 0 20 11 11 11 11 11 11 111111111111 11 1120 $-5
0 0 0 0 20 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11111111111111 20 $-4
0 0 0 20 11 11 11 11 11 11 11111111111111 11 111120 $-3
0 0 20 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 20 $-2
020 111111111111111111111111 11111111111120 $-1
20 111111111111 11111111111111 11111111111120$ 0
2011 11 11 11 11 1 11 11 11 11 11 11 1111 1 11 1111 200 $1
2011 11 11 11 1111 11 111111111111 1 1 11112000 $2
20 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 111111111111 111120000 $3
20 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 20 0 000 $ 4
201111111111111 11 1 111111112000000$5
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114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
20 11 111111111111 1 1111 11 11200 0 0 0 0 0 $ 6
20 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 20 0 0 0 00 0 0 $ 7
2011 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 112000000000$8
20 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 $ 9
202020202020202020202000000000000$ 10
c unrodded fuel assemblies poison free
129 8 -0.3462 -27 -28 -29 30 -31 -32 402 -407 fill=21 u=1 imp:n=I $ assembly inside
130 7 -6.55 -37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42 402 -407 #129 u=1 imp:n=1 $ assembly duct
c
c wide gaps (2)
131 8 -0.8943 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 100 101 402 -407
-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52 u=1 vol=203.38 imp:n=1 $ water
132 50 -20.6811 #(-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52) 100 101 402 -407
-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62 u=1 vol=125.54 imp:n=1 $ stainless steel sheath
133 10 -4.1636 #(-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62) 100 101 402 -407
u=1 vol=253.57 imp:n=l $ carbon followers
C
c narrow gaps (4)
134 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 100 -101 402 -407 u=1 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
135 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -100 402 -407 u=1 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
c
136 91 -1.09 -401 u=1 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 1
137 92 -2.674 401 -402 u=1 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 2
138 93 -1.008 407 -408 u=1 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 1
139 94 -1.672 408 -409 u=1 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 2
140 95 -1.164 409 u= imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 3
c
c "core"
1000 8 -0.3462 -67 -68 -69 70 -71 -72 400 -410 fill=I imp:n=1 $ interasse gap
1001 0 #1000 imp:n=0
c
c
c
c end of cell specification
c LEAVE A BLANK!
c Surface Cards
c pin surfaces
I cz 0.435
2 cz 0.4425
3 cz 0.5025
c
c control rod
4 cz 0.172
c
c pin lattice
21 px 0.567500000
22 px -0.567500000
23 p 0.327646278 0.567500000 0 0.371878525
24 p -0.327646278 -0.567500000 0 0.371878525
25 p -0.327646278 0.567500000 0 0.371878525
26 p 0.327646278 -0.567500000 0 0.371878525
c
c
c assemblylattice
27 p 9.455500000 5.459135470 0 103.237710879
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28 p -9.455500000 -5.459135470 0 103.237710879
29 py 9.455500000
30 py -9.455500000
31 p -9.455500000 5.459135470 0 103.237710879
32 p 9.455500000 -5.459135470 0 103.237710879
c
c assembly duct
37 p 9.695500000 5.597699535 0 108.544991682
38 p -9.695500000 -5.597699535 0 108.544991682
39 py 9.695500000
40 py -9.695500000
41 p -9.695500000 5.597699535 0 108.544991682
42 p 9.695500000 -5.597699535 0 108.544991682
c
c stainless steel sheath
47 p 9.762700000 5.636497473 0 110.054867760
48 p -9.762700000 -5.636497473 0 110.054867760
49 py 9.762700000
50 py -9.762700000
51 p -9.762700000 5.636497473 0 110.054867760
52 p 9.762700000 -5.636497473 0 110.054867760
C
c Carbon followers
57 p 9 .8 0 3 9 50 0 0 0 5 .6 6 0 3 13 172 0 110.986854638
58 p -9.803950000 -5.660313172 0 110.986854638
59 py 9.803950000
60 py -9.803950000
61 p -9.803950000 5.660313172 0 110.986854638
62 p 9 .80 3 9 50 0 0 0 - 5.66 0 3 13 17 2 0 110.986854638
C
c interassembly gap
*67 p 9.886500000 5.707973436 0 112.863758757
*68 p -9.886500000 -5.707973436 0 112.863758757
*69 py 9.886500000
*70 py -9.886500000
*71 p -9.886500000 5.707973436 0 112.863758757
*72 p 9.886500000 -5.707973436 0 112.863758757
C
c
100 py 0
101 p 1.732050808 1 0 0
C
C
C
c boundaries
400 pz 0 $ Bottom
401 pz 23 $ Lower Reflector 1
402 pz 30 $ Lower Reflector 2
403 pz 58 $ Lower Blanket
404 pz 77.4 $ Lower Fissile Zone
405 pz 129.4 $ Internal Blanket
406 pz 157.7 $ Upper Fissile Zone
407 pz 164.7 $ Upper Blanket
408 pz 194.7 $ Upper Reflector 1
409 pz 244.7 $ Upper Reflector 2
410 pz 294.7 $ Upper Reflector 3 (top)
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c 500 pz 290 $ top of control rod (if used)
c end of surface specification
c LEAVE A BLANK!
c data specification
c
phys:n 20 0.0
c
c
c 3. tmp free-gas thermal temperature card
c tin t2n...n=index of time,tln=temp for cell I at time n
c 8.6170468E-11 MeV/K
# tmpI
111 6.89364e-08 $800K
112 7.75534e-08 $900K
113 6.89364e-08 $800K
114 7.75534e-08 $900K
115 6.89364e-08 $800K
116 6.03193e-08 $700K
117 5.17023e-08 $600K
118 4.82555e-08 $560K
119 4.82555e-08 $560K
120 4.82555e-08 $560K
121 4.82555e-08 $560K
122 4.82555e-08 $560K
123 4.82555e-08 $560K
124 4.82555e-08 $560K
125 4.82555e-08 $560K
126 4.82555e-08 $560K
127 4.82555e-08 $560K
128 4.82555e-08 $560K
129 4.82555e-08 $560K
130 4.82555e-08 $560K
131 4.82555e-08 $560K
132 4.82555e-08 $560K
133 4.82555e-08 $560K
134 4.82555e-08 $560K
135 4.82555e-08 $560K
136 4.82555e-08 $560K
137 4.82555e-08 $560K
138 4.82555e-08 $560K
139 4.82555e-08 $560K
140 4.82555e-08 $560K
1000 4.82555e-08 $560K
1001 4.82555e-08 $560K
c
c
c material specification
c
c Lower fissile Zone (MOX 20.2% Puf/HM 10.6 g/cc) 900K
m12 92234.90c 2.83367E-07
92235.90c 3.52702E-05
92238.90c 1.38951E-02
93237.90c 4.29480E-05
94238.90c 2.77017E-04
94239.90c 4.25886E-03
94240.90c 3.47000E-03
229
94241.90c 4.94343E-04
94242.90c 4.74138E-04
95241.90c 3.42681E-04
95242.90c 1.43388E-05
95243.90c 1.25663E-04
96243.90c 1.90398E-06
96244.90c 1.01445E-04
96245.90c 3.21034E-05
96246.90c 9.40379E-06
96247.90c 1.87314E-06
96248.90c 9.32796E-07
8016.90c 4.71567E-02
C
c
c Upper Fissile Zone (MOX 14.9% Puf/HM 10.56 g/cc) 900K
m14 92234.90c 3.33956E-07
92235.90c 4.15668E-05
92238.90c 1.63758E-02
93237.90c 3.15577E-05
94238.90c 2.03549E-04
94239.90c 3.12936E-03
94240.90c 2.54972E-03
94241.90c 3.63238E-04
94242.90c 3.48391E-04
95241.90c 2.51798E-04
95242.90c 1.05360E-05
95243.90c 9.23354E-05
96243.90c 1.39902E-06
96244.90c 7.45409E-05
96245.90c 2.35892E-05
96246.90c 6.90980E-06
96247.90c 1.37637E-06
96248.90c 6.85408E-07
8016.90c 4.70133E-02
C
c Axial Blanket (U02 0.25% enr, 10.5 g/cc) 900K
ml 1 92234.90c 4.7639E-07
92235.90c 5.9296E-05
92238.90c 2.3360E-02
8016.90c 4.6840E-02
c
c Axial Blanket (U02 0.25% enr, 10.5 g/cc) 900K
m13 92234.90c 4.7639E-07
92235.90c 5.9296E-05
92238.90c 2.3360E-02
8016.90c 4.6840E-02
C
c Axial Blanket (U02 0.25% enr, 10.5 g/cc) 900K
m15 92234.90c 4.7639E-07
92235.90c 5.9296E-05
92238.90c 2.3360E-02
8016.90c 4.6840E-02
C
c Gap (He) 700K
m6 2004.70c -1.0
C
c Clad,Duct (Zircaloy-4, 6.55 g/cc) 600K
230
c (0-0.125% Cr-0. 1% Fe-0.21 % Zr-98.115% Sn-1.45%)
m7 8016.60c 3.08E-04
24052.60c 7.59E-05
26056.60c 1.48E-04
40090.60c 2.15E-02
40091.60c 0.004743399
40092.60c 0.007330056
40094.60c 0.007589847
40096.60c 0.001248776
50120.60c 4.82E-04
C
c Coolant (H20 0.737 g/cc) 600K
m8 1001.60c 2
8016.60c I
mt8 lwtr.04t $ .04t = 600K
c
c Boron Carbide (90% B10, 2.27 g/cc) 600K
m9 5010.60c 0.726608
5011.60c 0.073392
6000.60c 0.2
C
c Graphite followers 1.61 g/cc 600K
mlO 6000.60c I
mtlO grph.04t
c
c SUS 316L Stainless Steel
m50 26054.60c -0.03729
26056.60c -0.61199
26057.60c -0.01425
26058.60c -0.00207
28058.60c -0.08194
28060.60c -0.03261
28061.60c -0.00139
28062.60c -0.00463
28064.60c -0.00 133
24050.60c -0.00729
24052.60c -0.14783
24053.60c -0.01708
24054.60c -0.00440
14028.60c -0.00560
14029.60c -0.00030
14030.60c -0.00020
42092.60c -0.00301
42094.60c -0.00193
42095.60c -0.00333
42096.60c -0.00354
42097.60c -0.00206
42098.60c -0.00521
42100.60c -0.00212
25055.60c -0.00860
C
c Lower Reflector I
m91 40090.60c 2.04E-03
8016.60c 2.3 1E-02
1001.60c 4.62E-02
5010.60c 5.20E-04
5011.60c 5.25E-05
231
6000.60c 1.43E-04
26056.60c 5.85E-04
24052.60c 1.70E-04
28058.60c 9.32E-05
C
c Lower Reflector 2
m92 40090.60c 8.22E-03
8016.60c 7.41E-03
1001.60c 1.48E-02
5010.60c 4.71E-02
5011.60c 4.76E-03
6000.60c 1.29E-02
26056.60c 5.85E-04
24052.60c 1.70E-04
28058.60c 9.32E-05
C
c Upper Reflector 1
m93 40090.60c 0.002498374
40091.60c 0.000550889
40092.60c 0.000851298
40094.60c 0.000881469
40096.60c 0.00014503
8016.60c 8.74E-03
1001.60c 1.75E-02
C
c Upper Reflector 2
m94 40090.60c 0.003720367
40091.60c 0.000820337
40092.60c 0.00 126768
40094.60c 0.001312609
40096.60c 0.000215967
8016.60c 6.12E-03
1001.60c 1.22E-02
5010.60c 1.57E-02
5011.60c 1.59E-03
6000.60c 4.33E-03
c
c Upper Reflector 3
m95 40090.60c 0.003049054
40091.60c 0.000672313
40092.60c 0.001038937
40094.60c 0.001075759
40096.60c 0.000176997
8016.60c 8.44E-03
1001.60c 1.69E-02
c end of material specification
c problem type
mode n
c
kcode 10000 1.0 200 2200
prdmp 2200 2200 2200
print -128
232
B.2. MCNP/MCODE Equilibrium Core (ARO) (cell and surface cards only)
RBWR (1/3 core model) start up core with followers (with various BU)
c Bo Feng 1/14/10
c 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
c 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
C
c cell specification
c
c Batch 1
c
c fuel pin fresh
111 111 7.024781 E-02
-1 -403 u= imp:n=1 vol=7.60176 $ lower
112 112 7.024578E-02
-1 403 -404 u=1 imp:n=1 $ lower blanket
113 113 7.024730E-02
-1 404 -405 u=1 imp:n=1 $ lower blanket
114 114 7.071570E-02
-1 405 -406 u=1 imp:n=1 $ lower fissile zone
115 115 7.071542E-02
-1 406 -407 u=1 imp:n=1 $ lower fissile zone
116 116 7.071579E-02
-1 407 -408 u=1 imp:n=1 $ lower fissile zone
117 117 7.024820E-02
-1 408 -409 u= imp:n=1 $ internalblanket
118 118 7.024787E-02
-1 409 -410 u=1 imp:n=1 $ internalblanket
119 119 7.024802E-02
-1 410 -411 u=1 imp:n=1 $ internalblanket
120 120 7.050362E-02
-1 411 -412 u=1 imp:n=1 $ upper fissile zone
121 121 7.050467E-02
-1 412 -413 u=1 imp:n=1 $ upper fissile zone
122 122 7.050344E-02
-1 413 -414 u=1 imp:n=1 $ upper fissile zone
123 123 7.024792E-02
-1 414 -415 u=1 imp:n=1 $ upper blanket
124 124 7.024634E-02
-1 415 -416 u=I imp:n=1 $ upper blanket
125 125 7.024640E-02
-1 416 u=1 imp:n=1 vol=1.02917 $ upper blanket
126 6 -5.29E-04 1 -2 u= imp:n=1 $ gap
127 7 -6.55 2 -3 u=I imp:n=1 $ clad (no wire)
128 8 -0.7352 3 -403 u= imp:n=1 $ lower blkt coolant
129 8 -0.6558 3 403 -404 u=I imp:n=1 $ lower blkt coolant
130 8 -0.5586 3 404 -405 u=1 imp:n=1 $ lower blkt coolant
131 8 -0.4901 3 405 -406 u= imp:n=I $ lower fiss coolant
132 8 -0.3753 3 406 -407 u= imp:n=1 $ lower fiss coolant
133 8 -0.3080 3 407 -408 u=I imp:n=1 $ lower fiss coolant
134 8 -0.2832 3 408 -409 u= imp:n=1 $ internal blkt coolant
135 8 -0.2582 3 409 -410 u= imp:n=1 $ internal blkt coolant
136 8 -0.2364 3 410 -411 u=l imp:n=1 $ internal blkt coolant
137 8 -0.2202 3 411 -412 u= imp:n=l $ upper fiss coolant
233
138
139
140
141
142
c
8
8
8
8
8
-0.1906
-0.1672
-0.1591
-0.1556
-0.1524
c peripher water
143 8 -0.7352
144 8 -0.6558
145 8 -0.5586
146 8 -0.4901
147 8 -0.3753
148 8 -0.3080
149 8 -0.2832
150 8 -0.2582
151 8 -0.2364
152 8 -0.2202
153 8 -0.1906
154 8 -0.1672
155 8 -0.1591
156 8 -0.1556
157 8 -0.1524
3
3
3
3
3
412
413
414
415
416
-413
-414
-415
-416
u=1 imp:n=1
u=1 imp:n=1
u=I imp:n= 1
u=I imp:n=1
u=I imp:n=1
rods for assembly
4 -403 u=10
4 403 -404 u=I
4 404 -405 u=
4 405 -406 u=I
4 406 -407 u=I
4 407 -408 u=
4 408 -409 u=
4 409 -410 u=
4 410 -411 u=
4 411 -412 u=
4 412 -413 u=
4 413 -414 u=
4 414 -415 u=
4 415 -416 u=
4 416 u=10
imp:n= I
imp:n=
imp:n=1
imp:n=1
imp:n=
imp:n=
imp:n=
imp:n=1
imp:n=1
imp:n=1
imp:n=1
imp:n=1
10
[0
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
ir
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
upper fiss coolant
upper fiss coolant
upper blkt coolant
upper blkt coolant
upper blkt coolant
lower blkt coolant
lower blkt coolant
lower blkt coolant
lower fiss coolant
lower fiss coolant
lower fiss coolant
internal blkt coolant
internal blkt coolant
internal blkt coolant
upper fiss coolant
upper fiss coolant
upper fiss coolant
imp:n=l $ upper blkt coolant
imp:n=1 $ upper blkt coolant
np:n=1 $ upper blkt coolant
158 8 -0.3462 -21 22 -23 -24 -25 -26 $ Unrodded fuel assembly poison-free
imp:n=1 u=101 lat=2 fill=-10:10 -10:10 0:0
c -10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0 0 0 0 00 0 00 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 $-10
000000000101 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10$-9
00000000101 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 110$-8
0000000 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10$-7
000000 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 110$-6
00000101 111 111111111110$-5
000010 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 110$-4
00010 1 1 1 1 11111111 1 1 110$-3
0 0 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10$-2
0 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 $-1
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10$0
10 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11001000$1
10 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 11000$2
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 110000$3
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11100000$4
101 11 1 1 1 1 11 1 11011000000$5
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10000000$6
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 100000000$7
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1000000000$8
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 10000000000$9
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0 0 0000 0 0 0 0 $ 10
c
c cruciform location I
c
c assembly
159 8 -0.3462 -27 -28 -29 30 -31 -32 402 -417 fill=101 u=i imp:n=1 $ assembly inside
160 7 -6.55 -37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42 402 -417 #159 u=I I imp:n=1 $ assembly duct
c
c wide gaps (2)
161 8 -0.8943 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 100 102 402 -417
-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52 u= 11 vol=203.38 imp:n=1 $ water
162 50 -20.6811 #(-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52) 100 102 402 -417
234
-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62 u=1I1 vol=125.54 imp:n=1 $ stainless steel sheath
163 10 -4.1636 #(-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62) 100 102 402 -417
u=1 I vol=253.57 imp:n=l $ carbon followers
c
c narrow gaps (4)
164 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 100 -102 402 -417 u=1I imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
165 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -100 402 -417 u=1I imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
c
166 91 -1.09 -401 u=lI imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 1
167 92 -2.674 401 -402 u=1I imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 2
168 93 -1.008 417 -418 u=11 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 1
169 94 -1.672 418 -419 u=11 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 2
170 95 -1.164 419 u= 11 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 3
c
c cruciform location 2
c
c assembly
171 8 -0.3462 -27 -28 -29 30 -31 -32 402 -417 fill=101 u=12 imp:n=1 $ assembly inside
172 7 -6.55 -37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42 402 -417 #171 u=12 imp:n=1 $ assembly duct
c
c wide gaps (2)
173 8 -0.8943 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -102 101 402 -417
-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52 u=12 vol=203.38 imp:n=1 $ water
174 50 -20.6811 #(-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52) -102 101 402 -417
-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62 u=12 vol=125.54 imp:n=1 $ stainless steel sheath
175 10 -4.1636 #(-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62) -102 101 402 -417
u=12 vol=253.57 imp:n=1 $ carbon followers
c
c narrow gaps (4)
176 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 102 101 402 -417 u=12 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
177 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -101 402 -417 u=12 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
c
178 91 -1.09 -401 u=12 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 1
179 92 -2.674 401 -402 u=12 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 2
180 93 -1.008 417 -418 u=12 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 1
181 94-1.672 418-419u=12imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 2
182 95 -1.164 419 u=12 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 3
c
c cruciform location 3
c
c assembly
183 8 -0.3462 -27 -28 -29 30 -31 -32 402 -417 fill=101 u=13 imp:n=1 $ assembly inside
184 7 -6.55 -37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42 402 -417 #183 u=13 imp:n=l $ assembly duct
c
c wide gaps (2)
185 8 -0.8943 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -100 -101 402 -417
-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52 u=13 vol=203.38 imp:n=1 $ water
186 50 -20.6811 #(-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52) -100 -101 402 -417
-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62 u=13 vol=125.54 imp:n=1 $ stainless steel sheath
187 10 -4.1636 #(-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62) -100 -101 402 -417
u=13 vol=253.57 imp:n=1 $ carbon followers
c
c narrow gaps (4)
188 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 100 -101 402 -417 u=13 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
189 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 101 402 -417 u=13 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
c
190 91 -1.09 -401 u=13 imp:n=l $ lower reflector 1
235
191 92 -2.674 401 -402 u=13 imp:n=1
19293 -1.008 417 -418 u=13 imp:n=l
193 94 -1.672 418 -419 u=13 imp:n=1
194 95 -1.164 419 u=13 imp:n=1
$ lower reflector 2
$ upper reflector 1
$ upper reflector 2
$ upper reflector 3
c Batch 2
c fuel pin once burned
211 211 7.021862E-02
-1 -403 u=2 imp:n=1 vol=7.60176 $ lower
212 212 7.023717E-02
-1 403 -404 u=2 imp:n=1 $ lower blanket
213 213 7.026061E-02
-1 404 -405 u=2 imp:n=1 $ lower blanket
214 214 7.114743E-02
-1 405 -406 u=2 imp:n=1 $ lower fissile zo
215 215 7.119354E-02
-1 406 -407 u=2 imp:n=1 $ lower fissile zo
216 216 7.104873E-02
-1 407 -408 u=2 imp:n=1 $ lower fissile zo
217 217 7.024549E-02
-1 408 -409 u=2 imp:n=1 $ internalblanket
218 218 7.023358E-02
-1 409 -410 u=2 imp:n=1 $ internalblanket
219 219 7.023530E-02
-1 410 -411 u=2 imp:n=1 $ internalblanket
220 220 7.070539E-02
-1 411 -412 u=2 imp:n=1 $ upper fissile zc
221 221 7.068368E-02
-1 412 -413 u=2 imp:n=1 $ upper fissile z(
222 222 7.070681 E-02
-1 413 -414 u=2 imp:n=1 $ upper fissile zc
223 223 7.023612E-02
-1 414 -415 u=2 imp:n=1 $ upper blanket
224 224 7.023509E-02
-1 415 -416 u=2 imp:n=l $ upper blanket
225 225 7.022582E-02
-1 416 u=2 imp:n=1 vol=1.02917 $ upper
-5.29E-04
-6.55
-0.7352
-0.6558
-0.5586
-0.4901
-0.3753
-0.3080
-0.2832
-0.2582
-0.2364
-0.2202
-0.1906
-0.1672
-0.1591
-0.1556
-0.1524
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
ne
ne
ne
ne
one
one
1 -2 u=2 imp:n=1
-3 u=2 imp:n=1 $
-403 u=2 imp:n=1
403 -404 u=2 imp:n=1
404 -405 u=2 imp:n=1
405 -406 u=2 imp:n=1
406 -407 u=2 imp:n=1
407 -408 u=2 imp:n=1
408 -409 u=2 imp:n=l
409 -410 u=2 imp:n=1
410 -411 u=2 imp:n=1
411 -412 u=2 imp:n=1
412 -413 u=2 imp:n=1
413 -414 u=2 imp:n=1
414 -415 u=2 imp:n=1
415 -416 u=2 imp:n=1
416 u=2 imp:n=1
$ gap
clad (no wire)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
lower blkt coolant
lower blkt coolant
lower blkt coolant
lower fiss coolant
lower fiss coolant
lower fiss coolant
internal blkt coolant
internal blkt coolant
internal
upper
blkt coolant
fiss coolant
$ upper fiss coolant
$ upper fiss coolant
$ upper blkt coolant
$ upper blkt coolant
$ upper blkt coolant
c peripher water rods for assembly
236
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243 8 -0.7352 4 -403 u=20 imp:n=1 $ lower blkt coolant
244 8 -0.6558 4 403 -404 u=20 imp:n=1 $ lower blkt coolant
245 8 -0.5586 4 404 -405 u=20 imp:n=1 $ lower blkt coolant
246 8 -0.4901 4 405 -406 u=20 imp:n= 1 $ lower fiss coolant
247 8 -0.3753 4 406 -407 u=20 imp:n=1 $ lower fiss coolant
248 8 -0.3080 4 407 -408 u=20 imp:n=I $ lower fiss coolant
249 8 -0.2832 4 408 -409 u=20 imp:n=1 $ internal blkt coolant
250 8 -0.2582 4 409 -410 u=20 imp:n=1 $ internal blkt coolant
251 8 -0.2364 4 410 -411 u=20 imp:n=1 $ internal blkt coolant
252 8 -0.2202 4 411 -412 u=20 imp:n=1 $ upper fiss coolant
253 8 -0.1906 4 412 -413 u=20 imp:n=1 $ upper fiss coolant
254 8 -0.1672 4 413 -414 u=20 imp:n=1 $ upper fiss coolant
255 8 -0.1591 4 414 -415 u=20 imp:n=1 $ upper blkt coolant
256 8 -0.1556 4 415 -416 u=20 imp:n=1 $ upper blkt coolant
257 8 -0.1524 4 416 u=20 imp:n=1 $ upper blkt coolant
258 8 -0.3462 -21 22 -23 -24 -25 -26 $ Unrodded fuel assembly poison-free
imp:n=1 u=201 lat=2 fill=-10:10 -10:10 0:0
c -10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 $-20
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20 $-9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20 $-8
000000020 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 220$-7
00000020 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 220$-6
0000020 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20 $-5
000020 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 220$-4
00020 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 220 $-3
0 0 20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20 $-2
0 20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20 $-2
20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 220 $0
20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 200 $2
20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22000$2
20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 220000$3
20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2200000$4
20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22000000 $5
20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 220000000$6
20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2200000000$7
20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22000000000$8
20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 220000000000$9
20202020202020202020200000000000$ 10
c
c cruciform location I
c
c assembly
259 8 -0.3462 -27 -28 -29 30 -31 -32 402 -417 fill=201 u=21 imp:n=1 $ assembly inside
260 7 -6.55 -37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42 402 -417 #259 u=21 imp:n=1 $ assembly duct
c
c wide gaps (2)
261 8 -0.8943 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 100 102 402 -417
-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52 u=21 vol=203.38 imp:n=1 $ water
262 50 -20.6811 #(-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52) 100 102 402 -417
-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62 u=21 vol=125.54 imp:n=1 $ stainless steel sheath
263 10 -4.1636 #(-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62) 100 102 402 -417
u=21 vol=253.57 imp:n=1 $ carbon followers
c
c narrow gaps (4)
264 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 100 -102 402 -417 u=21 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
265 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -100 402 -417 u=21 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
237
c
266 91 -1.09 -401 u=21 imp:n=1
267 92 -2.674 401 -402 u=21 imp:n=1
268 93 -1.008 417 -418 u=21 imp:n=1
269 94 -1.672 418 -419 u=21 imp:n=1
270 95 -1.164 419 u=21 imp:n=1
c
c cruciform location 2
$ lower reflector 1
$ lower reflector 2
$ upper reflector 1
$ upper reflector 2
$ upper reflector 3
c
c assembly
271 8 -0.3462 -27 -28 -29 30 -31 -32 402 -417 fill=201 u=22 imp:n=1 $ assembly inside
272 7 -6.55 -37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42 402 -417 #271 u=22 imp:n=1 $ assembly duct
c
c wide gaps (2)
273 8 -0.8943 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -102 101 402 -417
-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52 u=22 vol=203.38 imp:n=1 $ water
274 50 -20.6811 #(-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52) -102 101 402 -417
-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62 u=22 vol=125.54 imp:n=1 $ stainless steel sheath
275 10 -4.1636 #(-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62) -102 101 402 -417
u=22 vol=253.57 imp:n=1 $ carbon followers
c
c narrow gaps (4)
276 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 102 101 402 -417 u=22 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
277 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -101 402 -417 u=22 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
c
27891 -1.09
279 92 -2.674
280 93 -1.008
281 94 -1.672
282 95 -1.164
c
-401 u=22 imp:n=1
401 -402 u=22 imp:n=1
417 -418 u=22 imp:n=1
418 -419 u=22 imp:n=1
419 u=22 imp:n=1
$ lower reflector 1
$ lower reflector 2
$ upper reflector 1
$ upper reflector 2
$ upper reflector 3
c cruciform location 3
c
c assembly
283 8 -0.3462 -27 -28 -29 30 -31 -32 402 -417 fill=201 u=23 imp:n=1 $ assembly inside
284 7 -6.55 -37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42 402 -417 #283 u=23 imp:n=1 $ assembly duct
c
c wide gaps (2)
285 8 -0.8943 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -100 -101 402 -417
-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52 u=23 vol=203.38 imp:n=1 $ water
286 50 -20.6811 #(-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52) -100 -101402 -417
-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62 u=23 vol=125.54 imp:n=1 $ stainless steel sheath
287 10 -4.1636 #(-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62) -100 -101 402 -417
u=23 vol=253.57 imp:n=1 $ carbon followers
C
c narrow gaps (4)
288 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 100 -101 402 -417 u=23 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
289 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 101 402 -417 u=23 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
c
290 91 -1.09 -401
291 92 -2.674 401
292 93 -1.008 417
293 94 -1.672 418
294 95 -1.164 419
c
u=23 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 1
-402 u=23 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 2
-418 u=23 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 1
-419 u=23 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 2
u=23 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 3
c Batch 3
311 311 7.019092E-02
238
-1 -403 u=3 imp:n=1 vol=7.60176 $ lower
312 312 7.029359E-02
-1 403 -404 u=3 imp:n=1 $ lower blanket
313 313 7.033756E-02
-1 404 -405 u=3 imp:n=1 $ lower blanket
314 314 7.181038E-02
-1 405 -406 u=3 imp:n=1 $ lower fissile zo
315 315 7.163718E-02
-1 406 -407 u=3 imp:n=1 $ lower fissile zo
316 316 7.150527E-02
-1 407 -408 u=3 imp:n=1 $ lower fissile zo
317 317 7.032277E-02
-1 408 -409 u=3 imp:n=1 $ internalblanket
318 318 7.023400E-02
-1 409 -410 u=3 imp:n=1 $ internalblanket
319 319 7.024668E-02
-1 410 -411 u=3 imp:n=1 $ internalblanket
320 320 7.092922E-02
-1 411 -412 u=3 imp:n=1 $ upper fissile zo
321 321 7.089759E-02
-1 412 -413 u=3 imp:n=1 $ upper fissile zo
322 322 7.083478E-02
-1 413 -414 u=3 imp:n=1 $ upper fissile zo
323 323 7.027251E-02
-1 414 -415 u=3 imp:n=1 $ upper blanket
324 324 7.027161E-02
-1 415 -416 u=3 imp:n=1 $ upper blanket
325 325 7.027477E-02
-1 416 u=3 imp:n=1 vol=1.02917 $ upper
-5.29E-04
-6.55
-0.7352
-0.6558
-0.5586
-0.4901
-0.3753
-0.3080
-0.2832
-0.2582
-0.2364
-0.2202
-0.1906
-0.1672
-0.1591
-0.1556
-0.1524
c peripher
343 8
344 8
345 8
346 8
347 8
348 8
349 8
350 8
351 8
water
-0.7352
-0.6558
-0.5586
-0.4901
-0.3753
-0.3080
-0.2832
-0.2582
-0.2364
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
-2 u=3 imp:n=1
-3 u=3 imp:n=1 $
-403 u=3 imp:n=1
403 -404 u=3 imp:n=1
404 -405 u=3 imp:n=1
405 -406 u=3 imp:n=1
406 -407 u=3 imp:n=1
407 -408 u=3 imp:n=1
408 -409 u=3 imp:n=
409 -410 u=3 imp:n=
410 -411 u=3 imp:n=
411 -412 u=3 imp:n= 1
412 -413 u=3 imp: n=1
413 -414 u=3 imp:n=
414 -415 u=3 imp:n=1
415 -416 u=3 imp:n=1
416 u=3 imp:n=1
rods for
4 -403
4 403
4 404
4 405
4 406
4 407
4 408
4 409
4 410
assembly
u=30
-404 u=30
-405 u=30
-406 u=30
-407 u=30
-408 u=30
-409 u=30
-410 u=30
-411 u=30
imp:n= I
imp:n=1
imp:n=
imp:n= I
imp:n= 1
imp:n=
imp:n=
imp:n=1
imp:n=1
$ gap
clad (no wire)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
lower blkt coolant
lower blkt coolant
lower blkt coolant
lower fiss coolant
lower fiss coolant
lower fiss coolant
internal blkt coolant
internal blkt coolant
internal
upper
upper
upper
blkt
fiss
fiss
fiss
coolant
coolant
coolant
coolant
$ upper blkt coolant
$ upper blkt coolant
$ upper blkt coolant
$ lower blkt coolant
$ lower blkt coolant
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
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lower blkt coolant
lower fiss coolant
lower fiss coolant
lower fiss coolant
internal blkt coolant
internal blkt coolant
internal blkt coolant
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
352 8 -0.2202 4 411 -412 u=30 imp:n=l $ upper fiss coolant
353 8 -0.1906 4 412 -413 u=30 imp:n=1 $ upper fiss coolant
354 8 -0.1672 4 413 -414 u=30 imp:n=1 $ upper fiss coolant
355 8 -0.1591 4 414 -415 u=30 imp:n=l $ upper blkt coolant
356 8 -0.1556 4 415 -416 u=30 imp:n=l $ upper blkt coolant
357 8 -0.1524 4 416 u=30 imp:n=1 $ upper blkt coolant
c
358 8 -0.3462 -21 22 -23 -24 -25 -26 $ Unrodded fuel assembly poison-free
imp:n=1 u=301 lat=2 fill=-10:10 -10:10 0:0
c -10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 3030 30 $-30
00000000030 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 330$-9
0000000030 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 330$-8
000000030 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 30 $-7
00000030 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 330$-6
0 0 0 0 0 30 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 30 $-5
000030 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 30$-4
0 0 0 30 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 30 $-3
0 0 30 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 30 $-2
030 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 30$-3
30 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 30 $ 0
30 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 300 $3
30 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33000 $2
30 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 330000 $3
30 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3300000$4
30 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33000000$5
30 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 330000000$6
30 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3300000000$7
30 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33000000000$8
30 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 330000000000$9
30303030303030303030300000000000$10
c
c cruciform location I
c
c assembly
359 8 -0.3462 -27 -28 -29 30 -31 -32 402 -417 fill=301 u=31 imp:n=1 $ assembly inside
360 7 -6.55 -37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42 402 -417 #359 u=31 imp:n=1 $ assembly duct
c
c wide gaps (2)
361 8 -0.8943 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 100 102 402 -417
-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52 u=31 vol=203.38 imp:n=1 $ water
362 50 -20.6811 #(-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52) 100 102 402 -417
-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62 u=31 vol=125.54 imp:n=1 $ stainless steel sheath
363 10 -4.1636 #(-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62) 100 102 402 -417
u=31 vol=253.57 imp:n=1 $ carbon followers
c
c narrow gaps (4)
364 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 100 -102 402 -417 u=31 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
365 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -100 402 -417 u=31 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
c
366 91 -1.09 -401 u=31 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 1
367 92 -2.674 401 -402 u=31 imp:n=l $ lower reflector 2
368 93 -1.008 417 -418 u=31 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 1
369 94 -1.672 418 -419 u=31 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 2
370 95 -1.164 419 u=31 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 3
C
c
240
c cruciform location 2
c assembly
371 8 -0.3462 -27 -28 -29 30 -31 -32 402 -417 fill=301 u=32 imp:n=i $ assembly inside
372 7 -6.55 -37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42 402 -417 #371 u=32 imp:n=1 $ assembly duct
c
c wide gaps (2)
373 8 -0.8943 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -102 101 402 -417
-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52 u=32 vol=203.38 imp:n=1 $ water
374 50 -20.6811 #(-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52) -102 101 402 -417
-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62 u=32 vol=125.54 imp:n=1 $ stainless steel sheath
375 10 -4.1636 #(-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62) -102 101 402 -417
u=32 vol=253.57 imp:n=1 $ carbon followers
c
c narrow gaps (4)
376 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 102 101 402 -417 u=32 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
377 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -101 402 -417 u=32 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
c
378 91 -1.09 -401 u=32 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 1
379 92 -2.674 401 -402 u=32 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 2
380 93 -1.008 417 -418 u=32 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 1
381 94 -1.672 418 -419 u=32 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 2
382 95 -1.164 419 u=32 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 3
c
c cruciform location 3
c
c assembly
383 8 -0.3462 -27 -28 -29 30 -31 -32 402 -417 fill=301 u=33 imp:n=1 $ assembly inside
384 7 -6.55 -37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42 402 -417 #383 u=33 imp:n=1 $ assembly duct
c
c wide gaps (2)
385 8 -0.8943 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -100 -101 402 -417
-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52 u=33 vol=203.38 imp:n=1 $ water
386 50 -20.6811 #(-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52) -100 -101 402 -417
-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62 u=33 vol=125.54 imp:n=1 $ stainless steel sheath
387 10 -4.1636 #(-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62) -100 -101402 -417
u=33 vol=253.57 imp:n=l $ carbon followers
C
c narrow gaps (4)
388 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 100 -101 402 -417 u=33 imp:n=l $ interassembly gap
389 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 101 402 -417 u=33 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
c
390 91 -1.09 -401 u=33 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 1
391 92 -2.674 401 -402 u=33 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 2
392 93 -1.008 417 -418 u=33 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 1
393 94 -1.672 418 -419 u=33 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 2
394 95 -1.164 419 u=33 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 3
c
c Batch 4
c
c fuel pin thrice burned
411 411 7.016182E-02
-1 -403 u=4 imp:n=1 vol=7.60176 $ lower
412 412 7.022420E-02
-1 403 -404 u=4 imp:n=l $ lower blanket
413 413 7.034148E-02
-1 404 -405 u=4 imp:n=1 $ lower blanket
241
414 414 7.191569E-02
-1 405 -406 u=4 imp:n=1 $ lower fissile zone
415 415 7.192235E-02
-1 406 -407 u=4 imp:n=1 $ lower fissile zone
416 416 7.177076E-02
-1 407 -408 u=4 imp:n=1 $ lower fissile zone
417 417 7.030271E-02
-1 408 -409 u=4 imp:n=1 $ internalblanket
418 418 7.022394E-02
-1 409 -410 u=4 imp:n=1 $ internalblanket
419 419 7.026265E-02
-1 410 -411 u=4 imp:n=1 $ internalblanket
420 420 7.108673E-02
-1 411 -412 u=4 imp:n=1 $ upper fissile zone
421 421 7.107500E-02
-1 412 -413 u=4 imp:n=1 $ upper fissile zone
422 422 7.102325E-02
-1 413 -414 u=4 imp:n=1 $ upper fissile zone
423 423 7.028695E-02
-1 414 -415 u=4 imp:n=1 $ upper blanket
424 424 7.027270E-02
-1 415 -416 u=4 imp:n=1 $ upper blanket
425 425 7.027876E-02
-1 416 u=4 imp:n=1 vol=l.02917 $ upper
426 6 -5.29E-04 1 -2 u=4 imp:n=1 $ gap
427 7 -6.55 2 -3 u=4 imp:n=1 $ clad (no wire)
428 8 -0.7352 3 -403 u=4 imp:n=1 $ lower blkt coolant
403 -404 u=4 imp:n=1 $
404 -405 u=4 imp:n=1 $
405 -406 u=4 imp:n=1 $
406 -407 u=4 imp:n=1 $
407 -408 u=4 imp:n=1 $
408 -409 u=4 imp:n=1 $
409 -410 u=4 imp:n=1 $
410 -411 u=4 imp:n=1 $
411 -412 u=4 imp:n=1 $
412 -413 u=4 imp:n=1 $
413 -414 u=4 imp:n=1 $
414 -415 u=4 imp:n=1 $
415 -416 u=4 imp:n=1 $
416 u=4 imp:n=1 $
rods for assembly
4 -403 u=40 imp:n=1
4 403 -404 u=40 imp:n=1
4 404 -405 u=40 imp:n=1
4 405 -406 u=40 imp:n= 1
4 406 -407 u=40 imp:n=1
4 407 -408 u=40 imp:n=1
4 408 -409 u=40 imp:n=1
4 409 -410 u=40 imp:n=1
4 410 -411 u=40 imp:n=1
4 411 -412 u=40 imp:n=1
4 412 -413 u=40 imp:n=1
4 413 -414 u=40 imp:n=1
4 414 -415 u=40 imp:n=1
4 415 -416 u=40 imp:n=1
$ $
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
lower blkt coolant
lower blkt coolant
lower fiss coolant
lower fiss coolant
lower fiss coolant
internal blkt coolant
internal blkt coolant
internal blkt coolant
upper fiss coolant
upper fiss coolant
upper fiss coolant
upper blkt coolant
upper blkt coolant
upper blkt coolant
lower blkt coolant
lower blkt coolant
lower blkt coolant
lower fiss coolant
lower fiss coolant
lower fiss coolant
internal blkt coolant
internal blkt coolant
internal blkt coolant
upper fiss coolant
upper fiss coolant
upper fiss coolant
upper blkt coolant
upper blkt coolant
242
429 8
430 8
431 8
432 8
433 8
434 8
435 8
436 8
437 8
438 8
439 8
440 8
441 8
442 8
c
c peripher
443 8
444 8
445 8
446 8
447 8
448 8
449 8
450 8
451 8
452 8
453 8
454 8
455 8
456 8
-0.6558
-0.5586
-0.4901
-0.3753
-0.3080
-0.2832
-0.2582
-0.2364
-0.2202
-0.1906
-0.1672
-0.1591
-0.1556
-0.1524
water
-0.7352
-0.6558
-0.5586
-0.4901
-0.3753
-0.3080
-0.2832
-0.2582
-0.2364
-0.2202
-0.1906
-0.1672
-0.1591
-0.1556
c
458 8 -0.3462 -21 22 -23 -24 -25 -26 $ Unrodded fuel assembly poison-free
imp:n=I u=401 lat=2 fill=-10:10 -10:10 0:0
c -10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 $-40
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 40 $-9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 40 $-8
000000040 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 440$-7
0 0 0 0 0 0 40 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 40 $-6
0000040 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 440$-5
000040 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 440$-4
00040 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 440$-3
0 0 40 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 40 $-2
0 40 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 40 $-4
40 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 440$0
40 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4400$4
40 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44000$2
40 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 440000$3
40 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4400000$4
40 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44000000$5
40 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 440000000$6
40 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4400000000$7
40 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44000000000$8
40 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 440000000000$9
40404040404040404040400000000000$ 10
C
c cruciform location I
c
c assembly
459 8 -0.3462 -27 -28 -29 30 -31 -32 402 -417 fill=401 u=41 imp:n=1 $ assembly inside
460 7 -6.55 -37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42 402 -417 #459 u=41 imp:n=1 $ assembly duct
c
c wide gaps (2)
461 8 -0.8943 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 100 102 402 -417
-47 -48 -49 50 -51--52 u=41 vol=203.38 imp:n=1 $ water
462 50 -20.6811 #(-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52) 100 102 402 -417
-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62 u=41 vol=125.54 imp:n=1 $ stainless steel sheath
463 10 -4.1636 #(-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62) 100 102 402 -417
u=41 vol=253.57 imp:n=1 $ carbon followers
c
c narrow gaps (4)
464 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 100 -102 402 -417 u=41 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
465 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -100 402 -417 u=41 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
c
466 91 -1.09 -401 u=41 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 1
467 92 -2.674 401 -402 u=41 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 2
468 93 -1.008 417 -418 u=41 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 1
469 94 -1.672 418 -419 u=41 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 2
470 95 -1.164 419 u=41 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 3
c cruciform location 2
c
c assembly
471 8 -0.3462 -27 -28 -29 30 -31 -32 402 -417 fill=401 u=42 imp:n=l $ assembly inside
472 7 -6.55 -37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42 402 -417 #471 u=42 imp:n=1 $ assembly duct
c
c wide gaps (2)
243
457 8 -0.1524 4 416 u=40 imp:n=1 $ upper blkt coolant
473 8 -0.8943 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -102 101 402 -417
-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52 u=42 vol=203.38 imp:n=1 $ water
474 50 -20.6811 #(-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52) -102 101 402 -417
-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62 u=42 vol=125.54 imp:n=1 $ stainless steel sheath
475 10 -4.1636 #(-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62) -102 101 402 -417
u=42 vol=253.57 imp:n=1 $ carbon followers
c
c narrow gaps (4)
476 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 102 101 402 -417 u=42 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
477 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -101 402 -417 u=42 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
c
478 91 -1.09 -401 u=42 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 1
479 92 -2.674 401 -402 u=42 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 2
480 93 -1.008 417 -418 u=42 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 1
481 94 -1.672 418 -419 u=42 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 2
482 95 -1.164 419 u=42 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 3
c cruciform location 3
c
c assembly
483 8 -0.3462 -27 -28 -29 30 -31 -32 402 -417 fill=401 u=43 imp:n=1 $ assembly inside
484 7 -6.55 -37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42 402 -417 #483 u=43 imp:n=1 $ assembly duct
c
c wide gaps (2)
485 8 -0.8943 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -100 -101 402 -417
-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52 u=43 vol=203.38 imp:n=1 $ water
486 50 -20.6811 #(-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52) -100 -101402 -417
-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62 u=43 vol=125.54 imp:n=1 $ stainless steel sheath
487 10 -4.1636 #(-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62) -100 -101 402 -417
u=43 vol=253.57 imp:n=1 $ carbon followers
c
c narrow gaps (4)
488 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 100 -101 402 -417 u=43 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
489 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 101 402 -417 u=43 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
c
490 91 -1.09 -401 u=43 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 1
491 92 -2.674 401 -402 u=43 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 2
492 93 -1.008 417 -418 u=43 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 1
493 94 -1.672 418 -419 u=43 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 2
494 95 -1.164 419 u=43 imp:n=l $ upper reflector 3
c
c fuel pin four times burned
c
511 511 7.013681E-02
-1 -403 u=5 imp:n=1 vol=7.60176 $ lower
512 512 7.027873E-02
-1 403 -404 u=5 imp:n=1 $ lower blanket
513 513 7.043054E-02
-1 404 -405 u=5 imp:n=1 $ lower blanket
514 514 7.194816E-02
-1 405 -406 u=5 imp:n=1 $ lower fissile zone
515 515 7.202947E-02
-1 406 -407 u=5 imp:n=1 $ lower fissile zone
516 516 7.175201E-02
-1 407 -408 u=5 imp:n=1 $ lower fissile zone
517 517 7.033701 E-02
-1 408 -409 u=5 imp:n=1 $ internalblanket
518 518 7.022477E-02
244
-1 409 -410 u=5 imp:n=1
519 519 7.028870E-02
-1 410 -411 u=5 imp:n=1
520 520 7.111399E-02
-1 411 -412 u=5 imp:n=1
521 521 7.131067E-02
-1 412 -413 u=5 imp:n=1
522 522 7.104242E-02
-1 413 -414 u=5 imp:n=1
523 523 7.031457E-02
-1 414 -415 u=5 imp:n=1
524 524 7.033027E-02
-1 415 -416 u=5 imp:n=1
525 525 7.028763E-02
-1 416 u=5 imp:n=1 vol=
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
-5.29E-04 1
-6.55 2
-0.7352 3
-0.6558 3
-0.5586 3
-0.4901 3
-0.3753 3
-0.3080 3
-0.2832 3
-0.2582 3
-0.2364 3
-0.2202 3
-0.1906 3
-0.1672 3
-0.1591 3
-0.1556 3
-0.1524 3
c peripher
543 8
544 8
545 8
546 8
547 8
548 8
549 8
550 8
551 8
552 8
553 8
554 8
555 8
556 8
557 8
water
-0.7352
-0.6558
-0.5586
-0.4901
-0.3753
-0.3080
-0.2832
-0.2582
-0.2364
-0.2202
-0.1906
-0.1672
-0.1591
-0.1556
-0.1524
rod
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
-2
-3
-403
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
s for
-403
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
$ internalblanket
$ internalblanket
$ upper fissile zone
$ upper fissile zone
$ upper fissile zone
$ upper blanket
$ upper blanket
1.02917 $ upper
u=5 imp:n=1
u=5 imp:n=1 $
u=5 imp:n=1
-404 u=5 imp:n=1
-405 u=5 imp:n=1
-406 u=5 imp:n=1
-407 u=5 imp:n=1
-408 u=5 imp:n=1
-409 u=5 imp:n=1
-410 u=5 imp:n=1
-411 u=5 imp:n=1
-412 u=5 imp:n=1
-413 u=5 imp:n=1
-414 u=5 imp:n=l
-415 u=5 imp:n=1
-416 u=5 imp:n=1
u=5 imp:n=1
assembly
u=50
-404 u=50
-405 u=50
-406 u=50
-407 u=50
-408 u=50
-409 u=50
-410 u=50
-411 u=50
-412 u=50
-413 u=50
-414 u=50
-415 u=50
-416 u=50
imp:n= 1
imp:n=
imp:n=
imp:n=
imp:n=
imp:n=1
imp:n=1
imp:n=1
imp:n=1
imp:n=1
imp:n=1
imp:n=1
imp:n=1
imp:n=1
u=50 imp:n=l
$ gap
clad (no wire)
$ lower blkt coolant
$ lower blkt coolant
$ lower blkt coolant
$ lower fiss coolant
$ lower fiss coolant
$ lower fiss coolant
$ internal blkt coolant
$ internal blkt coolant
$ internal blkt coolant
$ upper fiss coolant
$ upper fiss coolant
$ upper fiss coolant
$ upper blkt coolant
$ upper blkt coolant
$ upper blkt coolant
$ lower blkt coolant
$ lower blkt coolant
$ lower blkt coolant
$ lower fiss coolant
$ lower fiss coolant
$ lower fiss coolant
$ internal blkt coolant
$ internal blkt coolant
$ internal blkt coolant
$ upper fiss coolant
$ upper fiss coolant
$ upper fiss coolant
$ upper blkt coolant
$ upper blkt coolant
$ upper blkt coolant
558 8 -0.3462 -21 22 -23 -24 -25 -26 $ Unrodded fuel
imp:n=1 u=501 lat=2 fill=-10:10 -10:10 0:0
c -10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 $-50
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 50 $-9
00000000 50 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 550 $-8
000000050 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 50$-7
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assembly poison-free
00000050 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 50 $-6
00000 50 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 50$-5
0 0 0 0 50 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 50 $-4
0 0 0 50 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 50 $-3
0050 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 50$-2
0 50 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 50 $-5
50 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 550$0
50 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5500$5
50 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 55000$2
50 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 550000$3
50 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5500000$4
50 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 55000000$5
50 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 550000000$6
50 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5500000000$7
50 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 55000000000$8
50 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 550000000000$9
50 50 50 5050 5050 50 50 50 500000 00000 0 $10
C
c cruciform location I
c
c assembly
559 8 -0.3462 -27 -28 -29 30 -31 -32 402 -417 fill=501 u=51 imp:n=1 $ assembly inside
560 7 -6.55 -37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42 402 -417 #559 u=51 imp:n=1 $ assembly duct
c
c wide gaps (2)
561 8 -0.8943 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 100 102 402 -417
-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52 u=51 vol=203.38 imp:n=1 $ water
562 50 -20.6811 #(-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52) 100 102 402 -417
-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62 u=51 vol=125.54 imp:n=1 $ stainless steel sheath
563 10 -4.1636 #(-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62) 100 102 402 -417
u=51 vol=253.57 imp:n=1 $ carbon followers
c narrow gaps (4)
564 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 100 -102 402 -417 u=51 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
565 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -100 402 -417 u=51 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
c
566 91 -1.09 -401 u=51 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 1
567 92 -2.674 401 -402 u=51 imp:n=l $ lower reflector 2
568 93 -1.008 417 -418 u=51 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 1
569 94 -1.672 418 -419 u=51 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 2
570 95 -1.164 419 u=51 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 3
c cruciform location 2
c
c assembly
571 8 -0.3462 -27 -28 -29 30 -31 -32 402 -417 fill=501 u=52 imp:n=1 $ assembly inside
572 7 -6.55 -37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42 402 -417 #571 u=52 imp:n=1 $ assembly duct
c
c wide gaps (2)
573 8 -0.8943 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -102 101 402 -417
-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52 u=52 vol=203.38 imp:n=l $ water
574 50 -20.6811 #(-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52) -102 101 402 -417
-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62 u=52 vol=125.54 imp:n=l $ stainless steel sheath
575 10 -4.1636 #(-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62) -102 101 402 -417
u=52 vol=253.57 imp:n=1 $ carbon followers
c
c narrow gaps (4)
576 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 102 101 402 -417 u=52 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
577 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -101 402 -417 u=52 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
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c
578 91 -1.09 -401 u=52 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 1
579 92 -2.674 401 -402 u=52 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 2
580 93 -1.008 417 -418 u=52 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 1
581 94 -1.672 418 -419 u=52 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 2
582 95 -1.164 419 u=52 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 3
c cruciform location 3
c
c assembly
583 8 -0.3462 -27 -28 -29 30 -31 -32 402 -417 fill=501 u=53 imp:n=1 $ assembly inside
584 7 -6.55 -37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42 402 -417 #583 u=53 imp:n=1 $ assembly duct
c
c wide gaps (2)
585 8 -0.8943 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) -100 -101 402 -417
-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52 u=53 vol=203.38 imp:n=1 $ water
586 50 -20.6811 #(-47 -48 -49 50 -51 -52) -100 -101402 -417
-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62 u=53 vol=125.54 imp:n=1 $ stainless steel sheath
587 10 -4.1636 #(-57 -58 -59 60 -61 -62) -100 -101 402 -417
u=53 vol=253.57 imp:n=1 $ carbon followers
c
c narrow gaps (4)
588 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 100 -101 402 -417 u=53 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
589 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 101 402 -417 u=53 imp:n=1 $ interassembly gap
c
590 91 -1.09 -401 u=53 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 1
591 92 -2.674 401 -402 u=53 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 2
592 93 -1.008 417 -418 u=53 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 1
593 94 -1.672 418 -419 u=53 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 2
594 95 -1.164 419 u=53 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 3
c
c
c no cruciforms
c
c assembly
595 8 -0.3462 -27 -28 -29 30 -31 -32 402 -417 fill=501 u=54 imp:n=1 $ assembly inside
596 7 -6.55 -37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42 402 -417 #595 u=54 imp:n=1 $ assembly duct
597 8 -0.07185 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) 402 -417 u=54 imp:n=l $ water in assembly gap
c 0.07185 = 0.3462 * 4 narrow gaps/4 equivalent gaps, neglect extra water in wide gaps (approximation)
c
598 91 -1.09 -401 u=54 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 1
599 92 -2.674 401 -402 u=54 imp:n=1 $ lower reflector 2
6000 93 -1.008 417 -418 u=54 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 1
6001 94 -1.672 418 -419 u=54 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 2
6002 95 -1.164 419 u=54 imp:n=1 $ upper reflector 3
c
c reflector assemblies
601 8 -0.3462 -37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42 u=9 imp:n=1 $ reflector assembly
602 8 -0.3462 #(-37 -38 -39 40 -41 -42) u=9 imp:n=1 $ reflector assembly
c
c core
1000 8 -0.3462 -67 -68 -69 70 -71 -72 u=60 lat=2
imp:n=1 fill=-9:17 -8:18 0:0 $ core layout
c -9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011122314151617
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 9 $ -8
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 54 9 9 $ -7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 13 51 9 9 $ -6
00000000000000000000222311125399$-5
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000000000000000000324321 22 13 115499$-4
0 0 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 0 00 0 32 33 41 22 23 21 12 13 54 99 $ -3
000000000000003233 314243 412223 1154999$-2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 33 41 42 33 4142 23 21 12 13 51 9 9 0 $ -
00000000005233413233313243412223111253990$ 0
00000000033314243313233314223211213519900$ 1
000000005132333132433142434122231112539900$ 2
000000003341 323331 32334142232112 135499000$ 3
00000003142433132433142434122231154990000$ 4
00000003331324331323341222321121354900000$ 5
00000031423331323341424321221311549900000$ 6
00000 0 33 41 32 33 414243 21 22 23 11 12 53 990000 00$ 7
0000031 323331 324341 42232112 1354990000000$ 8
000003341424341422321221311549900000000$ 9
0 0 0 0 31 42 43 41 42 23 2122 23 11 12 53 9 9 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 $ 10
00004321 422321 2223 11 12 1354990000000000$ 11
00021 222321 2223 11 12 1354549900000000000$ 12
00023212223 11 12 13 11 54999000000000000$ 13
00 11 12 13 11 12 13 1152539900000000000000$ 14
0013111213545253999000000000000000$ 15
0 54 5253 54 5499999000000000 00000 0 0$ 16
999999999000000000000000000$ 17
999999900000000000000000000$ 18
1001 0 +81 +82 -600 400 -420 fill=60 imp:n=1 $ core
1002 7 -6.55 81 82 600 -601 400 -420 imp:n=1 $ barrel
1003 8 -0.736 81 82 601 -602 400 -420 imp:n=1 $ annulus
1004 0 #(+81 +82 -602 400 -420) imp:n=0 $ outside world
c
c end of cell specification
c LEAVE A BLANK!
c Surface Cards
c pin surfaces
I cz 0.435
2 cz 0.4425
3 cz 0.5025
c control rod
4 cz 0.172
c pin lattice
21 px 0.567500000
22 px -0.567500000
23 p 0.327646278 0.567500000 0 0.371878525
24 p -0.327646278 -0.567500000 0 0.371878525
25 p -0.327646278 0.567500000 0 0.371878525
26 p 0.327646278 -0.567500000 0 0.371878525
c
c assemblylattice
27 p 9.455500000 5.459135470 0 103.237710879
28 p -9.455500000 -5.459135470 0 103.237710879
29 py 9.455500000
30 py -9.455500000
31 p -9.455500000 5.459135470 0 103.237710879
32 p 9.455500000 -5.459135470 0 103.237710879
c assembly duct
37 p 9.695500000 5.597699535 0 108.544991682
38 p -9.695500000 -5.597699535 0 108.544991682
39 py 9.695500000
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40 py -9.695500000
41 p -9.695500000 5.597699535 0 108.544991682
42 p 9.695500000 -5.597699535 0 108.544991682
c stainless steel sheath
47 p 9.762700000 5.636497473 0 110.054867760
48 p -9.762700000 -5.636497473 0 110.054867760
49 py 9.762700000
50 py -9.762700000
51 p -9.7627000 0 0 5.636497473 0 110.054867760
52 p 9.762700000 -5.636497473 0 110.054867760
c Carbon followers
57 p 9.80395000 0 5.660313172 0 110.986854638
58 p -9.803950000 -5.660313172 0 110.986854638
59 py 9.803950000
60 py -9.803950000
61 p -9.803950000 5.660313172 0 110.986854638
62 p 9 .80 3 95 0 0 0 0 -5 .66 0 3 13 172 0 110.986854638
c interassembly gap
67 p 9.886500000 5.707973436 0 112.863758757
68 p -9.886500000 -5.707973436 0 112.863758757
69 py 9.886500000
70 py -9.886500000
71 p -9.886500000 5.707973436 0 112.863758757
72 p 9.886500000 -5.707973436 0 112.863758757
c core boundaries
*81 p 1.73205081 1 0 0
*82 py 9.88651 $ x axis shifted up half an assembly
c assembly gap dividers
100 py 0
101 p 1.732050808 1 0 0
102 p -1.732050808 1 0 0
400 pz 0.00 $ Bottom
401 pz 23.00 $ Lower Reflector 1
402 pz 30.00 $ top of Lower Reflector 2
403 pz 42.7875
404 pz 55.575
405 pz 58 $ Lower Blanket
406 pz 62.85
407 pz 72.55
408 pz 77.4 $ Lower Fissile Zone
409 pz 83.9
410 pz 122.9
411 pz 129.4 $ Internal Blanket
412 pz 136.475
413 pz 150.625
414 pz 157.7 $ Upper Fissile Zone
415 pz 161.2375
416 pz 162.9688
417 pz 164.7 $ top of Upper Blanket
418 pz 194.7 $ Upper Reflector 1
419 pz 244.7 $ Upper Reflector 2
420 pz 294.7 $ Upper Reflector 3 (top)
600 c/z -5.707973436 9.8865 290 $ Core Barrel (off-center)
601 c/z -5.707973436 9.8865 292 $ Core Barrel (off-center)
*602 c/z -5.707973436 9.8865 340 $ RPV (off-center)
c end of surface specification
c LEAVE A BLANK!
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Appendix C Input Files and Calculations for Chapter 4
C.1. FIMA Calculation
%FIMA (Fission of Initial Metal Atoms)
When 1 ton of U is fissioned,
1,000,000 g / 238 * 6.02E+23 = 2.53E+27 fission reactions occur
Each fission reaction releases 200 MeV or 3.2E-1 1 J
So the energy release from 1 ton of U fissioned is:
2.53E+27 * 3.2E-11 = 8.1E+16 J
=8.1E+16 Ws / 86400 s/d = 9.37E+1 1 Wd
= 937 GWd
So 100%FIMA = 937GWd/tU
1%FIMA = 9.37GWd
C.2. FRAPCON-EP RBWR-MN input file
* frapcon3, steady-state fuel rod analysis code, version 3
*--------------------------------------------------------------------
*
* *
* CASE DESCRIPTION: 31: Seabrook UFSAR + NUREG-1754 6.5mil gap *
* *
*UIJI4T FILE DESCRIPTION *
*---- ---------------------------------------------
* Output :
* 6 STANDARD PRINTER OUTPUT
*
*
*
*
5
Scratch:
SCRATCH INPUT FILE FROM ECHO I
*
*
*
*
* Input: FRAPCON2 INPUT FILE (UNIT 55)
*
* GOESINS:
FILE05='nullfile', STATUS='scratch', FORM='FORMATTED',
CARRIAGE CONTROL='LIST'
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** GOESOUTS:
FILE06='rbwr85.out', STATUS='UNKNOWN', CARRIAGE CONTROL='LIST'
FILE66='rbwr85-plot.out', STATUS='UNKNOWN', CARRIAGE CONTROL='LIST'
31: Seabrook UFSAR + NUREG-1754 6.5mil gap
$frpcn
im=374, na=17, ngasr=30, nr=25,
$end
$frpcon
cpI = 4.27, crdt = 0.0, crdtr = 0.0, thkeld = 0.023622,
dco = 0.39567, pitch = 0.44685, den = 85.0, thkgap=0.002953,
dishsd = 0.0808, dspg = 0.345, dspgw = 0.05, enrch = 4.8,
fa= 1.0, fgpav = 350.0, hplt = 0.387, hdish = 0.0113,
icm = 2, icor = 0, idxgas = 1, iplant =-3,
iq = 0, jdlpr = 0, totl = 4.4193, jn = 1*17,
jst = 374*1,
rc = 0.0, roughe = 2.0e-5, nplot = 1, roughf= 3.0e-5,
vs = 28.0, nunits = 1, rsntr = 97.2,
qf(1)=0.2146,0.2146,0.5962,0.6634,2.6759,2.4918,2.3080,0.3892,0.2519,
0.3548,1.9622,2.0292,1.8287,0.4821,0.6125,0.8211,0.8211,
x(1)=0.0,0.2098,0.6293,0.8789,0.9982,1.2369,1.4756,1.6617,2.4081,
3.1545,3.3772,3.7254,4.0736,4.2477,4.3341,4.3909,4.4193,
nsp = 0, p2 = 1044.0, tw = 550.0, go = 2.0e6,
ProblemTime=0.0 1,0.02,0.03,0.04,0.05,0.06,0.07,0.08,0.09,0.1,
0.15,0.2,0.25,0.3,0.35,0.4,0.45,0.5,0.55,0.6,
0.65,0.7,0.75,0.8,0.85,0.9,0.95,1.0,1.1,1.2,
1.3,1.4,1.5,1.6,1.7,1.8,1.9,2.0,2.1,2.2,
2.4,2.6,2.8,3.0,3.2,3.4,3.6,3.8,4.0,4.2,
4.4,4.6,4.8,5.0,5.2,5.5,6.0,6.5,7.0,8.0,
8.5,9.0,9.5,10.0,10.5,11.0,11.5,12.0,12.5,13.0,
13.5,14.0,14.5,15.0,15.5,16.0,16.5,17.5,18.5,19.5,
21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,
31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,
41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,
51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,
61,62,(3,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,
71,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,79,80,
81,82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90,
91,92,93,94,95,96,97,98,99,100,
101,102,103,104,105,106,107,108,109,110,
111,112,113,114,115,116,117,118,119,120,
121,122,123,124,125,126,127,128,129,130,
131,132,133,134,135,136,137,138,139,140,
141,142,143,144,145,146,147,148,149,150,
151,158,167,176,185,194,202,211,220,229,
238,246,255,264,273,282,290,299,308,317,
326,334,343,352,361,370,378,387,396,405,
414,422,431,440,449,458,466,475,484,493,
502,510,519,528,537,546,554,563,572,581,
590,598,607,616,625,633,642,651,660,669,
678,686,695,704,713,722,731,739,748,757,
766,775,783,792,801,810,819,827,836,845,
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854,863,871,880,889,898,907,915,924,933,
942,951,959,968,977,986,995,1003,1012,1021,
1030,1039,1042,1047,1065,1074,1083,1091,1100,1109,
1118,1127,1135,1144,1153,1162,1171,1179,1188,1197,
1206,1215,1223,1232,1241,1250,1259,1267,1276,1285,
1294,1303,1311,1320,1329,1338,1347,1355,1364,1373,
1382,1391,1399,1408,1417,1426,1435,1443,1452,1461,
1482,1491,1510,1530,1550,1579,1600,1620,1640,1660,
1700,1740,1780,1820,
qmpy= 4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,
4.553,4.553,4.553,4.553,2.000,2.000,2.000,2.000,2.000,2.000,
2.000,2.000,2.000,2.000,2.000,2.000,2.000,2.000,2.000,2.000,
2.000,2.000,2.000,2.000,
flux= 4.5E+15,4.5E+15,4.5E+15,4.5E+15,4.5E+15,4.5E+15,4.5E+15,
4.5E+15,4.5E+15,4.5E+15,4.5E+15,4.5E+15,4.5E+ 15,4.5E+ 15,
4.5E+15,4.5E+15,4.5E+15,4.5E+15,4.5E+15,4.5E+ 15,
slim = .05,
$end
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C.3. FRAPCON-EP PWR-UN input file
* frapcon3, steady-state fuel rod analysis code, version 3 *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
* *
* CASE DESCRIPTION: 31: Seabrook UFSAR + NUREG-1754 6.5mil gap *
*UNIT FILE DESCRIPTION *
*---- ------------------------------------------------ *
* Output: *
* 6 STANDARD PRINTER OUTPUT *
* *
* Scratch: *
* 5 SCRATCH INPUT FILE FROM ECHO1 *
* *
* Input: FRAPCON2 INPUT FILE (UNIT 55) *
* GOESINS:
FILE05='nullfile', STATUS='scratch', FORM='FORMATTED',
CARRIAGE CONTROL='LIST'
*
* GOESOUTS:
FILE06='unpwr85.out', STATUS='UNKNOWN', CARRIAGE CONTROL='LIST'
FILE66='unpwr85-data.out', STATUS='UNKNOWN', CARRIAGE CONTROL='LIST'
31: Seabrook UFSAR + NUREG-1754 6.5mil gap
$frpcn
im=170, na=17, ngasr=30, nr=25,
$end
$frpcon
cpl = 6.9, crdt = 0.0, crdtr = 0.0, thkcld = 0.0225,
dco 0.374, pitch = 0.496, den = 85.0, thkgap=0.00325,
dishsd = 0.0808, dspg = 0.32, dspgw = 0.05, enrch = 4.85,
fa= 1.0, fgpav = 350.0, hplt = 0.387, hdish = 0.0113,
icm = 5, icor = 0, idxgas = 1, iplant =-2,
iq = 0, jdlpr = 0, totl = 12.0, jn = 9*26,
jst= 13*1,11*2,12*3,11*4,11*5,12*6,11*7,11*8,88*9,
rc = 0.0, roughc = 2.0e-5, nplot = 1, roughf = 3.0e-5,
vs = 28.0, nunits = 1, rsntr = 97.2,
qf(1)=0,396,0.509,0.716,0.854,0.932,0.966,1.044,1.078,1.078,
1.139,1.173,1.173,1.165,1.199,1.199,1.156,1.182,1.165,1.122,
1.087,1.052,0.975,0.845,0.725,0.552,0.458,
qf(27)=0.477,0.608,0.847,0.959,1.000,0.996,1.037,1.042,1.025,
1.062,1.075,1.066,1.054,1.079,1.079,1.042,1.070,1.066,1.042,
1.037,1.037,1.008,0.930,0.847,0.707,0.630,
qf(53)=0.557,0.706,0.979,1.067,1.075,1.035,1.043,1.019,0.987,
1.003,0.995,0.979,0.963,0.979,0.979,0.947,0.979,0.987,0.979,
1.003,1.035,1.051,1.019,0.971,0.858,0.797,
qf(79)=0.389,0.526,0.776,0.906,0.970,0.994,1.059,1.092,1.083,
1.140,1.164,1.156,1.148,1.172,1.172,1.132,1.156,1.140,1.100,
1.075,1.043,0.978,0.857,0.729,0.534,0.427,
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qf(1 05)=0.498,0.631,0.874,0.972,1.002,0.997,1.031,1.040,1.023,
1.061,1.070,1.057,1.040,1.065,1.065,1.036,1.061,1.057,1.036,
1.031,1.031,1.010,0.938,0.858,0.720,0.645,
qf(13 1)=0.629,0.758,0.996,1.060,1.051,1.014,1.014,0.996,0.968,
0.987,0.977,0.959,0.932,0.959,0.959,0.941,0.968,0.977,0.977,
0.996,1.032,1.060,1.041,1.014,0.941,0.901,
qf(1 57)=0.397,0.520,0.744,0.856,0.917,0.948,1.019,1.060,1.070,
1.121,1.151,1.162,1.151,1.182,1.182,1.151,1.172,1.162,1.121,
1.090,1.070,0.999,0.886,0.774,0.581,0.475,
qf(1 83)=0.505,0.629,0.857,0.946,0.976,0.976,1.011,1.021,1.011,
1.040,1.055,1.055,1.040,1.065,1.065,1.040,1.065,1.065,1.045,
1.040,1.050,1.026,0.961,0.892,0.753,0.677,
qf(209)=0.614,0.742,0.976,1.044,1.044,1.015,1.015,0.995,0.966,
0.976,0.976,0.966,0.947,0.966,0.966,0.947,0.976,0.986,0.986,
1.005,1.044,1.064,1.044,1.015,0.927,0.879,
x(1)=0.0,0.3,0.7,1.2,1.7,2.2,2.7,3.2,3.7,4.2,4.7,5.2,
5.7,6.2,6.7,7.2,7.7,8.2,8.7,9.2,9.7,10.2,10.7,11.2,11.7,12.0,
x(27)=0.0,0.3,0.7,1.2,1.7,2.2,2.7,3.2,3.7,4.2,4.7,5.2,
5.7,6.2,6.7,7.2,7.7,8.2,8.7,9.2,9.7,10.2,10.7,11.2,11.7,12.0,
x(53)=0.0,0.3,0.7,1.2,1.7,2.2,2.7,3.2,3.7,4.2,4.7,5.2,
5.7,6.2,6.7,7.2,7.7,8.2,8.7,9.2,9.7,10.2,10.7,11.2,11.7,12.0,
x(79)=0.0,0.3,0.7,1.2,1.7,2.2,2.7,3.2,3.7,4.2,4.7,5.2,
5.7,6.2,6.7,7.2,7.7,8.2,8.7,9.2,9.7,10.2,10.7,11.2,11.7,12.0,
x(105)=0.0,0.3,0.7,1.2,1.7,2.2,2.7,3.2,3.7,4.2,4.7,5.2,
5.7,6.2,6.7,7.2,7.7,8.2,8.7,9.2,9.7,10.2,10.7,11.2,11.7,12.0,
x(1 3 1)=0.0,0.3,0.7,1.2,1.7,2.2,2.7,3.2,3.7,4.2,4.7,5.2,
5.7,6.2,6.7,7.2,7.7,8.2,8.7,9.2,9.7,10.2,10.7,11.2,11.7,12.0,
x(1 57)=0.0,0.3,0.7,1.2,1.7,2.2,2.7,3.2,3.7,4.2,4.7,5.2,
5.7,6.2,6.7,7.2,7.7,8.2,8.7,9.2,9.7,10.2,10.7,11.2,11.7,12.0,
x(I 83)=0.0,0.3,0.7,1.2,1.7,2.2,2.7,3.2,3.7,4.2,4.7,5.2,
5.7,6.2,6.7,7.2,7.7,8.2,8.7,9.2,9.7,10.2,10.7,11.2,11.7,12.0,
x(209)=0.0,0.3,0.7,1.2,1.7,2.2,2.7,3.2,3.7,4.2,4.7,5.2,
5.7,6.2,6.7,7.2,7.7,8.2,8.7,9.2,9.7,10.2,10.7,11.2,11.7,12.0,
nsp = 0, p2 = 2250.0, tw = 557.5, go = 2.46e6,
ProblemTime=1,2,5,10,15,30,45,60,75,90,105,120,135,150,165,180,
195,210,225,240,255,270,285,300,315,330,345,360,375,390,405,420,
435,450,465,480,495,510,525,540,555,570,585,600,615,630,645,660,
675,690,705,720,735,750,765,780,795,810,825,840,855,870,885,900,
915,930,945,960,975,990,1005,1020,1035,1050,1065,1080,1095,1110,
1125,1140,1155,1170,1185,1200,1215,1230,1245,1260,1275,1290,1305,
1320,1335,1350,1365,1380,1395,1410,1425,1440,1455,1470,1485,1500,
1515,1530,1545,1560,1575,1590,1605,1620,1635,1650,
1665,1680,1695,1710,1725,1740,1755,1770,1785,1800,
1815,1830,1845,1860,1875,1890,1905,1920,1935,1950,
1965,1980,1995,2010,2025,2040,2055,2070,2085,2100,
2115,2130,2145,2160,2175,2190,2205,2220,2235,2250,
2265,2280,2295,2310,2325,2340,2355,2370,2385,2400,
2415,2430,2445,2460,2475,2490,
qmpy= 6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,
6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,
6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,
6.482,6.482,6.482,6.482,6.435,6.387,6.339,6.291,6.244,6.196,6.148,
6.101,6.054,6.006,5.958,5.911,5.863,5.815,5.768,5.720,5.672,5.624,
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5.577,5.529,5.481,5.433,5.386,5.338,5.290,5.244,5.196,5.148,5. 100,
5.053,5.005,4.957,4.910,4.862,4.814,4.766,4.719,4.671,4.623,4.575,
4.528,4.480,4.433,4.386,4.338,4.290,4.242,4.195,4.147,4.099,4.052,
4.004,3.956,3.908,3.861,3.813,3.765,3.717,3.670,3.623,3.575,3.528,
3.480,3.432,3.384,3.337,3.289,67*3.24,
slim = .05,
$end
C.4. Liu-2007 CPR correlation Matlab Script
GVarDeclare;
gid = 4;
RBWRinput2l7;
chf = 1;
CPRopt = 1;
spot =1;
xoc =0;
massem = 8.487654321*1.
lamda = sollamda(0);
G = massem/Ac;
n=2 00;
dz=L/n;
pex=P/le6;
LPF1=1. 05;
m1=0.5;
m2=1. 5;
m3=1.0;
b01=2071;
b11=635;
1;
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b02=995;
b12=414;
gl=pex*exp(-0.27*pex);
g2=pex*exp(-0.31*pex);
a01=bOl+bl1*g1;
a02=b02+bl2*g2;
all=-1 .71;
a12=-0.22;
M1=0.5;
M2=1.5;
M3=1.0;
h=P/Pcr;
A01=-98.2+115.7* (G/100) -33.25* (G/100) ^2+3.1* (G/100) ^3;
A02=max(41-2.5*(G/100), 28.0-0.83*(G/100));
BO=3.6e-4 - 4.0e-4*h;
CO=3.3e-4 - 2.2e-4*h;
All=BO+4.7e-5*(G/100);
A12=C0+4.7e-5*(G/100);
if G<300
AO=AO1;
A1=A11;
elseif G > 350
AO=A02;
A1=A12;
else
AO=(A01+A02) /2;
Al=(A11+A12)/2;
end
xtr=0. 9*deng/G* (9.81*De*denfg/denf) ^0.5;
z=zeros (n, 1)
qs=zeres (n, 1);
hcoolHo=zeros(n,1);
xeq=zeros (n, 1);
for k=1:n
z (k)=k*dz;
qs (k) =get qs (k*dz);
if k==1
hcoolHo(k)=hin;
else
hcoolHo (k)=hcoolHo (k-i) +qs (k) *Ph*dz/ (G*Ac);
end
xeq (k) = (hcoolHo (k) -hf) /hfg;
end
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Co=1. 0;
Vgj=0.188*sqrt(9.81*De*denfg/deng);
uin=G/denf;
for j=1:n
qs(j)=getqs(j*dz);
if j*dz<lamda
xigma(j) = 0;
else
xigma (j ) =vfg/hfg* (qs (j) *Ph/Ac)
e n. (d
ene
denm = zeros(n,1);
for k=1:n
if k==1
jm(k)=uin;
jm(k)=jm(k-1) +xigma(k) *dz;
end
denm (k) =denf* (uin+Vgj) /(jm (k) +Vgj);
um(k)=G/denm(k);
end
for k=1:n
if (xeq (k) >=xtr)
Ltr=z (k);
break;
end
end
if chf == 1
CHF=zeros (n, 1);
CHFlocal=zeros (n, 1);
CHFtemp=zeros (n, 1);
xcr-eq=zeros (n, 1);
xcr_H1=zeros(n,1);
xcrH2=zeros(n,1);
xcrH=zeros(n,1);
for k=1:n
if z(k) <= lamda
CHF (k) =aOl* (Ph/Pwet) /(LPF1^m3);
end
if z(k) > lamda
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it flagl = 1;
i=1;
while it flagl == 1
for j=l:k
if j==1
hcoolH (j)=hin;
else
CHFtemp(j)=(get qs(j*dz)+i);
hcoolH(j)=hcoolH(j-1)+CHFtemp(j)*Ph*dz/(G*Ac);
end
xcreq(j)=(hcoolH(j)-hf)/hfg;
end
CHF (k) =CHFtemp (k);
xcr H1(k)=(CHF(k)*LPFlAm3/(Ph/Pwet)-
aOl)/all*(G/100)Aml*De"m2*LPF1A (-m3) * (Ph/Pwet);
xcrH2(k)=(CHF(k)*LPF1Am3/(Ph/Pwet)-
a02)/al2*(G/100)Aml*DeAm2*LPF1A (-m3)*(Ph/Pwet);
xcrH(k) = max(xcr_H1(k),xcrH2(k));
diff = abs(xcr H(k)-xcr eq(k));
if diff < 0.01
itflagl = 0;
else
i=i+2;
end
if i > 10000
disp(' I",-
error;
e nd
end
end
CHFlocal (k) =CHF (k);
disp (k) ;
disp(CHF_local(k));
en d
xcr L=zeros(n,l);
xcr=zeros (n, 1) ;
I);
for k=l:n
xcr_H1(k)=(CHFlocal(k)*LPFlAm3/(Ph/Pwet)-
aOl)/all*(G/100)Aml*DeAm2*LPF1A (-m3)*(Ph/Pwet);
xcrH2(k)=(CHFlocal(k)*LPFlAm3/(Ph/Pwet)-
a02)/a12* (G/100)Aml*DeAm2*LPFA (-m3)*(Ph/Pwet);
xcrH(k)=max(xcr_H1(k), xcrH2(k));
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I-. r
fl (. ,
if xcr_H(k)>1.0
xcrH(k) = 1.0;
end
end
for k=1:n
if z(k)<lamda
xcr_H(k)=0;
end
if z(k)<Ltr
xcrL(k)=0;
else
La=z (k) -Ltr;
xcr L(k)=xtr+La/
M3) * (Ph/Pwet);
end
(AO*G/100*De+A1/(G/100)^M1/De^M2*La)*LPF1^(-
xcr(k)=min(xcrH(k), xcrL(k));
xcr(k)=max(xcr(k), 0);
end
end
if CPRopt == 1
HcoolHj=zeros (n, 1);
qsj=zeros (n,1);
xeqtj=zeros (n, 1);
xcrHlk=zeros(n,1);
xcrH2k=zeros(n,1);
xcrHk=zeros (n, 1);
xcr Lk=zeros(n,1);
xcrk=zeros(n,1);
i=0;
qsOdesign=Qassem/Npin
itr Flag=1;
whi-le (itrFlag==1)
/L/ (pi*d pin) ;
qsO_chf = qsOdesign+i;
for k=1:n
for j=1:n
if j==1
hcoo
else
lHj(j)=hin;
qsj(j)=(getqs(j*dz)+i);
hcoolHj (j) =hcoolHj (j-1) +qsj (j) *Ph*dz/ (G*Ac);
end
xeqtj (j) = (hcoolHj (j) -hf) /hfg;
end
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for m=l:n
if (xeqtj (m) >=xtr)
Ltrj=z (M);
break;
end
end
xcr Hik(k)=(qsj(k)*LPF1^m3/(Ph/Pwet)-
aOl)/all* (G/100)^ml*De^m2*LPFA (-m3) * (Ph/Pwet);
xcrH2k(k)=(qsj(k)*LPFJAm3/(Ph/Pwet)-
a02)/al2*(G/100)^ml*De Am2*LPFlA (-m3) * (Ph/Pwet);
xcrHk(k)=max(xcr_Hlk(k), xcrH2k(k));
if z(k)<Ltrj
xcrLk(k)=0;
else
La=z (k) -Ltrj;
xcrLk(k)=xtr+La/(A*G/100*De+A1/(G/100)AMl/De^M2*La)*LPFA(-M3)*(Ph/Pwet);
end
i f spot == 1
xcrk(k)=min(xcrHk(k), xcrLk(k));
else
xcrk(k)=xcrLk(k);
end
if (xeqtj(k)>xcrk(k) && z(k)>Ltrj)
itr_Flag=0;
break;
else
itrFlag=1;
end
disp (k);
disp (qsOchf);
end
kw =5;
i=i+kw;
end
CPR=(qsO_chf+qsO chf-kw) /2/qsO design;
d isp( ' f t );
disp (CPR);
endI
table=zeros (n, 8);
for k=l:n
table (k, 1) =qs (k, 1);
table (k, 2) =CHFlocal(k,1);
table (k, 3) =xeq (k, 1);
table(k,4)=xcrH(k,1);
table(k,5)=xcrL(k,1);
table (k, 6) =xcr (k, 1);
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table (k,7)=xeqtj (k,1);
table(k,8)=xcrk(k,1);
en d
plt = 2;
if plt == 1
plot (z, CHFlocal,
hold or ;
plot (z, qs)
elseif plt == 2
plot(z,xcrH);
hold ;
plot (z, xeq, 'r
plot(z,xcr,'g
elseif plt == 3
plot (z, xcrk, ' ');
hold );
plot (z, xeqtj, '
plot (z,xcr, 'cl
plot(z,xeq,'
end
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